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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Grade P91 steel, from the class of advanced high-chrome ferritic steels, is one of the 

preferred materials for many elevated temperature structural components. Creep-fatigue (C-F) 

interactions, along with oxidation, can accelerate the kinetics of damage accumulation and 

consequently reduce such components’ life. Hence, reliable C-F test data is required for meticulous 

consideration of C-F interactions and oxidation, which in turn is vital for sound design practices. It 

is also imperative to develop analytical constitutive models that can simulate and predict material 

response under various long-term in-service conditions using experimental data from short-term 

laboratory experiments. Consequently, the major objectives of the proposed research are to 

characterize the creep, fatigue and C-F behavior of grade P91 steels at 625 C and develop robust 

constitutive models for simulating/predicting their microstructural response under different loading 

conditions. 

 

This work will utilize experimental data from 16 laboratories worldwide that conducted tests 

(creep, fatigue and C-F) on grade P91 steel at 625°C in a round-robin (RR) program. Along with 7 

creep deformation and rupture tests, 32 pure fatigue and 46 C-F tests from the RR are considered in 

this work. A phenomenological constitutive model formulated in this work needs just five fitting 

parameters to simulate/predict the monotonic, pure fatigue and C-F behavior of grade P91 at 

625 C. A modified version of an existing constitutive model is also presented for particularly 

simulating its isothermal creep deformation and rupture behavior.  

 

Experimental results indicate that specimen C-F lives, as measured by the 2% load drop 

criterion, seem to decrease with increasing strain ranges and increasing hold times at 625°C. 



 
 

Metallographic assessment of the tested specimens shows that the damage mode in both pure 

fatigue and 600 seconds hold time cyclic tests is predominantly transgranular fatigue with some 

presence of oxidation spikes. The damage mode in 1800 second hold time cyclic tests is an 

interaction of transgranular fatigue with dominant oxide spikes and creep cavitation. Other 

experimental results including the statistical analysis and inter- and intra-laboratory variability in the 

C-F lifetimes are provided in the text. Scatter factor for any of creep, monotonic, pure fatigue and 

C-F simulations is shown to be at a maximum of ~ 1.3, in comparison to > 5 expected for a RR. 

Moreover, the microstructural variability between nominally homogeneous specimens can be 

inherently accounted by the formulated constitutive model.  
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CChhaapptteerr  11::  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Background and motivation for research 

 
Sustained efforts of environmentalists and proponents of continued ecosystem balance have 

created increasing awareness among world citizens to contribute less towards global warming and 

more towards “greener” practices. Due to lack of other large-scale viable options yet, electricity 

generation has rather ironically become more dependent on non-renewable resources – fossil fuels 

like coal, natural gas or oil shale – to cater the increasing global energy demand. As per the estimates 

of International Energy Agency (IEA) in 2011, fossil fuels will account for 75% of the global energy 

market by 2035 [1]. It is further stated that the usage of coal specifically is expected to increase by a 

staggering 65% in 2035 from utilization levels in 2011. If realized so, coal will gradually overtake oil 

as the largest fuel in the global energy mix in a decade or two. Considering that coal-fired steam 

power plants already produce ~ 40% of the world electricity needs, it thus becomes clearly evident 

that coal will play an integral role in the global power production for years to come.   

 

It is well known that coal, when burnt, emits carbon dioxide (CO2) – a greenhouse gas 

considered to contribute significantly to global warming – and other equally harmful particulate 

matter. In order to ensure efficient utilization of coal reserves with minimized environmental 

pollution, coal-fired steam power plants should therefore be operated at maximum thermal 

efficiencies with consistent impetus on further improvement(s). From earlier attempts, the impact 

that an improvement in the operating efficiencies of power plants will have on reducing their 

contribution to global pollution levels is well documented (cf. section 1.3 for a quantitative 

discussion) [2, 3].  
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The maximum working pressure and temperature in the steam cycle are the critical factors 

that largely determine the thermal efficiency of steam based systems, as they help reduce heat 

transfer losses. Hence, there has been a global effort to increase the maximum service steam 

pressure and temperature in an effort to improve the net operating efficiencies of coal-fired steam 

power plants (see Figure 1.1) [4]. The chief limiting concern in this endeavor is the lack of superior 

materials – inherently limited by their mechanical properties – for fabricating elevated temperature 

components in such facilities [5]. So, it can be generally interpreted that improvement of existing 

materials and/or development of new materials will not only improve the thermal efficiencies of 

fossil-fired steam power plants, but also concurrently help reduce environmental pollution [6, 7, 8, 

9]. 

 
 

Figure 1.1. Improvement in net efficiency as a function of steam pressure and 
temperature in coal-fired steam power plants [4]. 
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Of all the materials considered for structural applications in power plants, steels – iron based 

alloys containing few alloying elements, primarily carbon – remain the primary choice since they 

have been employed and studied extensively for the last few centuries, and are relatively inexpensive. 

Due to increased global research activities in alloy development over the years, steels with improved 

mechanical properties have been progressively developed to operate structural components at ever 

increasing temperatures and stresses or steam conditions [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. This global effort has 

been much more pronounced in advanced steam power plants with particular focus on improved 

elevated temperature properties (see Figure 1.2) [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. 

 

 
 
Figure 1.2. Overview of global research activities towards development of steels for 
advanced steam power plant components [21]. 

 

Among the class of steels, high-chrome – containing 9-12% chromium (Cr) content – 

martensitic/ferritic steels have made it possible to run ultra-supercritical (USC) steam power plants 
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that typically operate up to 630 C and 300 bar  [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Of particular 

interest to this work is grade tempered martensitic steel that nominally contains 9% Cr, 1% 

molybdenum (Mo) and 0.2% vanadium (V) and is designated by the American Society for Testing 

and Materials (ASTM) as grade T91/P91 steel. The prefixes in this designation correspond to tubing 

and piping applications, respectively. This material is commonly employed for fabricating structural 

components such as steam headers, superheater and reheater tubes in USC power plants. Such 

components typically operate at high steam pressures and temperatures under a combination of 

cyclic (startup and shutdown) loading conditions with hold periods – lasting as much as a month – 

of sustained stress. 

 

When metallic structural components are subjected to sustained or cyclic mechanical loading 

at ambient temperatures, they undergo elastic/inelastic or fatigue deformation, respectively. But 

when their operating temperature increases (typically greater than 40% of the absolute melting 

temperature   ), the primary deformation and damage mode becomes creep or creep-fatigue (C-F), 

respectively. Thus, creep, fatigue and C-F behavior of high temperature structural components is an 

important design concern. As grade P91 steel is one of the preferred materials for such applications, 

it thus becomes imperative to understand the role and effects of each of these distinct deformation 

modes during its elevated temperature operation. In this context, few researchers have investigated 

the deformation response of grade P91 steel under different elevated temperatures – discussed in 

detail in Chapter 4 – mostly ranging between 450°C and 600°C. In an effort to increase the thermal 

(and net) efficiency of USC power plants as discussed earlier, it is desired to increase the maximum 

operating temperature of these steels up to 625-650°C. Hence, one of the goals of this work is to 

characterize the creep, fatigue and C-F interactions in this class of steels at the critical temperature, 

625 C, and to achieve a thorough understanding of the deformation mechanisms involved.  
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But to achieve this, it requires extensive amounts of time and laboratory test data under 

various loading conditions. Since such experiments also require considerable test resources, it is 

advantageous to utilize the resources in several laboratories. Hence this work will utilize data from 

16 laboratories worldwide that conducted tests (creep, fatigue and C-F) on grade P91 steel at 625oC 

in a round-robin (RR) program for evaluating the recently developed ASTM E2714-09 [31] standard 

on C-F testing. The results of this RR were primarily used to formulate a definitive precision and 

bias statement for supporting this test standard. This RR also allowed the assessment of the intra- 

and inter-laboratory variability in the C-F test data generated while following the guidelines 

recommended in the test standard. Therefore, the overall program led by the University of Arkansas 

was designed to meet several objectives that range from studying deformation mechanisms in grade 

P91 steel to contributing to C-F test standard development. The specimens tested by the various RR 

participants were sent to the University of Arkansas after testing for microscopic investigation of the 

influence of the different elevated temperature deformation and damage accumulation mechanisms 

on C-F lifetime. 

 

Laboratory specimens, contrary to components in-service, are mostly tested under 

accelerated loading conditions to expedite the rate of deformation and specimen failure within 

realistic cost- and time-bounds. Predictive constitutive modeling thus plays a pivotal role in 

characterizing a material’s response under long-term in-service conditions, with required input(s) 

from short-term laboratory test data. Therefore, this work will also involve the development of 

analytical constitutive models that can robustly predict the deformation response of grade P91 steel 

using the RR test data, if existing models do not perform satisfactorily. Appropriate scientific 

consideration is also accordingly provided therein to clearly distinguish the need for developing a 

better constitutive model in this regard.  
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1.2. Research objectives 

 

The objectives of this dissertation work can thus be briefly summarized as follows: 

1. Characterize the creep, fatigue and C-F interactions in grade P91 steel at 625oC. This 

task has been accomplished by collaboratively working with 15 other laboratories 

that have performed the required testing. As part of their RR participation, the 

University of Arkansas have contributed their creep deformation and rupture data 

and monotonic tensile test data. All other test data were sent to the University of 

Arkansas for analysis. 

2. Understand the deformation and damage accumulation mechanisms under sustained 

and cyclic loading conditions. The participants of the RR program provided their 

tested samples to the University of Arkansas for microscopic investigation of the 

involved damage mechanisms.  

3. Identify/develop robust analytical models for simulating and predicting the creep, 

fatigue and C-F behavior using all the available data while carefully incorporating the 

damage mechanisms observed in the test material at the test temperature.  

4. Evaluate the new C-F test standard ASTM E2714-09 with the RR test data and 

(i) report the inter- and intra-laboratory variability observed in the C-F data after 

following the guidelines prescribed in this standard.  

(ii) determine the presence of any inherent biases in C-F life test data that may be 

associated primarily with specimen sizes or geometries. 

(iii) define an appropriate terminology for characterizing C-F crack formation, and 

(iv) recommend a more definitive statement on precision and bias in the C-F data to 

be included in the E2714-09 standard. 
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1.3. Significance and benefits of the performed research 

 
In-service grade P91 steel structural components are typically operated under complex 

loading conditions at elevated temperatures leading to complex time dependencies that vary 

considerably with temperature, stress and strain. Therefore, for sound design considerations under 

those conditions, a thorough understanding of the creep, fatigue and C-F deformation mechanisms 

is required. The acquired knowledge can greatly help in designing and fabricating better elevated 

temperature structural components that can provide improved thermal efficiency while significantly 

lowering hazardous CO2 emissions. Knowledge of the mechanisms involved will also aid in the 

selection of appropriate inspection intervals and minimizing the risk of catastrophic structural 

failures and their subsequent economic consequences and danger to human safety. To quantitatively 

validate this claim, published literature has shown that 9-12% Cr steels have progressively helped 

USC power plants to reduce their specific CO2 emissions by ~ 30% over the last few decades [17, 

32, 33]. 

 

1.4. Overview of the dissertation structure 

 
Chapter 2 will provide a generalized discussion on the fundamentals of the different elevated 

temperature deformation and damage mechanisms, namely creep, fatigue, C-F interactions and 

oxidation kinetics, for a given material under different loading conditions. This will be followed by a 

description of the test material, grade P91 steel, and various physical metallurgical concepts related 

to it such as chemical composition, microstructural features and typical heat treatment 

methodologies in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 outlines the existing published experimental and constitutive 

modeling results for the creep, fatigue, C-F (and oxidation) deformation response of grade P91 steel 
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under different testing conditions. Chapter 5 provides all the relevant details and methods for the 

experimental tests performed as part of the RR that are considered in this work. This chapter also 

very briefly discusses the statistical methodology employed for assessing the intra- and inter-

laboratory variability in the test results and for formulating the precision and bias statements from 

the RR data. A thermodynamically consistent perspective of crystal plasticity is presented in detail in 

Chapter 6 along with the formulation of a novel constitutive model that is shown to accurately 

simulate/predict the fatigue and C-F behavior of grade P91 steel. A modified version of an existing 

model is also proposed in this chapter for simulating the test material’s creep deformation and 

rupture behavior along with the approach followed for the constitutive modeling efforts in this 

work. All the experimental and constitutive modeling results will be presented in Chapter 7 along 

with a detailed discussion of these results and their significance. This will be followed by a 

condensed summary of the conclusions of this work and recommendations for future work in 

Chapter 8.  

 

The original contributions from this dissertation work are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 

while Chapters 2 through 5 establish the scientific groundwork for understanding the concepts and 

results discussed in these two chapters. 
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CChhaapptteerr  22::  ELEVATED TEMPERATURE DEFORMATION MECHANISMS 

 

 

2.1. The need to understand deformation and damage mechanisms 

 
To propose sound solutions to address the objectives of this dissertation, it is important to 

thoroughly recognize and understand the microstructure-property relationships of typical elevated 

temperature components. As per this approach, a clear understanding of a material’s microstructural 

response under a given loading condition will offer better insights about the relevant failure 

mechanism(s) and expected lifetimes. This knowledge is then useful in improving the relevant 

mechanical properties for a given application by engineering the required microstructural changes in 

that material. This knowledge can also be useful in developing novel materials with desired 

properties by incorporating the required microstructural aspects. It therefore necessitates a profound 

comprehension of the microstructural evolution for candidate structural materials – metals and 

metallic alloys – at elevated temperature and pressure (or equivalently, stress). This highlights the 

importance of understanding the fundamentals of the most common deformation and damage 

mechanisms – creep, fatigue, C-F interactions and oxidation – observed in such materials at elevated 

temperatures. 

 

2.2. Fundamentals of creep 

 
Metallic structural components operating continuously at elevated temperatures over 

extended periods of time slowly accumulate inelastic – that includes plastic and viscous components 

– strains, even when subjected to sustained mechanical stresses that are much lower than the 

material’s yield strength. Such undesirable progressive time-dependent inelastic deformation of 
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materials at elevated temperatures is referred to as creep [34, 35, 36]. Creep is often the life limiting 

design consideration in engineering applications when the absolute operating temperature   

approaches a material’s homologous temperature –  /   – of 0.4 or greater, where    is its 

absolute melting temperature. Although creep damage always increases with increasing temperature 

and exposure time, the rate of deformation is particularly dependent on a material’s microstructure 

and the applied load. Hence, structural materials are typically classified as creep-ductile or creep-

brittle when the creep ductility – plastic strain at failure – is higher ( 5%) or lower (< 5%), 

respectively. In this juncture, it is imperative to clearly define what failure, as described in the earlier 

context, means in creep design considerations. The definition of “failure” is solely dependent on the 

class of a given application as explained below and as schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1 [37, 38]: 

 
a) Applications that need to maintain precise dimensional tolerances or clearances during 

operation, as in turbine blades and discs. 

b) Situations that must account for creep-induced buckling – instability of slender 

columns – under compressive loading, as in pressurized pipelines. 

c) Applications during which stress decreases with time – relaxation – at constant 

deformation, as in pretensioned cables or bolts.  

d) Instances where dimensional tolerance is relatively immaterial, although fracture needs 

to be avoided, as in steam turbine quick stop valves. 

 

2.2.1. Laboratory testing conditions 

 
Due to its time-dependent nature, creep damage in in-service components typically 

accumulates over years before eventual failure or rupture. Due to constraints imposed by limited use 

of resources, most experiments conducted at research laboratories typically run for weeks or few 
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months at the maximum. It is therefore obvious that experiments conducted to understand the 

nature of creep deformation under laboratory conditions cannot be run at in-service timescales. 

Hence, laboratory tests to comprehend creep deformation are performed under accelerated loading 

– stress and/or temperature are considerably raised than in-service conditions – to expedite the 

dynamics of deformation. Laboratory tests at nominally constant elevated temperatures can be run 

either at constant sustained load or at constant material deformation. The former, referred to as 

creep test, measures increase in deformation with time and the latter, referred to as stress-relaxation 

test, measures decrease in load with time. Of particular interest to this work is the creep test and 

hence will be the only topic of further discussion. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Importance of creep failure consideration as dictated by four classes of 
applications: a) displacement-limited, b) buckling-limited, c) relaxation-limited and d) 

rupture-limited, where   : exposure temperature,   : external stress,   : angular velocity and 

  : internal pressure [38]. 
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2.2.2. Typical laboratory creep testing methodology 

 
Creep tests of metallic materials are often conducted under constant tensile loads at a 

nominally constant temperature of relevance for the material under consideration. Cylindrical 

tension specimens are usually machined in accordance with guidelines established by the ASTM 

standard for creep testing, E139 [39]. A typical sequence of laboratory creep tests can be briefly 

outlined as follows:  

 

(i) A standard cylindrical specimen of initial area    is heated upto 0.4    (where    is the 

absolute melting temperature) or higher and allowed to stabilize at the desired testing 

temperature ( ) for few hours. 

(ii) The external sustained mechanical load ( ) for an experiment corresponds to an axial 

stress (  ) desired for evaluation and can be applied either in parts (pre-loading and/or 

interrupted loading at definite time intervals) or in full at the start of the experiment. It 

needs to be remembered that     is generally lower than the material’s yield strength. 

(iii) After thermal stabilization, the experiment begins wherein the deformation is measured 

by highly-sensitive and accurate transducers and continued till eventual failure or a 

predefined strain level. 

 

As expected, the instantaneous material response (   ) is elastic (i.e., no evident macroscopic 

permanent deformation occurs) [40]. With time, creep curves – specimen elongation (deformation 

or strain) graphically plotted against time – can be obtained, wherein the strain is measured over the 

specimen’s reference or gage length [41]. If the creep tests are continued till eventual failure of the 

specimen, they are referred to as creep rupture tests. Hence, laboratory creep tests can be 
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interrupted at any point in time when the available data is deemed sufficient for the objective in 

hand. 

 

2.2.3. Distinct regimes of creep deformation 

 
Figure 2.2 shows a typical creep curve of metallic materials where the axial engineering strain 

  is plotted against elapsed time   [37, 38, 42, 43, 44]. This curve shows the time-dependent strain 

increasing at varying rates of deformation over time. Accordingly, the creep curve can be identified 

with three distinct regimes of strain-rate as indicated by I, II and III in this figure [41, 42, 45]. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of a uniaxial creep curve of metallic materials where 

engineering strain is plotted against elapsed time under a constant tensile load   and 

temperature   (regimes: I – primary creep, II – secondary creep and III – tertiary creep), 
after [40, 43]. 
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The first concave-shaped region of continuously decreasing creep strain-rate – regime I – is 

known as primary creep. During this transitory stage, the creep rate  ̇   (see Equation (2.1)) 

decreases with time to that of a value in the subsequent stage (the minimum creep rate,   ̇  
  ). The 

decreasing creep rate is attributed to an increase in internal resistance to creep deformation by strain 

hardening – a phenomenon where dislocation density increases leading to increased stresses for 

deformation – or equivalently to a decrease in free or mobile dislocations [40]. 

 

                                                             ̇    
  

  
                                                           ……….  (2.1) 

 
The second linear region of approximately constant creep strain-rate – regime II – is known as 

secondary or steady-state creep. During this stage, the creep rate remains nearly constant at   ̇  
   

with time and is attributed to a state of equilibrium between the rate of generation of new 

dislocations that contribute to strain hardening and the rate of dynamic recovery (via diffusion 

mechanisms) of existing dislocations that contribute to softening [40]. As the dislocation density 

increases with strain hardening, the strain- (and internal-) energy of the material increases and 

provides the thermodynamic driving force for internal energy reduction via dynamic recovery at 

elevated temperatures. Hence, recovery happens by rearranging/annihilating existing dislocations 

into lower energy structures or sub-grain boundaries and leads to a consequent decrease in 

dislocation densities. It has been empirically observed that the minimum creep rate   ̇  
   and time to 

rupture    mostly follow an inverse relationship as per the Monkman-Grant Equation (2.2): 

 

                                                            ̇   
    

 

(  ) 
                                           ………………. (2.2) 

 

where   is a constant that depends on the creep deformation strain (total elongation of the 

specimen) and   is a fitting constant often nearly equal to 1. 
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The third and final convex-shaped region of increasing creep strain-rate – regime III – is 

known as tertiary or accelerated creep. During this stage, the creep rate accelerates exponentially till 

eventual failure (rupture) at time   , due to softening induced by creep damage accumulation and 

localized deformation. Once necking – localized decrease in cross-sectional area along the 

specimen’s gage length – begins as creep deformation proceeds, increase in local stress is 

considerably higher than the macroscopic or loading stress. Thus, necking expedites the specimen’s 

rupture leading to rapidly increasing strain-rates at times closer to   . Increasing creep rates with 

time can also be attributed to microstructural evolution that usually consists of dynamic recovery 

and recrystallization, coarsening or over-ageing of secondary precipitates etc., that collectively 

decrease resistance to creep [41, 42]. Physical damage to metallic specimens after creep rupture is 

found to have grain boundary separation and development of microstructural voids, and 

intergranular cavitation and cracking often along grain boundaries [41, 42]. 

 

The uniaxial creep curve can be used to deduce a number of creep deformation properties of 

materials, with the most important of them being the value of the minimum or steady-state creep 

rate   ̇  
  . A graphical plot of Equation (2.1) over time shows a “bath tub” shaped curve (see Figure 

2.3), wherein the portion with the nominally constant minimum creep rate corresponds to the 

secondary creep stage (regime II) of the creep curve. This parameter is of utmost importance for 

design considerations as it provides some predictability of creep strain-rate with time under a given 

loading condition to avoid unexpected failures [40, 46]. It is important to observe that primary creep 

is short-lived as compared to secondary creep regime. Moreover, in-service components also do not 

enter tertiary creep stage in practice and hence creep rates in this regime are not typically considered.  
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As discussed earlier, the shape of the creep curve is determined by several competing 

reactions that include strain hardening, dynamic softening and damage evolution [47]. Of these 

microstructural responses, strain hardening tends to decrease the creep rate  ̇  , whereas the 

remaining two tend to increase the same. Balance among these responses under a given loading 

condition therefore effectively determines a creep curve’s shape. As shown in Figure 2.4, both the 

test temperature and external stress level also influence the creep curve characteristics. Moreover, 

both these parameters naturally influence the duration and extent of strain accumulated during the 

three distinct regimes of creep deformation. At temperatures sufficiently below 0.4    and after the 

instantaneous elastic response, accumulated creep strain is virtually independent of time. But as 

either temperature or stress increases, the following observations can be made [40]: 

Figure 2.3. Variation of creep rate over time for a typical laboratory creep test. 
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1) Increased instantaneous elastic strain at the instant of load application. 

2) Considerable increase in the minimum creep rate, when regime II apparently exists. 

3) Shorter rupture lifetime of the tested specimen. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
It is important to remember that structural components employed in USC power plants are 

expected to operate at high pressure and temperature and/or aggressive environments for a service 

life of 30 years or more. Hence, materials that typically possess high creep resistance strengths are 

expected to be chosen for any given application. But because of prolonged exposure particularly to 

elevated temperature and stress, the material responds by continuous evolution of its microstructure 

mostly leading to gradual degradation of properties and eventual reduction in expected lifetime. The 

typical microstructural evolution during creep deformation of a metallic material is discussed next. 

Figure 2.4.  Schematic showing the influence of applied stress and test temperature on 
creep deformation characteristics [40]. 
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2.2.4. Microstructural damage evolution during creep deformation  

After the instantaneous elastic response, creep damage begins to accumulate in the form of 

isolated internal cavities (voids) along grain boundaries in the secondary creep stage. At the end of 

this stage or beginning of tertiary creep stage, due to increasing deformation, the damage becomes 

orientated (under most conditions) and prominently visible under an optical microscope. These 

cavities tend to coalesce in the form of distinct microcracks most notably near or at the grain 

boundaries. Due to decreasing cross-sectional area to sustain the external loading  , localized 

stresses increase rather dramatically and lead to rapid localized deformation at multiple regions in the 

specimen. As the minimum creep rate is directly proportional to    (where   is the Norton’s power-

law creep exponent), macroscopic creep rate increases faster than the external stress   [38], although 

localized creep rates are much higher due to formation of macrocracks. Figure 2.5 shows a 

schematic of microstructural creep damage progression over time along with typical failure 

inspection intervals and probable measures after such checks. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5. Schematic of creep damage evolution and common failure inspection 
operations in a high-temperature component, after [38, 48]. 
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It has been proposed by Ashby [49] that six independent deformation mechanisms can occur 

during the creep damage of a material: defect-free flow, elastic deformation, dislocation glide, 

dislocation (or power-law) creep, volume diffusion flow and twinning. To graphically distinguish and 

compactly represent these different mechanisms, Frost and Ashby [49] developed the so-called 

“deformation-mechanism map” using an earlier methodology developed partly by Graham and 

Walles [50]. Figure 2.6 shows a schematic illustration of such a map at different creep strain-rates 

and it provides a snapshot of the mechanisms dominating creep damage at the different stress- and 

temperature-dependent regimes. Since twinning contributes limitedly to creep deformation, it is 

usually not represented in these maps. Contours of constant creep rates are presented in this map as 

functions of the normalized equivalent stress    /  and the homologous temperature  /  , where 

    is the equivalent stress that controls secondary creep and   is the shear modulus. This map also 

provides a good estimate of the expected creep rates (  ̇, where   = 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 2.6) at a 

given combination of temperature,   and uniaxial stress,  . Furthermore, these different contours 

also indicate the range of   and   in which one can expect to find each one of these different 

deformation mechanisms. Maps of this kind are available for many metallic and ceramic systems in 

the literature [37, 38, 42, 43, 44, 51, 52] and greatly help in the careful selection of a particular 

material for any elevated temperature application.  

 

2.3. Fundamentals of fatigue 

Rather than pure monotonic loads, engineering structural components are often subjected to 

cyclic loads that can fluctuate periodically or non-periodically over time. Under such loading 

conditions – scientifically termed as fatigue – cyclic stresses are induced in a material that can cause 

progressive structural damage and lead to eventual failure. Fatigue is defined by ASTM [53] as “the 

process of progressive localized permanent structural changes occurring in a material subjected to conditions that produce 
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fluctuating stresses and strains at some point or points and that may culminate in cracks or complete fracture after a 

sufficient number of fluctuations.” Although fatigue failures are highly common in the aerospace industry, 

it is estimated that 85-90% of all structural failures occur under some degree of their influence [54].  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.6. Schematic illustration of a typical creep deformation-mechanism map at 
different creep strain-rates, after [21, 49]. 
 

2.3.1. Two distinct domains of fatigue failure  

The path to failure under cyclic loading conditions is broadly observed to exhibit two 

distinct domains depending on the amplitude of external strain applied per cycle. In the first domain – 

referred to as high cycle fatigue (HCF) – material response is predominantly elastic as the magnitude 
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of the maximum cyclic stress is considerably lower than its yield strength (point B in Figure 2.7). 

Consequently the material failure occurs after a large number of loading cycles (typically > 105) and 

in some cases, failure may not even occur. On the other hand, in the second domain – referred to as 

low cycle fatigue (LCF) – the material undergoes macroscopic plastic deformation as the magnitude 

of the maximum cyclic stress is always greater than its yield strength. Consequently the material 

failure occurs at much lower loading cycles (typically 103-104) depending on the applied strain 

amplitude per cycle and other test conditions. Of particular interest to this work is the LCF type of 

loading and hence will be the only topic of further discussion. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Typical stress-strain curve obtained for a uniaxial monotonic tensile test. 

 

2.3.2. Discussion of fatigue related terminology 

Figure 2.7 illustratively shows a typical stress ( ) – strain ( ) curve obtained for a uniaxial 

monotonic tensile test of a metallic specimen. If a material is strained from its original unstrained 

state (point O) till the proportional limit (point A), the strain response is predominantly elastic and 

no evident plastic deformation occurs. On the contrary, if the material is strained beyond its yield 

 

 

A

B

O: Original state

A: Proportional limit

B: Yield strength

C: Plastically deformed state

O C
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strength (point B) macroscopic plastic deformation ensues until the external load is removed. When 

the material is completely unloaded at a point beyond B, the material reaches zero stress at some 

abscissa point C and the horizontal distance OC is numerically equal to the induced plastic strain. It 

is further noted herein that unloading is always elastic (i.e., a linear plot) and hence the slope of this 

line is a better estimate of the elastic or Young’s modulus. 

 

The basic tenets discussed for uniaxial monotonic loading can be equally extended to 

uniaxial continuous LCF loading. Figure 2.8 illustratively shows a typical  –  loading history, also 

referred as a hysteresis loop, obtained for a uniaxial strain-controlled – between    and    – LCF 

test of a metallic specimen. The material is initially loaded from its original state (point O) till a 

desired tensile (assumed positive) strain amplitude,   .  During this loading, the stress within the 

material changes from zero to     , respectively. The material is then unloaded completely till it 

reaches zero stress at point C. At the end of tensile unloading, the material is loaded compressively 

(assumed negative) till    wherein the respective stress within the material is     . If    and    are 

both equal in magnitude – or equivalently, zero mean strain – then it is termed as symmetrical 

loading and asymmetrical loading otherwise. The material then undergoes compressive unloading to 

reach zero stress at point D. Thus, four components – tensile and compressive loading and 

unloading – together constitute one continuous LCF hysteresis loop while the horizontal distance 

CD numerically corresponds to the inelastic strain generated at the end of the cycle. The above 

sequence of loading and unloading events will continue until the test is stopped or completed as per 

certain testing criteria. In this context, the following four definitions commonly used in cyclic testing 

can be defined in terms of stress, as shown from Equations (2.3) to (2.6). A similar set of definitions 

can also be obtained in terms of strain by replacing      and      with    and   , respectively. 
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                                       Mean stress,     = (     +     )                     .………………….. (2.3) 

                                        Stress range,     = (     –     )                       .………………….. (2.4) 

                                Stress amplitude,     = (     –     )                      .………………….. (2.5) 

                                          Stress ratio,    = (        ⁄ )                           .………………….. (2.6) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.8. Typical hysteresis loop obtained for a uniaxial continuous LCF test. 

 
 

It is important to understand that the cyclic hysteresis loops and their shape evolution with 

loading cycles   will vary depending on the material and accumulated inelastic strain. As dependent 

on the starting microstructure, strain amplitude and other test parameters, a metallic material may 

exhibit one of the following four characteristics under continuous LCF loading. For the sake of 
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analytical comparison, two loading cycles    and      are considered where   = 1, 2,.… till end of 

testing. 

 Cyclically harden:         
            

 and         
            

 

 Cyclically soften:         
            

 and         
            

 

 Remain stable:         
            

 and         
            

 

 Mixed behavior: a combination of above behaviors depending on the test condition 

 
Figure 2.9 schematically shows the first two aforementioned cyclic behaviors under strain-controlled 

LCF laboratory testing for a symmetrical triangular loading waveform. All of these characteristic 

material responses will be encountered until the formation or initiation of a macroscopic crack 

within a laboratory test specimen’s gage length. Once a crack initiates, localized deformation and 

damage can proceed under lower stresses and gradually leads to a drop in the external load. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.9. Cyclic hardening and softening behavior observed under strain-controlled 
LCF testing [54]. 
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2.3.3. Typical laboratory LCF testing methodology 

 
Strain-controlled LCF tests are typically conducted under cyclic loads at a nominally constant 

temperature and strain amplitudes of relevance for the material under consideration. Uniform-gage 

dogbone specimens are usually machined and surface-finished in accordance with guidelines 

established by the ASTM standard for strain-controlled fatigue testing, E606 [55]. A typical sequence 

of laboratory LCF tests can be briefly outlined as follows: 

  

(i) A standard dogbone specimen of initial area    is heated upto the desired testing 

temperature ( ) and allowed to stabilize there for few hours. 

(ii) An elevated temperature extensometer, usually a ceramic, is attached to the specimen 

gage length to measure its axial elongation/compression during testing. Since this 

transducer measures strain, it also monitors and controls the entire sequence of testing. 

(iii) After adding the linear strain (due to thermal expansion) to the specimen’s gage length, 

the desired strain amplitudes (   and   ) are numerically estimated and set as the test 

control parameters. The external load ( ), corresponding to an axial stress ( ), is applied 

using a moving ram and actuator setup that is commonly powered by a servo-hydraulic 

machine. Since it is a LCF test, it needs to be remembered that    at the start of testing is 

considerably higher than the material’s yield strength. 

(iv) LCF loading cycles are continued till eventual fracture or a predefined termination 

condition, such as a drop in the external load. On further elapse of time, hysteresis loops 

– cyclic strain graphically plotted against cyclic stress – can be obtained for data analysis 

and interpretation.  
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2.3.4. Microstructural damage evolution during LCF deformation  

As discussed earlier, LCF deformation induced damage and eventual failure proceeds 

progressively with every loading cycle (or equivalently, time) and can be broadly classified as a four-

stage process as follows: 

 
1) Cyclic hardening or softening 

2) Crack nucleation and formation 

3) Stage I and II crack growth or propagation 

4) Final failure or fracture 

 
This work deals exclusively only with the first two steps of LCF induced damage (that are discussed 

earlier) within the test material and hence the last two steps are not particularly considered for 

further discussion herein. 

 

2.4. Fundamentals of creep-fatigue interactions 

2.4.1. Degree of creep-fatigue interaction 

Service lifetime of metallic structural components is expected to reduce considerably when 

they combiningly operate under cyclic loads at elevated temperatures. The degree of C-F interactions 

within a material will vary depending on the strain range, operating temperature, duration and type 

of hold time (the amount of time in a cycle where either the stress or strain is held constant during 

LCF loading), frequency of loading and ductility – plastic strain at failure – of the material. It is also 

possible to have predominantly creep or fatigue dominated deformation with very minimal 

contribution from C-F interactions. Figure 2.10 shows a schematic of the different types of C-F 

interaction based failure mechanisms possible in a polycrystalline metallic material at elevated 

temperatures and stress [56]. Furthermore, with prolonged elevated temperature exposure, oxidation 
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can significantly increase the physical damage along with these deformation mechanisms to reduce 

the life expectancy or endurance even further [57]. Hence, C-F interactions (along with oxidation 

kinetics discussed in section 2.5) in elevated temperature structural components need to be carefully 

considered as part of sound design practices. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.10. Schematic illustrations of the different failure mechanisms in polycrystalline 
metallic materials operating at elevated temperatures under C-F conditions, where damage 
can be dominated by (a) fatigue, (b) creep, and (c) and (d) by varying degrees of C-F 
interactions. In (c) the creep damage accumulates consequentially while in (d) it 
accumulates simultaneously [56]. 
 

2.4.2. Typical laboratory C-F testing methodology 

 
Most of the characteristics explained earlier for LCF testing hold equally good for C-F 

testing. Rather than continuous LCF loading waveforms (shown in Figure 2.9), waveforms that 

contain a hold period at any desired value of tensile and/or compressive strain are typically 
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employed for strain-controlled C-F testing. The duration and type of hold depends on the material 

and actual service condition of the component under investigation and other scientific 

considerations. Figures 2.11(a) and (b) show the hysteresis loops obtained for strain- and stress-

controlled C-F testing with a tensile hold at maximum strain and stress, respectively. The latter is not 

considered in this work and hence shown here only for illustrative comparison. Figure 2.11(a) also 

shows        that corresponds to the degree of stress relaxation observed during the tensile hold 

period. The degree of this stress relaxation can be better described by graphically plotting the stress 

variation during hold against the duration of hold time period,    (see Figure 2.12). This plot 

indicates that maximum stress (    ) is induced in the material at the start of hold and then the 

stress gradually relaxes with time during the hold period due to creep deformation. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Schematic illustration of the cyclic stress-strain loading history of C-F tests 
with (a) a tensile hold at maximum strain in strain-control mode and (b) a tensile hold at 

maximum stress in stress-control mode, where        and        denote stress relaxation and 

cyclic creep strain, respectively. 

 

(a) (b)σ σ

ε ε
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Figure 2.12. Graphical illustration of stress relaxation over time during the hold time 
period of a C-F test. 

 

2.5. Fundamentals of oxidation kinetics 

Along with other deformation mechanisms, environmental oxidation too plays a critical role 

in expediting the deformation rate of metallic materials at elevated temperatures. Oxidation is the 

progressive degradation of a metallic component (or substrate) due to its chemical interaction with 

the operating environment – specifically oxygen (O2) – during in-service exposure. This effect is 

particularly pronounced at elevated temperatures due to thermodynamic instability of the substrate 

and enhanced vulnerability to chemical attack induced under such conditions. The rate of oxidation 

and oxide layer formation depends on several factors which can be broadly classified as follows: 

 

 Chemical composition, heat treatment and surface finish of the substrate 
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 Gas composition and partial pressure of the operating environment 

 Degree of strain enhancement 

 Operating temperature 

 Exposure time 

 
Depending on the combination of these factors, oxidation kinetics can be very slow to the point that 

the substrate is virtually unattacked or comparatively very fast leading to enhanced localized damage 

that tends to generate stress concentrations. The last two abovementioned factors are particularly 

critical since oxidation kinetics always increase with temperature and time. 

 

Figure 2.13 shows a schematic of the five stages typical of oxidation process during the 

elevated temperature operation of a metallic component. Stage 1 involves the heterogeneous 

nucleation and adsorption of dissociated oxygen ions (positively charged anions) on the metal 

substrate surface by inward atomic diffusion. This naturally leads to the formation and growth of 

surface oxide layers with varying thickness over time (Stage 2) under continuous elevated 

temperature exposure. Once an oxide film covers the substrate surface, oxidation continues via 

solid-state diffusion of the reacting species that increases the thickness of the existing surface layer. 

Internal oxidation can also occur below the substrate surface leading to the formation of random 

stress concentrations within the material (Stage 3). As dependent on other test parameters, 

development of microcracks, voids and cavities within the surface oxide layer(s) occurs that also 

serve as least resistance paths for accelerated diffusion in Stage 4. Finally, these microcracks can 

coalesce to form distinct macrocracks in Stage 5 that can chemically attack the underlying substrate 

surface and also assist other deformation mechanisms towards accelerated localized damage 

accumulation. 
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Figure 2.13. Schematic illustration of five stages of oxidation process between a metallic 
substrate and oxygen from the operating environment, based on [58]. 

 

Although a compact oxide film can be partly beneficial as a thermal insulation, development 

of multiple oxide layers – that are generally porous or brittle – eventually volatize and/or melt the 

underlying metallic substrate surface at elevated temperatures and can thus become detrimental.  
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CChhaapptteerr  33::  TEST MATERIAL 

 

3.1. Background on 9-12% chromium martensitic/ferritic steels 

It all began in 1912 when Krupp and Mannesmann [59, 60] designed and produced the first 

member of this class of steels primarily for steam turbine blades: a 12% Cr steel alloyed with 2-5% 

Mo. In the 1920s, the Cr-Mo steels slowly began to find applications in conventional power 

generation plants. In the 1940s, the 2.25% Cr-1% Mo steel – designated by the ASTM as grade 

P22/T22 – was progressively developed and is still widely in use today. By adding 9% Cr for 

improved corrosion and oxidation resistance, grade P9 (9% Cr-1% Mo) came into existence and 

retrospectively both these steels constituted the zeroth generation of martensitic/ferritic steels. 

Further increments of Cr along with new alloying elements like V, niobium (Nb) and tungsten (W) 

for improved creep strengths constituted the first generation of these steels. Optimization of carbon 

(C), Nb and V with addition of nitrogen (N) in existing steels constituted the second generation that 

comprises grades like grade P91 (modified P9) [61]. Further optimization of alloying elements like 

Mo and addition of boron (B) and copper (Cu) constituted the third generation in the 1990s with 

much improved creep strengths and steam oxidation resistance [62, 63, 64, 65]. The fourth 

generation represents all the development efforts beyond late 1990s till today [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 

72]. A succinct summary of all the steel generations is presented in Table 3.1 [73]. 

 

The development of 9-12% Cr martensitic/ferritic steels has not only ensured better 

efficiency of fossil-fired steam power plants from an economic perspective, but also from 

environmental considerations [5, 7, 20, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78]. To quantitatively illustrate the latter claim, 

~ 30% reduction in specific CO2 emissions has been reported over the last few decades, along with 

a doubling of creep strength [17]. Accordingly, it is obvious that this class of steels have increasingly 
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found many potential applications in thin- and thick-walled components of advanced steam power 

plants over the past five decades (see Figure 3.1) [5, 9, 12, 32, 33, 59, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. 

 

Table 3.1. Evolution of ferritic/martensitic steels for power-generation industry [73]. 

 

 
 
 

Of particular interest to this work is the grade P91 steel that belongs to the class of high-

chrome martensitic/ferritic steels and will be elaborated next. 

3.2. Background on grade P91 steel 

Developed by metallurgically modifying ferritic steel grade P9, grade P91 steel was first 

studied under the Advanced Alloy Technology program at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

(ORNL)  in the late 1970s [19, 85, 86, 87]. The primary objective of developing this new alloy was to 

qualify it for use in structural components (pipes and vessels) of an liquid metal fast breeder reactor 

(LMFBR) [2, 13]. It was designed to replace grade 304 austenitic stainless steels and grade P22 steels 

for some structural applications [86, 87] requiring improved weldability and fracture toughness than 
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their existing 9-12% Cr counterparts [87]. Since 1980, grade P91 has found extensive use in 

conventional steam power plants [85, 88] and was approved for construction under the rules of 

Section I and VIII of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure 

Vessel Code [89]. They are found to offer the best combination of superior creep strength, excellent 

steam oxidation and thermal fatigue resistance, improved anti-corrosion and environmental attack 

protection, high thermal conductivity and low thermal expansion, good weldability, minimal cost 

and good manufacturability [23, 82, 90]. Due to this reason, they are one of the preferred materials 

for USC power plant and petrochemical refinery components like steam generators, turbine blades 

and rotors, boilers, water-wall tubes, superheater and reheater tubes, main steam pipes, header pipes 

and bolting [20, 21, 91]. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Various applications of the 9-12% chromium martensitic/ferritic steels in the 
fossil-fired steam power plant industry [92]. 
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Grade P91 demonstrates excellent tensile and creep strengths and ductilities comparable or 

superior to other similar ferritics. Its yield strength, 415-547 MPa at room temperature and 275-325 

MPa at 600 C, exceeds that of grade P9 and 304 stainless steel [85, 86]. It’s creep strength and 

toughness significantly exceed that of grade P9, and its strength is comparable to type 304 stainless 

steel up to 625 C [86, 88]. To obtain grade P91 steel,  the modification made to the grade P9 was the 

addition of 0.06-0.10% Nb and 0.18-0.25% V, which are strong carbide formers. Silicon content was 

also optimized. A brief description of the effect of each of the different alloying elements and the 

secondary phase precipitates on the elevated temperature properties of grade P91 steel is provided 

next. 

3.3. Effect of alloying elements  

The chemical composition of any alloy has a great bearing on the metallurgical phases 

formed and the sequence of secondary precipitates’ formation. Similarly, for 9-12% Cr 

martensitic/ferritic steels, it is the metallurgical optimization and/or new additions that have 

resulted in better materials with improved properties over the years (see Table 3.2) [21, 73]. The 

individual influence of a given element on an alloy’s behavior is generally not determinable due to 

inter-element interaction that depends on its quantity and presence of other alloying elements and 

related kinetics [14, 21, 27, 93]. Hence, alloying elements are typically grouped based on their 

contribution that is observed to be either beneficial or detrimental to existing properties. Most 

elements are added to stabilize certain phases or precipitates that are beneficial to long-term creep 

rupture strength while some are added to suppress phases that are detrimental. Few elements are 

added for solid solution strengthening or to improve the steam oxidation and corrosion resistance 

properties. The overall effect of main alloying elements on the elevated temperature properties of 

grade P91 steel is briefly described below: 
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Table 3.2. Overview of the historical development of basic and advanced 9-12% Cr 
martensitic/ferritic steels [21]. 

 

 
 
 
Carbon (C): Being the primary alloying element in steels, C has a major effect on steel properties. C 

tends to occupy the interstitial sites in both austenite and ferrite phases, although it stabilizes the 

former relatively better due to its greater solubility. Moreover, C causes the secondary hardening of 

grade P91 steel via the formation of carbides [94]. It has been observed that an increase in C content 

(up to ~ 0.8%) generally increases hardness and tensile strength while decreasing the ductility, 

impact energy and weldability of this material [95]. 

 

Chromium (Cr): Cr strongly promotes the formation of carbides (by chemical reaction with C) and is 

well-established as a ferrite stabilizing element in steels [6, 74]. Carbides rich in Cr (for example, 

M23C6 and M7C3) typically form during tempering and improve the steel’s hardenability, creep 
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strength and steam oxidation and corrosion resistance properties [73, 96]. It also provides little solid-

solution strengthening (with Fe) and considerable hardening (with Ni).  

 

Tungsten (W): Due to its strong tendency to form carbides, W stabilizes ferrite by promoting the 

increased precipitation of Laves phase [19, 68, 70]. Furthermore, it increases the creep rupture 

strength of martensitic/ferritic steels via solid solution strengthening [94, 97, 98]. As reported by 

Abe et al. [99], the coarsening rate of M23C6 carbides is reduced with increased W concentrations in 

9% Cr steels and consequently this delays the dynamic recovery of the lath martensitic 

microstructure [100]. But, its addition must also be limited to suppress the formation of -ferrite – a 

solid solution of Fe with maximum solubility of 0.09% C at 1495 C – that promotes the 

embrittlement of these steels. 

 

Molybdenum (Mo): Apart from promoting carbide formation [101], addition of Mo stabilizes the 

ferritic phase, M2X and M23C6 precipitates [102]. It raises the grain-coarsening temperature of 

austenite and enhances the corrosion resistance. Mo also counteracts steels’ tendency towards 

temper brittleness [73] and improves their abrasion resistance. 

 

Vanadium (V): V is principally added to steels to promote fine grain sizes, by raising the coarsening 

temperature of austenite. Moreover, it stabilizes the ferritic phase and improves the long-term creep 

rupture strength by significantly increasing the tendency towards formation of fine V-rich carbides, 

nitrides and carbonitrides (of the MX type) with C and N [103, 104]. It is also known to resist 

tempering, increase hardenability (when dissolved) and to provide marked secondary hardening 

effect. 
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Nickel (Ni): Most commonly employed to prevent the formation of -ferrite, Ni also increases the 

toughness and strength of martensitic/ferritic steels [73]. It greatly assists (along with Cr) in 

improving the oxidation and corrosion resistance in these steels when added in large quantities. Its 

adverse effects include the accelerated coarsening of precipitates that lowers the steel’s creep 

strength. 

 

Silicon (Si): Primarily added to aid in the formation of protective silicon dioxide (SiO2) surface layers 

[105, 106] that provide superior corrosion resistance, Si stabilizes ferrite and also accelerates the 

precipitation and coarsening of Laves phase [106, 107]. They also influence the kinetics of carbide 

precipitation [108]. But its addition promotes the formation of -ferrite and hence other austenite 

stabilizing elements are often added to counteract this adverse effect [109].  

 

Manganese (Mn): Although they weakly stabilize the austenitic phase, increasing Mn contents tend to 

increase the growth rate of coarse M6C precipitates that can remove W from the solid solution. It 

also undesirably causes dissolution of other important precipitates like M23C6 carbides and Laves 

phase [110]. They thus adversely affect the creep strength of grade P91 steels [111], but is usually 

added in small quantities to improve their hot working properties while slightly increasing strength, 

toughness and hardenability.  

 

Niobium (Nb): Besides stabilizing ferrite akin to V, Nb also forms beneficial and stable carbide, 

nitride and carbonitride precipitates with C and N (of the MX type) [112] in 9-12% Cr steels. Small 

amounts of Nb addition to P91 steel increase its yield strength significantly and the tensile strength 

to a lesser extent. This improved strength and toughness is achieved by retarding the recrystallization 

of austenitic phase that results in a fine grain microstructure [110, 113]. 
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Copper (Cu): Cu is very effective in inhibiting the formation of detrimental -ferrite phase in this 

class of steels [59]. Due to its low solubility in ferritic phase, Cu-rich precipitates also provide 

nucleation sites for Laves phase formation [114].  

 

Tantalum (Ta): Addition of Ta is analogous to that of Nb in that it stabilizes ferrite along with 

forming extremely stable Ta-rich MX precipitates with C and N [19, 73, 95] that are found to 

increase the long-term creep strength of P91 steels [115].  

 

Nitrogen (N): N too occupies interstitial sites in the Fe lattice and is added to stabilize the austenitic 

phase. Increasing its concentration tends to stabilize the fine MX precipitates of 9-12% Cr steels and 

hence desired for improved creep strengths [116].  

 

Cobalt (Co): Primarily employed to stabilize the austenitic phase [19], Co also enhances the toughness 

of martensitic/ferritic steels. By remaining in solid solution even at increased concentrations of up 

to 10 weight% [117], Co supposedly slows down diffusion processes and thereby reduces the 

tendency towards microstructural coarsening of the alloy precipitates [118].  

 

Boron (B): Being a surface-active element, B exhibits low solubility in ferrite. Hence in many 9-12% 

Cr steels, only a small amount (~ 0.005-0.01%) is typically added [119]. Since B reduces the Ostwald 

ripening rate of thermally stable M23(C,B)6 fine precipitates via its enrichment near prior austenite 

grain boundaries [72, 120], it stabilizes the lath martensitic microstructure and thereby increases the 

steel’s hardenability and toughness. 
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3.4. Effect of common secondary phase precipitates 

Of the precipitates that form in high-chrome steels, four are considered to play a significant 

role during their elevated temperature operation. Few of these precipitates are thermodynamically 

metastable and hence are not expected to remain stable with time. These metastable precipitates thus 

play a critical role in microstructural evolution during the elevated temperature service of these 

steels, during which they might be dissolved in favor of other stable precipitates. An example of a 

typical precipitation sequence (with varying evolution intervals) in these steels is given in Equation 

(3.1) [27]. 

 
                   M3C            M7C3 + M2X            M23C6 + MX            M23C6 + Z-phase ………….. (3.1) 
 

 
A brief overview of the four common precipitates is provided below. 

 

M23C6: Being the most common and important precipitate in most martensitic/ferritic steels, M23C6 

is a generalized notation wherein M stands for any of Cr, 

Ni, Mo, W, V, Fe, Mn and B [121, 122]. Among these 

elements, Cr-rich carbides (Cr23C6) are much more 

common and they impart improved creep rupture 

strength and excellent steam oxidation and corrosion 

resistance properties [123, 124]. When the remaining 

elements partially substitute for Cr, precipitates such as 

Fe21Mo2C6 (at high Mo contents) are common. Their 

strengthening effect depends strongly on the amount, size 

and dispersion distributions in the parent matrix. Known to nucleate heterogeneously at existing 

Figure 3.2. Schematic of FCC 
unit cell structure of Cr23C6 
precipitates [125]. 
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Figure 3.3. Schematic of 
FCC unit cell structure of VC 
precipitates [125]. 

internal interfaces (i.e., prior austenite grain boundaries and martensite laths or block boundaries), 

these carbides have a face centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure with lattice parameter ( ) varying 

between 1.057 and 1.068 nm (see Figure 3.2) [125]. Although their average size after tempering is ~ 

100 nm [126], their high coarsening rate at elevated temperatures leads to increasing sizes and 

decreasing strengthening effect with exposure time [126, 127, 128, 129].  

 

MX: When strong carbide and/or nitride forming alloying elements (like V, Nb, etc.) are added to 

high-chrome steels, it leads to the formation of fine MX 

carbonitrides [18, 65, 75, 104]. These thermally stable 

precipitates are known to provide additional strengthening 

effect within the matrix and laths in these steels by pinning 

free dislocations and sub-grain boundaries [118, 130, 131, 132, 

133, 134]. They are also found to increase the dislocation 

density and retard their sustained motion too resulting in an 

increased strengthening effect [73, 135]. Known for 

heterogeneous nucleation on existing dislocations within the matrix or stacking faults during 

tempering, these precipitates have a NaCl-like FCC crystal structure (see Figure 3.3) with lattice 

parameters ( ) as shown in Table 3.3 [125]. But the measured   values often have intermediate 

values reflecting the existence of a solid solution among the various carbonitrides [130, 133].  

 

Table 3.3. Unit cell parameter ( ) of MX precipitates in 9-12% Cr steels [125]. 
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Laves phase: By altering the Mo content and/or adding W to 9-12% Cr steels, an increase in the 

creep strength can be achieved [136, 137]. These 

metallurgical changes typically lead to the 

precipitation of intermetallic Laves phase of the type 

(Fe,Cr)2(Mo,W) [94, 107]. They have a hexagonal 

close packed (HCP) crystal structure with lattice 

parameters of   = 0.473 nm and   = 9.772 nm (see 

Figure 3.4) [137]. Often these equiaxed precipitates 

nucleate intergranularly during elevated temperature exposure [100, 138], albeit at slower nucleation 

and growth rates [136, 139] for Mo-based Laves phase than their W-based counterparts [138]. 

Moreover, their coarsening rate is also comparatively slow than M23C6 precipitates [127]. Presence of 

Si and Cu in the steel tends to accelerate the precipitation of these precipitates [114]. Although they 

are known to deplete W from steel during service, Laves phase provides additional precipitation 

strengthening within the matrix [100]. 

 

Z-phase: Having a generalized notation of CrXN where X corresponds to Nb, V or Ta, coarse Z-

phase precipitates are probably the most stable nitrides during long-term elevated temperature 

exposure of 9-12% Cr martensitic/ferritic steels [140]. Researchers had expressed diversified views 

on their crystal structures [141, 142] earlier until Danielsen conclusively reported it to have a 

tetragonal structure [143, 144, 145]. As shown in Figure 3.5, precipitation of Z-phase causes the 

dissolution of MX precipitates that tends to increase the creep rupture strength of 9% Cr steels [146, 

147, 148]. 

 

Figure 3.4. Schematic of HCP unit 
cell structure of Fe2W precipitates [125]. 
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Figure 3.5. Precipitation of Z-phase by Cr diffusion from the martensitic/ferritic matrix 
of 9% Cr steels [146]. 
 

3.5. Physical metallurgy of grade P91 steel 

The superior performance of 9-12% Cr martensitic/ferritic steels, as compared to that of 

their predecessors like austenitic grades, can be attributed to their well-engineered stable 

microstructures. In this section, the metallurgy – equilibrium phase diagram, heat treatment 

procedure and typical microstructure – of grade P91 steel is briefly discussed. 

3.5.1. Equilibrium phase diagram 

The equilibrium phase diagram of grade P91 steel is shown for illustration in Figure 3.6. As 

per this diagram, austenite (-iron phase with FCC structure) and ferrite (-iron phase with body 

centered cubic (BCC) structure) are the two most important phases of scientific interest in this steel. 

Furthermore, both these phases do co-exist in a small window of temperature and chemical 

composition in this Iron-Carbide (Fe-C) phase diagram. When P91 steel is heated at temperatures 

above Ac1 – the temperature above which austenite begins to form from ferrite – ferrite transforms 

to austenite by austenitization (also refer Figure 3.7 in the austenitic region from 820 to 1200oC at ~ 

9% Cr content) [149, 150]. The undesirable ferrite that remains after austenitization is usually 

designated as –ferrite and is detrimental to the steel’s properties. Hence, optimized process control 

should be adopted to avoid or minimize the existence of this phase. 
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Figure 3.6. The equilibrium phase (Fe-C) diagram of grade P91 steel, where  : austenite, 

 : ferrite and  : ferritic phase different from the -ferrite considered in earlier discussion 
[135]. 
 

When austenite is very rapidly cooled or quenched, a displacive or diffusionless 

transformation into martensite takes place as low-solubility C atoms cannot diffuse at such rapid 

cooling rates. Moreover, the high amount of Cr retards C diffusion further and prevents the 

formation of -ferrite [151]. Consequently, the ferrite nose in the CCT (continuous cooling 

transformation) diagram shifts to longer cooling times and this corresponds to a complete 

martensite transformation at rapid cooling rates [150, 152, 153]. The temperature at which austenite 

starts to transform and fully transforms to martensite is usually referred to as Ms and Mf, 

respectively. For 9-12% Cr steels, the Ms and Mf temperatures are typically in the range of 400 C and 

100-150 C, respectively (see Figure 3.7) [21]. In this regard, the nominal chemical composition of a 

particular steel ultimately decides its Ms and Mf temperatures. For example, an empirical estimate of 
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the effect of various alloying elements (weight%) on the Ms  temperature of 9-12% Cr steels is given 

in Equation (3.2) [27]. 

 

Ms = 550 C – 450C – 33Mn – 20Cr – 17Ni – 10W – 20V – 10Cu – 11Nb – 11Si + 15Co …....... (3.2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.7. Constitutional diagram for Fe-Cr alloys, based on Ennis and Quaddakkers 
[154]. The broken line indicates the particular case of 9% Cr content for grade P91 steels. 

 

As it can be seen, the only alloying element that raises the Ms temperature is Co and hence 

its addition is obviously considered critical in these steels. Grade P91 steel at this stage of processing 

is found to have a body centered tetragonal (BCT) crystal structure in a hardened state, representing 

that of martensite. It needs to be mentioned herein that martensite is a metastable state and hence 

not represented in this “equilibrium” phase diagram. During this stage, most of the martensitic 

transformation occurs preferentially at existing grain boundaries and hence it is customary to expect 

some quantity of retained austenite in this steel. It therefore requires Mf to be above room 
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temperature so that even retained austenite is completely transformed to martensite after quenching. 

Any such retained austenite in the microstructure will reduce the steel’s strength.  

3.5.2. Typical heat treatment procedure 

The martensitic microstructure of grade P91 steel has a very high density of transformation 

dislocations in the order of 1014 m-2 [155, 156]. Hence, this microstructural state is characterized by 

high mechanical strength, hardness and brittleness and the induced internal stresses ought to be 

relieved for achieving an optimal balance of strength and ductility [157]. Therefore, martensitic steels 

are tempered – a heat treatment methodology to trade strength for ductility – followed by air cooling 

to achieve desired levels of mechanical properties [27, 93, 151, 158, 159]. Tempering usually results in 

a martensitic/ferritic subgrain microstructure with precipitates forming at the distinct internal 

interfaces (see Figure 3.8). For grade P91 steel, austenitization (or normalization) and tempering are 

typically done at 1038-1100 C (for 1 hour) and 700-780 C (for 1-2 hours), respectively depending on 

the desired properties [7, 150, 160].  

 

 
 

Figure 3.8. Schematic illustration of the typical microstructure of tempered martensitic 
grade P91 steels [125]. 
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3.5.3. Typical microstructure 

The resulting microstructure is fully tempered martensite, with strengthening observed at 

several distinct microstructural scales (see Figures 3.8 and 3.9). The mesoscopic scale consists of 

prior austenitic grains (PAGs, with mean diameter of 60-100 µm) that are each composed of original 

martensitic laths or packets having 

the same {111} habit plane 

fragmented by thick plate-like 

subgrains (as small as 350 nm) 

formed during tempering [161, 162]. 

The PAG and subgrain boundaries 

are stabilized by extensive M23C6 and 

M7C3 secondary-phase carbides 

(average size of ~ 100 nm) where M 

represents Cr, Fe and Mo and C 

represents carbon [121, 163, 164]. 

Grade P91 steel also uses the 

homogeneous precipitation of finely dispersed Nb/V carbonitrides of the type MX (average size of 

~ 50 nm) in ferrite as additional strengthening agents inside the matrix [165, 166]. These precipitates 

can have a spherical Nb(C,N) center with plate-like ellipsoidal V-rich wings emanating from the 

sides (see Table 3.4) [167, 168]. All these precipitates are relatively stable and effective obstacles 

against dislocation motion, resulting in an increase in the elevated temperature strength of this steel. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Optical micrograph of the tempered 
microstructure of grade P91 steel (scale shown is 10 
µm). The optical micrograph is obtained by chemically 
etching the heat treated metallographic specimen with 
Nital (3% nitric acid in methanol) solution. 
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Table 3.4. Precipitates in grade P91 steel [167, 168], wherein the underlined term in each 
precipitate’s formula represents the primary strengthening element.  

 
  

Precipitate Formula Morphology Remark 

M23C6 (Cr, Fe, Mo)23C6 Coarse Precipitate during tempering 

MX (Nb, V) (N,C) Fine & spheroidal Undissolved during austenitization 

MX (V, Nb) (N,C) Fine & ellipsoidal Precipitate during tempering 
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CChhaapptteerr  44::  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

In this chapter, published literature that talks about the various aspects of creep, fatigue, C-F 

and oxidation deformation response of grade P91 steel under different loading conditions is 

discussed in detail. The discussed literature includes both experimental and constitutive modeling 

efforts and also indicates the need for investigating few of the major research objectives proposed as 

part of this work. 

 

4.1. Creep deformation response of grade P91 steel 

Before discussing the existing literature on the creep deformation response of grade P91 

steel, a brief summary of the strengthening mechanisms that improve its creep properties is outlined 

next. It is imperative that this topic is discussed first for a better comprehension of the existing 

literature and reported results. 

4.1.1. Creep strengthening mechanisms 

A material’s creep rupture strength – a measure of the stress at which it ruptures (fails) in a 

given period at a given temperature – is typically a combination of various strengthening 

mechanisms operating at the distinct microstructural scales. For grade P91 steel, these include solid 

solution hardening, precipitation or dispersion hardening, dislocation hardening and boundary/sub-

boundary hardening [120, 169]. A brief overview of these different mechanisms is presented next. 

 

4.1.1.1. Solid solution hardening 

 
By introducing substitutional or interstitial point defects in the microstructural matrix 

(solvent), localized crystallographic aberrations are induced by the addition of an alloying element 
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(solute) in a material. These tensile/compressive lattice distortions offer an additional strengthening 

effect – known as solid solution hardening – by hindering the motion/propagation of dislocations 

that interact with the solute’s stress fields [170]. In grade P91 steel, substitutional solute atoms such 

as Mo have much larger atomic radii than Fe and hence are effective solid solution strengthening 

elements. 

 

4.1.1.2. Precipitation or dispersion hardening 

 
Rather than isolated point defects, clusters of such aberrations – termed as precipitates – can 

constitute regions of a different phase to provide additional creep rupture strengthening. Precipitates 

such as M23C6, M7C3, MX etc., and intermetallic compounds like Laves phase offer considerable 

precipitation hardening in these steels by preferential nucleation especially at the vicinity of grain 

boundaries [171]. The threshold stress that corresponds to the stress required for a dislocation to 

penetrate through these precipitates is described by several mechanisms such as the Orowan 

mechanism [21]. It has also been reported that the strengthening effect of solid solution and 

dispersion hardening mechanism is practically so inter-dependent that an additive rule does not 

generally hold good [99, 169, 172]. 

 

4.1.1.3. Dislocation hardening 

 
Due to high density of dislocations (~ 1-10 * 1014 m-2) in grade P91 steels even after 

tempering [173], effective strengthening is achieved by these linear defects due to their reduced 

mean free paths – the distance traveled by a free dislocation before it collides another one in its 

motion – at ambient temperatures only. Their contribution to long-term strengthening at elevated 

temperatures is rather subdued due to the reduced activation energies for dislocation motion under 

such conditions. 
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4.1.1.4. Boundary/sub-boundary hardening 

 
The laths and blocks that commonly exist in the martensitic/ferritic microstructure of grade 

P91 are often considered as elongated sub-grains and due to their presence, dislocation motion is 

often impeded along their boundaries. Thus, an additional strengthening effect of this kind is 

common in these steels [169]. Further enhanced dislocation and sub-boundary hardening is achieved 

when the fine carbonitride precipitates can stabilize the free dislocations in the matrix and the sub-

grain structure, respectively against recovery [104, 174]. 

 

When grade P91 steels are exposed to elevated temperatures and stress, the precipitation and 

dislocation strengthening effects drop markedly over long durations. These phenomena, in turn, 

accelerate microstructure evolution that results in a loss of sub-boundary hardening [175]. Hence, all 

of these individual strengthening mechanisms are highly linked as regards their effective 

contribution to the material’s creep rupture strength. 

 

4.1.2. Microstructural degradation 

It can be expected that a material in-service at elevated temperatures will continuously and 

gradually respond to the imposed loading by internal microstructural changes. More often than not, 

this microstructural evolution degrades the material’s properties with time and hence this needs to 

be considered for sound design practices [18, 176]. If accumulated damage reach or exceed critical 

levels, catastrophic failure ensues that may lead to human and/or economic loss. Moreover, long-

term in-service behavior prediction is usually made from extrapolation of creep rupture strengths from 

short-term laboratory experiments. Hence fatal overestimation of the residual lifetime of 

components is possible without this consideration [35, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 

186]. 
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As discussed earlier, the martensitic/ferritic matrix of grade P91 steels contains numerous 

internal interfaces including PAG boundaries, lath boundaries, sub-grain and block boundaries, and 

a very high dislocation density before tempering. Moreover, different kinds of precipitates like M23C6 

carbides and MX carbonitrides co-exist in the microstructure [187, 188]. After tempering, the 

dislocation density decreases and these internal interfaces exist at thermodynamic equilibrium (see 

Figure 4.1(a)). But, once a component made of this material is exposed to elevated temperature (up 

to 650 C) and stress during service, the material gradually responds by microstructural evolution as 

shown in Figure 4.1(b). Because of coarsening of precipitates and intermetallic compounds (M23C6, 

Laves phase), coarsening of sub-grains [127, 189, 190] and precipitation of undesirable phases (Z-

phase, -ferrite), the creep rupture strength reduces considerably under these conditions [16, 191]. A 

brief overview of these aspects of microstructural evolution will follow next. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of pristine microstructure of grade P91 steel (a) after 
tempering (internal interfaces and precipitates) and (b) evolution with exposure to elevated 
temperatures and external stress (adapted from [192]). 

 

4.1.2.1. Precipitate coarsening (Ostwald ripening) 

 
The coarsening of precipitates, particularly carbides, during the elevated temperature service 

of grade P91 steels profoundly degrades their creep rupture strength. This topic is briefly discussed 

(a) (b) 
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herein. By controlling the average size of precipiates in solid solution [193], precipitate coarsening 

effectively dictates the strength rendered by precipitation hardening [98, 186]. Coarsening in a solid 

solution typically occurs in three successive stages – nucleation and/or growth of the more stable 

phase in the metastable solid solution followed by coarsening or ripening of this phase. As proposed 

by Ostwald where large particles grow at the expense of less-stable smaller ones to reduce the 

material’s interfacial energy [7, 194], coarsening typically occurs under situations where the volume 

fractions of the phases are nearly at their equilibrium values (see Figure 4.2). An increase in the 

average size of large particles will thus reduce the total system’s thermodynamic free energy. Lifshitz, 

Slyozov and Wagner (LSW) [195] show that this increase occurs with time as  1/3 and the average 

number of particles per unit volume decreases as  -1 with the volume fraction remaining constant 

(see Equations (4.1) and (4.2)). Similar Ostwald ripening rules for MaCb carbides in Fe-based alloys is 

discussed elsewhere [67, 196]. 

                                                                 
         ………………. (4.1) 

                                                                    
  

 
                                                   ………………. (4.2) 

 

where   and  0 are average particle sizes at times   and   = 0, respectively,   is particle growth rate, 

   is a material constant and    is the average number of particles per unit volume [166]. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Schematic of Ostwald ripening mechanism in which large particles grow at 
the expense of smaller ones that eventually dissolve into the matrix [125]. 
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4.1.2.2. Sub-grain coarsening 

 
A sub-grain structure, that is characterized by frequency distributions of boundary 

misorientations and spacing, results in grade P91 steels after tempering due to the precipitation of 

solute atoms and recovery of dislocation cell structure [10, 197]. It has been reported [198] that these 

sub-grains share their boundaries with PAGs, martensite lath blocks of similar orientation and 

martensite laths and other sub-grains within the laths. Although the PAG and block boundaries are 

of the high-angle type with misorientations generally above 10-15 , the martensite laths and sub-

grains within the laths have comparatively low-angle boundaries characterized by lower 

misorientations [199]. Consequently, low-angle boundaries constitute planar dislocation networks 

whereas high-angle boundaries tend to interrupt the lattice coherency of adjoining crystals. Although 

these high-angle boundaries offer considerable resistance to sustained dislocation motion, they 

however allow grains sharing a common interface to relatively slide and thereby provide an effective 

path of least resistance for atomic diffusion. 

 

The initial sub-grain size that also corresponds to the width of martensitic laths and blocks 

in tempered martensite is typically 0.3-0.7 m and most commonly 0.4 m [10, 191]. As is the case in 

most structural applications of these steels, sub-grain coarsening occurs during creep deformation 

when the initial sub-grain size is smaller than that of steady-state sub-grains. In laboratory 

experiments where sub-grains were forced to coarsen within relatively short periods with negligible 

changes in the precipitate structure, reduction in creep rupture strengths due to sub-grain coarsening 

has been reported [16]. It was further found that when the maximum stress in such tests is 

sufficiently low, the size of sub-grains grows fast towards that of instantaneous stress-dependent 

steady-state sub-grains, with accumulating inelastic strain. Such sub-grain coarsening phenomenon is 

also shown to even increase the minimum creep rate by an order of magnitude [16]. Rather 
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interestingly, Blum et al. [200] have argued that it is possible for the migration of sub-grain 

boundaries to accommodate dynamic dislocation recovery during creep deformation. 

 

4.1.3. Experimental test results 

The minimum or steady-state creep rate and creep rupture strength/ductility are the most 

preferred creep values of merit for design considerations and creep rupture tests are typically 

performed at a variety of stress and temperatures to determine them. It is also vital to obtain the 

values of these parameters at the design temperatures and stresses reliably either using extrapolation 

of short-term test data or through long-term test data itself (both performed in a laboratory). ORNL 

did the first creep rupture assessment for grade P91 steel in 1983 using data of about 30 heats with 

the longest test duration being 30,000 hours. The 105 hours creep rupture strength was then 

determined to be 98 MPa at 600oC [201]. Similar assessments performed in 1990 yielded a value of 

93 MPa [202] and 94 MPa in 1995 [203]. Figure 4.3 shows the 105 hours creep rupture strength of 

high-chrome ferritic steels at their typical operating temperature as assessed in 2001. In 2005, 

Bendick et al. [204] performed a comprehensive work on reassessing the creep rupture strength with 

cumulative test data duration of 1.8 * 107 hours. Table 4.1 shows a list of grade P91’s creep rupture 

strength at different temperature levels and expected lives obtained after this reassessment. This 

work also highlighted that these values are independent of the product forms (tubes, pipes, plates, 

bars, forgings) from which the data heats are obtained. This observation also implicitly implies the 

consistency of microstructure between these various product forms. Laboratory experiments to 

understand creep deformation and rupture characteristics of grade P91 steel from various product 

forms like pipes and tubes have been conducted at various elevated temperatures and published 

elsewhere [166, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215].  
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Figure 4.3. Creep rupture strength of 
high-chrome ferritic steels [216]. 

Table 4.1. Recently assessed creep 
rupture strength values of grade P91 
steel [203]. 

 

 
Since this work will involve the creep rupture testing of grade P91 steel specifically at 625oC, 

published literature near this temperature range will be focused on next. Figure 4.4 shows three 

different creep deformation curves for grade P91 steel obtained at 600 C under different stress 

conditions [166]. As it can be seen from these characteristic curves, the duration and amount of 

strain accumulated during the three distinct regimes vary considerably depending on the external 

stress. In grade P91 steel, the microstructural evolution that contributes to an increase in creep rate 

at 600oC can be characterized by the following sequence of events: (i) dislocation density decreases 

as there is rearrangement and annihilation of excess transformation dislocations; (ii) finer equiaxed 

subgrains develop from the former tempered martensitic microstructure; (iii) dissolution of the 

finely dispersed carbonitride precipitates (NbC, VC); (iv) redistribution of M23C6 carbides from 

stringers to a homogeneous distribution in ferrite and (v) coarsening of the M23C6 carbides and Nb 

and V carbonitrides and their interparticle spacing increases as well [217]. 
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Figure 4.4. Characteristic creep deformation curves for grade P91 steel [166]. 

 

Other than creep rupture time, the typical numerical quantities that are reported for creep 

rupture tests can be analytically expressed and presented next. The instantaneous elastic strain (   ) 

before regime I can be estimated as shown in Equation (4.3): 

 

                                                                                                  ……………………..….. (4.3) 

 

where   is the external stress and   is the material’s elastic modulus at the test temperature. The 

stress dependence of the steady-state creep rate (  ̇  
  ) in regime II can be described by a well 

known equation of the form (see Equation (4.4)): 

 

                                              ̇   
        

      ( 
 

   
)                   ……………………..….. (4.4) 

 

where    and   are constants at a given absolute temperature  ,   represents the activation energy 

and    is the Boltzmann’s constant. The stress exponent   decreases with increasing temperature 

and the observed values range between 15 at 575oC, 12 at 600oC  and 5 at 650oC [218]. Table 4.2 

summarizes the reported values of steady-state creep parameters for tests conducted on P91 steel 
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only between 600 and 650 C. It has been proposed that in high stress conditions the dislocations 

can overcome particles of secondary phases by the Orowan mechanism, while at low stress 

conditions a dislocation climb mechanism is predominant [217]. Also, it was reported that 

irrespective of the creep loading history, the failure mode is always ductile transgranular in P91 steel 

[77]. 

 

Table 4.2. Reported experimental steady-state creep parameters for grade P91 steel. 

 

Temperature ( C) 

Low stress 
region 

High stress 
region Reference 

Slope,  1 Slope,  2 

600 - 650 1 12 [208, 211, 215] 

 
 

The previously discussed concept of creep deformation-mechanism map is shown in Figure 

4.5 for this material, wherein it shows the importance of dislocation (or power-law) creep and 

viscous (or linear) creep mechanisms. Although dislocation creep generally includes high stress 

ranges and viscous creep that of moderate and low stress ranges in this map, both need to be 

considered for overall creep deformation predictions and constitutive modeling efforts [209, 211]. 

Figure 4.6 shows the minimum creep rate plotted against applied stress with the available data from 

creep tests at three different temperatures for P91 steel with their application ranges. Moreover, this 

figure also shows the transition between the two creep mechanisms of importance for this material.  
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Figure 4.5. Creep deformation-mechanism map of grade P91 steel, after [209, 211]. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6. Minimum creep rate plotted against stress for grade P91 steel with 
experimental data from tests after [205, 206, 208, 209, 210, 215]. 

[209, 210, 215] 
[205, 206, 209] 

[208, 209] 
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4.1.4. Reliable long-term creep predictions 

As time-scales associated with creep deformation usually is in terms of years, performing 

tests in a laboratory to closely mimic in-service conditions is not practically feasible. Hence, tests are 

often performed under accelerated loading conditions wherein either stress and/or temperature are 

increased considerably to induce failure in shorter periods. Such tests can be performed 

uninterrupted (i.e., continuously measured) as the creep strain is monitored by an extensometer 

attached within the test specimen’s gage length or interrupted at planned time intervals. The creep 

data thus obtained can then be extrapolated: (i) to longer times; (ii) to conditions of variable stress 

and temperature; (iii) to multi-axial states of stress and (iv) to conditions of external environments 

not readily achievable in the laboratory. 

 

Different methods have been developed to predict long-term creep behavior of materials 

from short-term experimental observations or from using analytical approaches. A detailed summary 

of the analytical models currently in use for predicting creep strain at any time   is provided in Table 

4.3 [21]. Generally, for better accuracy, it is a common practice to use a combination of these models 

to predict creep rupture behavior at any time   in a given material, as there is a lack of models that 

can closely predict the whole creep curve all by itself. A list of analytical models currently used for 

predicting the creep rupture behavior of grade P91 steel is provided in [219, 220]. A single 

expression model generally provides more robustness (via less number of fitting constants) in 

mathematical modeling, as compared to a combination of them. Hence, this work will present such 

a single expression constitutive relation that is a modified version of an existing model and the 

relevant details and results will be discussed later in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively.   
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Table 4.3. List of analytical constitutive models generally used for creep modeling [21]. 

 

 

 

4.2. Fatigue and C-F deformation response of grade P91 steel 

 

In-service P91 steel components are typically operated under repeated cyclic loading (startup 

and shutdown) conditions at elevated temperatures with hold times as long as a month, leading to 

complex time-dependencies that vary with temperature, stress and strain. Therefore, for sound 

design considerations under those conditions, reliable fatigue and C-F data are required along with 

creep rupture behavior.  
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4.2.1. Different types of micromechanisms 

The formation (or initiation) of macroscopic cracks at elevated temperatures in most metallic 

materials occurs by a combination of micromechanisms operating at several microstructural length 

scales. As discussed earlier, creep and/or fatigue can interact to varying degrees with environmental 

oxidation at elevated temperatures and stress to cause a reduction in service lifetime compared to 

either creep or fatigue by itself. Since fatigue is a phenomenon that is dependent of surface 

characteristics, fatigue induced crack initiation is quite commonly observed in laboratory tests where 

either the deformation rate (or equivalently, microstructural evolution) is accelerated by creep or the 

inherently-brittle surface oxide layers that spall on cyclic loading [221]. Suresh [222] has described 

the five different micromechanisms responsible for elevated temperature crack initiation and 

propagation namely, cyclic slip leading to persistent slip bands, grain boundary cavitation, grain 

boundary sliding, void nucleation at inclusions or precipitates, and oxidation or corrosion.  

4.2.2. Experimental test results 

When cyclic loading is applied at elevated temperatures, the microstructural evolution 

kinetics as described earlier for pure creep is accelerated. Under LCF loading at temperatures 

between 450°C and 600°C, grade P91 steel is shown to exhibit significant gradual cyclic softening 

over a wide range of fatigue lives [223, 224, 225, 226, 227], following initial hardening or softening 

[226] depending on the strain range applied. Fournier et al. [161, 224, 225] have attributed the 

coarsening of the subgrains in the martensitic/ferritic microstructure as the primary driver behind 

the observed softening effect in these steels and contend that this effect depends strongly on the 

applied plastic strain per cycle [161], with higher plastic strains causing more pronounced 

microstructural coarsening. Other observations suggest that this coarsening might also be due to 

other phenomena such as the annihilation of dislocations, coarsening of precipitates and increases in 
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effective applied stress due to surface oxidation [156, 228, 229]. In addition to the evolution of the 

precipitation state and a decrease in dislocation density, rate of coarsening of laths and subgrains is 

also faster. But, a clear description of these various microstructural changes is still under 

investigation and not yet quantified clearly [161]. Microstructural coarsening that occurs under cyclic 

loading is also shown to severely degrade the creep resistance properties of grade P91 steel [161, 

230]. These results show that average creep deformation rate is significantly higher during hold times 

under cyclic loading than seen in pure creep tests at the same stress levels and it rises significantly 

starting from the very first cycle. 

 

Although Wood et al. [231] observed no obvious effect of increasing hold times on the C-F 

endurance of grade P91 steels at 525°C, a large number of other researchers have observed reduced 

C-F endurances with increasing hold times while conducting tests at 525-600°C [232, 233, 234, 235]. 

Notably, Fournier et al. [161, 224, 225, 230, 236, 237, 238] have extensively researched the influence 

of hold times at either of the maximum tensile or compressive stress or strain under C-F loading 

conditions. Figure 2.11 shows the loading cycles used in those studies. It was shown from their 

research that the fatigue life and micromechanisms responsible for C-F crack formation and growth 

endurances are significantly influenced by introducing hold times, with compressive holds tending to 

be much more deleterious than tensile holds. It was also noted that fatigue lives were comparatively 

shorter with hold times than that observed for pure LCF tests with no hold time. The presence of 

hold times during C-F loading is shown to significantly accelerate the microstructural coarsening 

(and cyclic softening) with more equiaxed cells tending to evolve at low dislocation densities [16]. 

 

Fournier et al. [237] attributed the mean stress effects – where mean stresses of opposite 

sense are developed during cyclic deformation with the introduction of a given type of hold – as the 
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primary reason behind the deleterious nature of compressive holds. Since compressive holds give 

rise to tensile mean stresses within the surface oxide layer, the tendency towards forming/growing a 

crack is much higher than it would be for tensile holds. Irrespective of the type of hold, creep 

dominant damage accumulation in the form of grain boundary cavitation was not evident and hence 

C-F crack formation and growth occur primarily via a transgranular mode of failure [226, 227, 236].  

 

C-F tests conducted at 550oC showed significant variation of the bulk Young’s modulus 

during cycling indicating the possibility of specific environmental interactions [225]. The significant 

role of oxidation in the C-F deformation behavior of grade P91 steel is further highlighted in 

numerous research works [236, 237, 238, 239, 240]. Kannan et al. [241] conducted C-F tests at 550°C 

and 600°C under ambient and controlled environments with similar test parameters and found that 

cycles to C-F crack formation and overall endurances to increase under the latter condition. 

Fournier et al. [236] found that two distinctly different domains of crack formation exist in an 

oxidizing environment at 550°C that depend on the kind of loading and the applied cyclic strain 

range. Figure 4.7 graphically depicts both these distinct domains as observed at 550°C under C-F 

loading of grade P91 steel. As it can be seen from this figure, the critical strain range partitioning the 

two domains decreases as the hold time increases. 

 

 Domain 1 is typically characterized by thin surface oxide layers (2-3 μm) and no 

environmentally assisted crack nucleation was observed as confirmed by the intact oxide layers. 

Hence, C-F cracks formed due to the well-known fatigue dominated micromechanisms and 

propagated transgranularly with branching (see Figure 4.8(a)). This domain was noted to be 

characteristic of pure fatigue tests and C-F tests with a relatively low strain range [236]. In contrast, 

domain 2 is characterized by very thick (~ 20 μm) and multilayered oxide layers around cracks. This 
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indicates the possibility of oxidation influencing C-F crack formation via an environmental attack 

through the brittle oxide layers that tend to become progressively porous under cyclic loading and 

consequently develop stress concentrations in the material in regions of thick oxides [238]. Figure 

4.8(b) shows the contrastingly different optical micrograph characteristic of this domain with widely 

opened cracks filled with oxides propagating predominantly along a straight path. This domain was 

noted to be characteristic of C-F tests especially with a high strain range. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.7. Existence of two distinct domains of oxidation damage mechanisms during 

C-F crack formation in grade P91 steel at 550°C [236], where total strain,      = fatigue strain 

range +       . 

 
 

An earlier C-F based RR conducted in Japan on grade P91 steel at 550°C found conclusions 

that fall in line with these reported observations, both for LCF and hold time tests [242]. Figures 

4.9(a) and (b) show the effect of tensile and compressive hold times, and testing environment, 

respectively as reported from this RR. 
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Figure 4.8. Optical micrographs showing the existence of two distinct domains of 
environment induced oxidation damage during C-F deformation of P91 steel [236], with (a) 
domain 1 damage and (b) domain 2 damage. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

(a) 
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Figure 4.9. (a) Monotonic and cyclic stress-strain curves and (b) C-F test curves at 550oC 
from a Japanese round-robin study of grade P91 steel [242]. 

 

4.2.3. Constitutive modeling efforts 

4.2.3.1. Need for developing a novel constitutive relation 

 

Predicting the lifetimes of elevated temperature materials under LCF and C-F loading is very 

important for structural applications and remains an area yet to be understood clearly. Fournier et al. 

[238] predicted the C-F lifetimes in P91 steels as two distinct types of competing interactions 

between creep, fatigue and oxidation. They predicted number of cycles for C-F crack initiation using 

Tanaka and Mura’s model [243] and for crack propagation using the Tomkins model. Although 

these models compared well with experimental data under the tested conditions, there were 

considerable limitations. Other common C-F lifetime prediction models for grade P91 steels include 

time fraction rule [244], modified ductility exhaustion method by Takahashi [245], strain range 

(b) 
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separation method by Hoffelner [246], approach for pressure vessel applications by Prager [247], 

hybrid method of time fraction and ductility exhaustion [248] and simplified model approach by 

Jetter [249]. All of these models have applicability limitations and suffer from certain drawbacks as 

outlined in [242]. 

 

4.2.3.2. Background for model’s formulation 

 
Laboratory specimens, contrary to components in-service, are mostly tested under 

accelerated loading conditions to expedite the rate of deformation and specimen failure within 

realistic cost- and time-bounds. Predictive constitutive modeling thus plays a pivotal role in 

characterizing a material’s response under a certain loading condition, with required input(s) from 

laboratory test data. The goodness of the prediction, however, depends on the basis and robustness 

of a particular constitutive model and the scope of its applicability. Since dislocations directly 

correspond to the degree of plasticity, constitutive models based on their density evolution and 

interaction characteristics should be able to predict a material’s microstructural evolution under any 

loading condition. Moreover, dislocations are responsible for the various physical mechanisms 

observed during deformation; hence dislocation-based models are comparatively more robust for 

predicting long-term deformation during service from short-term laboratory test data.  

 

Constitutive fatigue and C-F modeling of various elevated temperature materials have not 

only indicated the importance of the as-received microstructure and starting dislocation densities, 

but also both their evolution kinetics upon cyclic deformation [250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 

257, 258, 259, 260, 261]. All these studies also indicate the complex nature of varying dislocation 

interactions at the distinct microstructural scales that renders constitutive modeling as rather 

cumbersome. This has manifested in the form of multiple parametric definitions for the different 
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types of interactions with each requiring non-unique set(s) of fitting parameters that vary, at least, 

with temperature [262]. Thus, in effect, multiple parameters need to be identified for different 

loading conditions that render the models less robust and their extrapolation capabilities rather 

limited. Similarly, numerous constitutive models that can explicitly account for temperature and 

strain-rate – or equivalently, plastic shear rate – effects exist [263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269] but 

they are generally restricted by their scope of applicability and capability to be extended to other 

materials. Although preliminary efforts have shown promise [270], further progress in the 

development of constitutive models that can account for thermo-mechanical loads also still faces 

challenges [271]. Therefore, there is an ever-increasing need for generalized analytical frameworks 

based on sound underlying mechanics that can link all the relevant parameters of importance with 

minimal fitting parameters. 

 

Although quite a few constitutive fatigue and C-F models exist for martensitic/ferritic steels 

in general [272, 273] and grade P91 steels in particular [274, 275, 276, 277, 278], only a small number 

of them have both the evolution of dislocation densities and their interactions as the fundamental 

basis of their formulation [279, 280, 281, 282]. The last set of modeling efforts are based on 

relatively strong assumptions and their robustness mostly depends on the careful selection of model 

parameters that are accordingly modified depending on the nature of loading. Moreover, these 

efforts require the use of considerable computational resources for identifying the tensor-based 

model parameters that are usually greater than 10 in number. From a mechanistic perspective, these 

constitutive models also do not account for strain-rate effects that are shown to have considerable 

influence on the cyclic behavior (especially with hold time) of martensitic/ferritic steels [283]. In an 

endeavor to address these issues, one of the major objectives of this work lies in the constitutive 

modeling of grade P91 steels under fatigue and C-F loading, with inputs from laboratory test data at 
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625°C, using a minimal approach based on dislocation densities’ evolution and their interactions. 

The formulated constitutive model requires very minimal computational resources with the need to 

fit very minimal model indices that are mostly kept constant for a given material (refer Chapter 6 for 

detailed description). In this regard, the starting values of the model indices – obtained from the first 

loading cycle – serve to inherently characterize the initial microstructural variability among nominally 

homogeneous test specimens. This model will also represent the first effort in explicitly linking all the 

loading parameters (including temperature and strain-rate) considered important for characterizing 

the fatigue and C-F behavior of grade P91 steels. Demonstration of the model’s robust simulation 

and predictive capabilities for characterizing this material’s uniaxial monotonic and cyclic behavior 

(with and without hold time) is provided in Chapter 7 of this work. 
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CChhaapptteerr  55::  EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND DETAILS 

 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the experimental data used in this work is obtained from a RR 

conducted for supporting the recently developed ASTM standard for C-F testing, E2714-09 [31]. 

The background and basic nuggets of this RR along with other experimental details will be 

descriptively outlined in this chapter. 

 

5.1. Round-robin testing 

5.1.1. Background and need 

Because of the large number of experimental variables involved during laboratory C-F 

testing that can introduce variability in the data, it is beneficial to code the best practices in a 

standard test method. To respond to this need, the ASTM Task Group on C-F Crack Formation 

(E08.05.08), with concerted global support enabled by EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute), 

developed a new standard E2714 in 2009 [31]. Specifically, this standard deals with and is limited to 

the formation of a macroscopic crack in a specimen that was initially un-cracked, to a size detectable 

by a technique stated in the standard. 

 

To support and achieve completeness of this new standard, it is necessary to develop the 

precision and bias statements that describe the intra-/inter-laboratory variations expected 

within/among the different laboratories worldwide, while following the specified testing procedure 

on a nominally identical material. A definitive statement on precision* and bias* is also necessary for 

a provisional standard to become a permanent one as per ASTM rules (*refer end of the paragraph for 

definitions). To this end, a voluntary RR program began in 2009 with the primary objective of 
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conducting C-F tests (at 625°C) on grade P91 steel to characterize the number of cycles required for 

crack formation. This RR also included monotonic, continuous LCF and creep rupture tests that 

were conducted as per existing ASTM standards E8 [284], E606 [55] and E139 [39], respectively for 

completeness with regard to characterizing the test material.  

 

 Precision: the closeness of agreements between independent test results obtained under 

stipulated conditions 

 Bias: the difference between expectation of the test results and an accepted reference value 

5.1.2. Testing conditions 

Since the highest in-service temperature of grade P91 steel in current applications is in the 

range of 580-600°C, it was proposed to conduct all the RR experiments at 625°C to accelerate the 

microstructural evolution/damage kinetics for reasons described earlier. To finalize the other 

important testing parameters like strain ranges, type and duration of hold times, loading and 

unloading waveforms and strain rates, 2 of the RR participants volunteered to conduct the so-called 

pilot tests – a trial run of tests under different loading conditions to finalize the testing protocols – 

on grade P91 steel at their respective laboratories. Dr. Stuart Holdsworth (EMPA, Switzerland) and 

Dr. Yukio Takahashi (CRIEPI, Japan) conducted these strain-controlled tests at strain ranges, ∆  = 

1% and 1.5% with hold times (  ) varying from 0 to 3600 seconds using triangular loading and 

unloading waveforms at a strain-rate of 0.025% per second. The pilot test study results obtained 

from these tests are shown in Figure 5.1 and after a careful examination of the test results, the RR 

test parameter matrix was finalized as described next.  

 

The isothermal, strain-controlled C-F tests would be conducted at strain ranges of 0.5%, 1% 

and 1.5 % – or equivalently, strain amplitudes of ± 0.25%, ± 0.5% and ± 0.75%, respectively – all at 
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625°C with hold times of either 0, 600 or 1800 seconds at the maximum (peak) tensile strain (see 

Figure 5.2). The strain-rate was chosen to be 0.025% per second, uniformly ramped under triangular 

loading/unloading waveforms. Thus the cycle times for the three strain ranges without hold times 

will be 40, 80 and 120 seconds, respectively. As stated in the standard, a 2% load drop – or 

equivalently, reduction in maximum force – was stipulated as the end-of-life criterion for these tests. 

With knowledge from the pilot tests, it was expected that the test temperature, strain ranges and 

hold times chosen were sufficiently high for C-F interactions to be a factor during the tests.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.1. Pilot test results from C-F testing of grade P91, where    corresponds to the 
number of cycles required to form a C-F crack as per 2% load drop criterion. Data courtesy 
of Dr. Stuart Holdsworth (EMPA, Switzerland) and Dr. Yukio Takahashi (CRIEPI, Japan). 

 

Table 5.1 shows the list of different testing conditions as assigned to the participating 

laboratories in the RR and each test was conducted in duplicate in an effort to estimate the intra-

laboratory variability or repeatability. On average, each participant was thus committed to 
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conducting 6 to 8 tests under 3 or 4 different testing conditions. From existing literature on LCF 

induced deformation [285], a continuous cyclic softening behavior was expected in grade P91 steel at 

elevated temperatures. Hence, the RR participants were requested to follow the corresponding end-

of-test criterion from the C-F test standard [31], as shown in Figure 5.3. In this approach, the 

maximum tensile stress (    ) is plotted as a function of the number of loading cycles. The figure 

also shows the suggested methodology for determining the C-F life of a test specimen; the C-F life 

corresponds to a X% drop in maximum stress (or equivalently, load).  

 

 
 

Figure 5.2. Hysteresis loops for the RR tests (a) without hold time and (b) with hold time 
(under strain control) [31].  

 

 

Figure 5.3. Crack formation and end-of-test criterion based on reduction of peak stress 
for continuously softening materials [31]. 
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Table 5.1. Test parameter matrix of the E2714-09 round-robin, where number entries 
indicate the total number of tests planned under those conditions [286]. 
 

 

  

5.1.3. Test specimen geometries and machining plan 

All of the P91 specimens used for this RR were obtained from a retired ex-service pipe 

donated by EPRI, Charlotte, USA (see Figure 5.4 inset). The pipe material was re-normalized to 

ensure consistency with the original tempered martensitic/ferritic microstructure of these steels. The 

physical dimensions of this pipe are as follows: outer diameter: 482 mm, wall thickness: 47.5 mm 

and a length of approximately 1 m. A graphical illustration of this pipe that also shows the 2 cuts 

along its length to obtain 3 sections is presented in Figure 5.4. The chemical composition of the test 

material employed in this work (in weight%) is given in Table 5.2 [287].  
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Figure 5.4. A graphical illustration of the retired P91 pipe used for the ASTM RR with the 
inset showing the actual pipe donated by EPRI, Charlotte, USA. 

 
 

Table 5.2. Actual chemical composition of the test material (in weight%) [287]. 

 

C Si Mn P S Ni Cr Mo As V Nb Cu N 
Sb, 
Sn 

Fe 

0.11 0.31 0.45 0.011 0.009 0.19 8.22 0.94 0.005 0.21 0.07 0.16 0.039 0.001 Bal. 

 
 

The 3 cut segments were respectively labeled as sections 1, 2 and 3 and only the cut section 2 

was used for this RR. The cut section 2 was further cut into 6 equal subsections along the pipe’s 
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cross-section and labeled as shown in Figure 5.5. All the RR participants were given their choice of 

either receiving machined specimens or specimen blanks that they would use for machining 

specimens. A comprehensive collection of all the specimen drawings used in this RR is provided in 

[288]. It was stipulated that all of the test specimen geometries must comply with the guidelines 

recommended by the test standard E2714-09 (see Figure 5.6). All the test specimens were machined 

in the axial orientation around the pipe’s circumference. The machining layouts of the various 

subsections (2-1 to 2-4) used for machining the specimen blanks and the machining plan employed 

for extracting blanks/specimens is comprehensively described in [288].  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.5. Cross-sectional view of the pipe section 2 as used for the RR. 
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Figure 5.6. Test specimen configurations for C-F testing as recommended by the ASTM 
C-F test standard, E2714-09 [31]. 
 

5.1.4. Statistical analyses of reported test data 

To formulate the precision and bias statements needed for supporting the C-F test standard, 

statistical analyses of the reported RR data were also performed. These analyses provide a measure 

of the inter- and intra-laboratory variability also termed as reproducibility and repeatability, 

respectively. Statistical analyses are performed as per the guidelines prescribed in the ASTM standard 

E691-09 [289].  

 

5.2. Round-robin contribution 

As part of characterizing the RR test material, University of Arkansas (UA) volunteered to 

conduct creep deformation and rupture tests, and monotonic tensile tests on grade P91 steel. They 

also performed the metallographic evaluation of the failed test coupons from these tests and of test 
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specimens forwarded by other RR participants. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of 

grade P91 steel material behavior under different loading conditions is already well documented 

(referenced in Chapter 4) and hence is not deemed necessary in this work. 

5.2.1. Creep deformation and rupture testing 

Creep tests were conducted on smooth round specimens with a gage length and diameter of 

25.4 mm and 5.08 mm, respectively that were designed as per ASTM E139 standard (see Figure 5.7). 

Tests were carried out at 625oC (898 K) under uniaxial static (constant load and temperature) loading 

conditions in a lab-controlled atmosphere (20 ± 2oC and 50% relative humidity) using dead weights. 

A calibrated LVDT (linear variable differential transformer) transducer with a repeatability of 0.1 µm 

was employed to measure specimen elongation during the tests. The test temperature was monitored 

continuously to be within ± 2oC of the test temperature during the tests using two K-type 

thermocouples wound mechanically at the top and bottom ends of the specimen gage length. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.7. Drawing of specimen used for the creep deformation and rupture testing of 
grade P91 steel (all dimensions in inches). 

 

The test durations varied from as low as few days to as high as few months (see Table 5.3). 

The test parameters were finalized using a model based on the Larson Miller parameter (LMP), one 
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of the well-established time-temperature parameters (TTP). This parameter provides an analytical 

relation between the absolute temperature ( ) and expected rupture time (  ) in hours. Figure 5.8 

shows such a plot for grade P91 steel wherein stress is plotted against the LMP, with the constant C 

being equal to 30 [290]. All tests were continued until final rupture except the one at 117.5 MPa 

stress condition that was deliberately stopped at expected mid-life to understand the microstructural 

evolution under creep loading conditions. 

 

Table 5.3. Test parameter matrix for the creep deformation and rupture testing 
conducted by University of Arkansas on grade P91 steel. 
 

Type of Testing Test Temperature, °C 
Expected Life, 

hours 
Stress Required, 

MPa 

Creep deformation 
and rupture 

625 

5000 101.5 

2000 117.5 

1000 130.0 

750 136.8 

500 138.3 

300 142.7 

150 151.5 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.8. A plot of stress versus Larson Miller Parameter (LMP), that is commonly used 
for estimating the creep rupture test parameters, for grade P91 steel [290]. 

LMP = T (C + log(t r )) 
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5.2.2. Monotonic tensile testing 

Uniaxial monotonic tensile tests were conducted (on-site at BiSS, India) on cylindrically 

threaded dogbone specimens with a gage length and diameter of 12.7 mm and 5.08 mm, respectively 

as per ASTM E8 standard [284]. These tests were performed both at room temperature (24 C) and 

at 625oC at a quasi-static strain-rate of 0.00192 s-1 in a lab controlled atmosphere (20 ± 2oC and 50% 

relative humidity). A high temperature ceramic extensometer was used to measure the specimen 

elongation during testing.  

 

5.2.3. Post-test inspection 

Before the tested specimens were mechanically sectioned for metallography and further 

optical microscopic examination, high resolution digital photographs of the as-tested specimens 

were obtained for the records. All these photographic images were obtained from a Nikon digital 

single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera. Visual inspection of these specimens was carried out and 

prominent characteristics of the specimen morphology and the presence of any geometric instability 

(or bulging) were carefully noted. Metallographic specimens from the failed test coupons were then 

prepared by standard practices to facilitate in further microstructural investigation. After mounting 

in transparent holders, the established routine of 2 steps of grinding and polishing – coarse and fine 

– each using SiC (silicon carbide) papers of different grit sizes and abrasives is followed in this 

regard. In order to reveal the fine microstructural features like grain and lath boundaries, the 

specimens were chemically etched using either Vilella’s reagent (1 gram picric acid, 5 ml hydrochloric 

acid and 100 ml ethanol) or Nital (3% nitric acid and 97% methanol). In this context, few RR 

participants did complete some aspects of post-test inspection studies at their respective facilities 

and the results from such work will be referenced accordingly in Chapter 7. These results are also 

intermingled with UA’s metallographic studies. 
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CChhaapptteerr  66::  CONSTITUTIVE MODELING METHODS AND DETAILS 

 

 

6.1. Introduction 

Constitutive modeling plays a vital role in characterizing a material’s response under long-

term in-service conditions with required input from short-term laboratory test data. Sound analytical 

models can thus greatly assist in minimizing the extensive resources required for conventional 

laboratory testing. Factors such as the amount of available and required computational resources, 

number of fitting constants or indices etc., effectively dictate the applicability and degree of 

robustness of such models for a given objective. Besides interpolative simulations, demonstration of 

extrapolative predictive capabilities of such constitutive models is also considered important. With 

all these considerations in mind, the physical basis and formulation of constitutive models employed 

in this work for simulating and predicting the creep, fatigue and C-F behavior of grade P91 steels 

will be descriptively outlined in this chapter. 

 

6.2. Modeling creep deformation and rupture behavior 

 
The effectiveness of a creep model to represent a material’s characteristic curve shape can 

depend on the relative proportions of the three creep regimes as fractions of strain and time at 

rupture, and the way in which they vary over ( ,  ) of interest. Such analytical models are essential 

and play an integral role for subsequent data- and structural- analysis. Since the existing literature on 

P91 steel indicates the relative importance of all three distinct creep regimes, the focus of this 

exercise was on choosing a single expression model that is capable of representing these regimes all 

by itself. Furthermore, this model should also analytically account for changes in deformation 

kinetics as a function of stress and temperature. A comprehensive compilation of existing 
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constitutive models as applicable to any elevated temperature candidate material and specifically 

grade P91 is already provided in Table 4.3 and [219, 220], respectively. After carefully evaluating all 

of these models, the logarithmic creep strain prediction (LCSP) model was found to be most suitable 

for the available creep data [220]. This model has the least number of fitting constants and its 

mathematical form has the natural shape of a creep curve at nominally constant stress and 

temperature. However it was found that in its current form, this model suffers from two obvious 

shortcomings: 

 
1) The model does not reduce to the correct form (or provide expected value) when the 

boundary conditions at the start and end of a typical creep rupture test (i.e., as one 

asymptotically approaches time   = 0 and   =   ) are applied. 

2) The model does not take full advantage of parameters that can be obtained from actual 

experiments to reduce the number of fitting constants for further robustness.  

 

Hence, a modified LCSP model is proposed here by addressing the above shortcomings of the 

original model (see Equation (6.1)). As per the modified model, at any time   in a creep rupture test 

beyond 1 hour, engineering creep strain    is given as 

 

                                    (  )    [   (
    (  )   

    (   )   
   )     ]

 
 ⁄

              ……..……………. (6.1) 

 
where,  
 

     
 

   (  )
[(   (  )    )   (   (   )    ) ];        (   (   )    )  

   

  (    )             ( )   [  (      )⁄ ] and        are fitting parameters 

 

   = test temperature ( C);    = applied external stress (MPa) 
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     engineering creep strain at time   

    = time to failure by creep rupture (hours) 

    = time to given engineering creep strain (hours) 

        =    at time   = 1 hour and uniform strain at rupture, respectively 

 

                 

As discussed earlier, typically from 95% of    and beyond, macro-cracking starts to appear 

because of localized necking and results in an unstable specimen response thereafter. We also know 

that the reduction in area varies significantly based on the necking characteristics. Hence, the 

engineering creep strain at rupture (   at time     ) is taken to be the measured uniform strain at 

rupture,     (i.e., strain generated in the specimen’s gage length before the onset of necking in a 

localized region). This strain can be empirically obtained by evaluating the reduction in area (    ) in 

the specimen gage length at regions away from that of necking. Rather than using the conventional 

ductility equation for     , an analytical form as shown in Equation (6.2) is employed in this work. 

As shown in Figure 6.1, the cross-sectional diameter of the specimen at locations 1, 2 and 3 is 

measured and averaged to obtain        and this value is used to compute       . 

 

                    

                                                         
            

     
                             ........................................... (6.2) 

 

                 where        = Original cross-sectional area in the specimen gage length 

      = Uniform cross-sectional area obtained by using       (the average of    
diameters at regions away from the necked region) 

 

Minimizing human measurement errors and the effect of complex strain profiles across the 

specimen gage length were the primary reasons to compute       rather than using a single diameter 

value in the unnecked region. The choice of position of locations to compute       does not seem 
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to play a significant role, as long as they are chosen to be approximately equidistant (to capture the 

diameter variation across the specimen gage length of the creep ruptured specimen) away from the 

necked region to the edge of the gage length markers. Also, it was observed in this work that a 

choice of 3 such locations is optimal and more number of locations do not make a considerable 

difference to the averaged       value. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.1. Pictorial representation for the empirical measurement of uniform strain at 

rupture,
 
   . Vertical lines numbered 1, 2 and 3 indicate locations where diameter is 

measured to compute       . Untested specimen in the top is kept as a reference for the 
creep ruptured specimen below. 

 

6.3. Modeling fatigue and creep-fatigue behavior 

A novel constitutive model for simulating and predicting the fatigue and C-F behavior of 

grade P91 steel is proposed in this work for reasons discussed earlier in section 4.2.3. The physical 

basis of this equation-of-state relation is based on a thermodynamically consistent perspective of 

crystal plasticity and will be discussed first for uniaxial monotonic behavior. Based on the proposed 
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mechanism, a constitutive relation based on dislocation densities and their interaction is formulated. 

The underlying mechanism will then be extended for cyclic behavior followed by the formulation of 

the cyclic version of the constitutive model. 

6.3.1. Need for an advanced plasticity framework 

Plasticity is the ability of a material to deform irreversibly in response to an external load and 

is a critical consideration to minimize the unexpected catastrophic failures of in-service structural 

components. Plasticity in crystalline solids is classically interpreted as an incompressible and 

dissipative mechanism of shearing interatomic bonds sequentially through the component crystal 

lattices. In polycrystalline materials, plasticity is mediated either through slip of dislocations – 

ubiquitous atomistic scale linear defects – that continuously nucleate from Frank-Read sources and 

partial dislocations (i.e., stacking faults) or perfect dislocations that emit from stress concentrations. 

The plastic shear rate or strain-rate – as expressed quantitatively by Orowan – is directly 

proportional to the Burgers vector | ⃗ | of a mobile dislocation and averaged quantities of their 

densities and velocities along active slip systems [291]. The Orowan relation thereby implicitly 

projects crystal plasticity to be macroscopically smooth and steady and suitable for a mean-field 

analysis.  

 

Recent technological advancements have enabled researchers to report experimental 

observations that increasingly challenge these conventional descriptions of crystal plasticity. Rather 

interestingly, crystal plasticity is shown to be temporospatially heterogeneous [292, 293] originating 

either from dislocations that cannot be currently observed [294] or even remarkably in the absence 

of sustained dislocation motion [295]. So, fundamental questions still remain unresolved about the 

existence, origin and nature of dislocations. These results also inarguably suggest a pressing need for 
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the development of advanced frameworks to characterize crystal plasticity [296, 297, 298], 

particularly its onset in the atomistic scale [292, 295, 299, 300, 301, 302]. Since plasticity corresponds 

to a very complex material response and dislocations individually symbolize it, thermodynamics is 

ideally suited for addressing this issue [303]. But difficulties in employing thermodynamics to study 

dislocation behavior are epitomized by Cottrell, who cites work-hardening as “the most difficult 

remaining problem in classical physics,” and that a material’s failure is thermodynamically irreversible and 

governed by its weakest links [304].   

 

Most of the published literature referenced in the upcoming discussion consists of 

experimental observations reported by researchers on the different aspects of material response 

during crystal plasticity. However, a mechanistic framework that can convincingly describe and 

possibly link all these seemingly unrelated experimental results is still lacking. The crystal plasticity 

mechanism proposed next is presented from a thermodynamically consistent perspective and in the 

process it seamlessly connects all these distinct observations. 

6.3.2. Proposed crystal plasticity mechanism 

 
Crystallographic defects, including dislocations, represent imperfections in a crystal lattice 

and collectively personify its weakness. Such imperfections increase the entropy – a measure of 

disorder or randomness – within a material and their existence is necessary for its thermodynamic 

stability as per Gibbsian mechanics. Generally crystalline solids contain random pockets of such 

aberrations that are naturally formed or intentionally engineered during material processing to 

modify certain structural property. The entire group of atom(s) that constitute these imperfections is 

termed a crystallographically imperfect zone (CIZ) among an otherwise-perfect continuum of 

crystallographically perfect zones (CPZs). CIZs include point defects that involve just one 
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constituent atom whereas other CIZs like grain boundaries, voids and secondary-phase precipitate 

interfaces can involve multiple constituent atoms. Figures 6.2(a) and (b) show schematics of the 

various CIZs typically observed in microstructured polycrystalline materials. A room temperature 

quasi-static uniaxial tensile test record for a face centered cubic polycrystalline material is considered 

herein for further discussion [305], where    : proportional limit strain and     : strain at ultimate 

tensile strength.  

 

 
 
Figure 6.2. (a) Various types of crystallographically imperfect zones (CIZs) typically 
present among crystallographically perfect zones (CPZs) in polycrystalline materials and (b) 
Schematic illustrating the zone of influence for two different sized CIZs – one, a high angle 
grain boundary and another, a point defect (vacancy). 

 

A crystalline metallic material’s internal degrees of freedom can be approximately split into 

relatively-slow configurational (or structural) and fast vibrational (or thermal) components. In this 

context, it is noted that other components of free energy or their entropies – like magnetic, 

electronic – are usually neglected in metallic crystalline solids. In the absence of external driving 

forces, CIZs with a single constituent atom tend to locally distort the lattice structure of adjacent 

Matrix (CPZs) Precipitates Twins

Point defects Voids
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CPZ atoms. They can have increased structural or vibrational entropies depending on the type of 

CIZ. Alternatively, atoms within multiple constituent CIZs tend to be highly mobile and also 

possess weaker restraining and unbalanced interatomic forces than their CPZ counterparts. Such 

CIZs not only exhibit increased structural entropy due to their limited range atomic ordering, but 

also exhibit comparatively higher vibrational entropy (mobility) due to their reduced coordination 

number induced surface tension. As this naturally corresponds to a non-equilibrium thermodynamic 

state, CIZ atoms with unsatisfied bonds tend to drive themselves closer to adjoining CPZ interfaces 

to minimize their high interfacial free energies [303, 306]. Accordingly, all CIZs within a material are 

expected to be energetically more stable than CPZs in the absence of external driving forces.  

 

The behavior of CIZs in the presence of external driving forces like thermo-mechanical 

strains however will vary significantly. The localized distortion behavior of CIZs with a single 

constituent atom only gets enhanced and hence does not significantly influence macroscopic 

behavior for any magnitude of external strain. In contrast, the magnitude of the external strain has a 

significant influence on those CIZs with multiple constituent atoms. For external strains   <     

(regime I), the initiated Brownian motion within such CIZs – particularly those characterized by 

pockets of excess free volume like high angle grain boundaries – becomes dynamically 

heterogeneous (see Figure 6.3). Such dynamic heterogeneity in a disordered phase is strongly linked 

to transitory structural ordering irrespective of the nature of involved interatomic forces [307]. 

Although a solid’s total entropy is cumulatively approximated by its structural and vibrational 

entropy components, vibrational entropies do not always equally compensate such a transitory loss in 

structural entropies [308, 309]. Under such a condition, thermodynamically unstable localized 

transient entropy losses result within a crystal. In this context, it is important to emphasize that 

entropy losses are energetically unfavored, but probable if it is transitory and involves just a limited 
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number of atoms [309, 310]. Moreover, as per the second law of thermodynamics (SLT), a decrease 

in entropy is permissible only when some work is done on the system. As dependent on these local 

entropy differences, local configurational symmetries (due to reduced structural entropy induced 

kinetic slowdown), varying interatomic separations and much weaker interatomic bonding 

characterize such transiently ordered CIZ atoms [308, 311].  

 

 
 

Figure 6.3. Illustrative schematic of the proposed dislocation mechanics during the two 
distinct regimes (I and II) of loading. Arrows in the figure indicate if the induced 
deformation is reversible or not, with the “x” marker indicating irreversibility.  

 

After every such transitory structural ordering event, few interatomic bonds are broken to 

perpetuate this dynamics as high mobility atoms unite and disintegrate non-sequentially in “relatively 

close-packed” localized clusters – named short-range dislocations – of dynamic equilibrium [312, 313, 

314]. Development of localized stress inhomogeneities due to local density or free volume 

fluctuations thus drives the flow of dislocations (carriers of plasticity) just as electric potential 
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differences drive the flow of electrons (carriers of charge). Therefore, localized yielding (plasticity) 

initiates instantaneously within multiple constituent CIZs at the onset of loading with varying 

lengths of short-range dislocations even in macroscopically dislocation-free volumes [295, 302, 312, 

315, 316]. As this heterogeneous dynamic motion simultaneously involves restricted non-diffusional 

material transport, plasticity remains local within CIZs while core CPZ atoms maintain their 

equilibrium positions. As dependent on the nature and spatial/geometrical orientation of a CIZ, 

CPZ-CIZ interfaces accommodate nearby disorder state by elastic deformation [297, 312]. As short-

range dislocations leave CPZ lattices undistorted and unrotated, no long-range internal stresses are 

developed and hence can be considered as statistically immobile. Due to inherently low energies, 

their mobility upstream is also very limited due to increased activation energies and lack of higher 

driving forces. Moreover, these dislocations possess localized strain fields, exhibit no characteristic 

slip system and predominantly move in a direction orthogonal to the plane of the adjoining interface 

due to transverse nature of response [314]. Short-range dislocations are assumed to increase at a rate 

proportional to their size at any instant during loading and can therefore be mathematically 

represented by an exponential growth function. Thus, short-range dislocation densities evolve 

exponentially with increasing strain at very low hardening rates. 

 

As external strain increases (   <   <     , regime II), the accelerating dynamic 

heterogeneity within CIZs causes the maximum rheological interaction (i.e., dynamic roughening) 

along adjoining elastic CPZ-CIZ interfaces [317]. Consequently, strain energy density localization 

and anisotropic gradients in elastic free energy are expected to develop across adjacent CPZ 

interfaces. This phenomenon leads to stress concentrations (or lattice curvatures) that are 

susceptible to interfacial yielding and also induces a thermodynamic driving force for heterogeneous 

CIZ migration [311, 318, 319, 320, 321]. The interatomic bonding at these interfaces is energetically 
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unfavorable and hence weaker than that of pristine CPZ atoms. Thus short-range dislocations 

quantitatively increase with increasing strain after multiple such transitory structural ordering and 

subsequent localized plasticity routines. Localized plasticity starts to rise in the ever-increasing CIZ, 

with highest localized strains obtained in locations where CIZs are densest in the crystal structure. 

As CIZs begin their permanent zone expansion via gradual transverse encroachment (see Figure 6.3), 

the material’s global entropy also gradually rises. Such global entropy gains occur at the expense of 

transitory local entropy losses and tend to evolve a system towards more complicated and advanced 

states [316]. This is also consistent with the SLT requisite that global entropy production – or 

equivalently, energy dissipation – rate be non-negative (i.e., Clausius-Duhem inequality). As 

externally applied strain-rate must comply with the loading direction, it is important to realize that 

short-range dislocation displacements and velocities tend to be anti-symmetric. The rate of 

heterogeneous interatomic shearing is accordingly greater along orientations – minimal resistance 

paths offering maximal driving force – with the largest local resolved shear stress in a CPZ. This 

marks the onset of macroscopic plasticity along crystallographically active slip systems in the form of 

bursts via highly mobile long-range dislocations [311]. During such dynamic bursts, it is reported that the 

instantaneous rate of deformation may exceed the external strain-rate by several orders of magnitude 

[322]. 

 

Since macroscopic plasticity can evolve heterogeneously within a material’s CPZ at stresses 

considerably less than its Peierls-Nabarro strength, homogeneous dislocation nucleation/depinning 

within CPZs is not typically favored. Due to restricted dynamic heterogeneity, glide motion is rather 

subdued on non-active slip systems and therefore internal stresses are rapidly enhanced in such 

CPZs especially the dimensionally smaller ones because of finite size effects [323]. Internal stresses 

are further built-up by the mutual trapping of short-range dislocation clusters, long-range dislocation 
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pile-ups [324, 325, 326] and intermittent avalanches of long-range dislocation dynamic bursts in 

proximity. Mesoscale unequilibrated moments induced by these internal stress fluctuations need to 

be balanced by further asymmetric stress division – one dynamic and the other, elastic – that 

perpetuates macroscopic plasticity [327]. Moreover, the enhanced local stress-state begins to depin 

other pinned CIZs that require activation (like existing dislocations and point defects) to accelerate 

and sustain the plasticity dynamics [302]. As per this mechanism, it is imperative to comprehend that 

macroscopic yielding is not an event but rather a critical transition process that is marked by long-

range dislocations’ nucleation/depinning. Depending on their character, polarity and orientation, to 

maintain line continuity, long-range dislocations respond to internal mean shear via gradual rotation 

and alignment, propagation and coalescence/annihilation. Thus, long-range dislocations are 

characterized by increasing internal degrees of freedom, high hardening rates [291] and also act as 

triggering agents for nucleating/depinning numerous other long-range dislocations.  

 

Owing to long-range internal stresses or backstresses, long-range dislocations elastically 

interact and propagate during their drive to minimize the crystal’s internal energy. Macroscopic work 

or strain hardening – resistance to glide – occurs predominantly due to the hindrance rendered by 

evolving CIZ yield fronts to the mobility of long-range dislocations. Moreover, long-range 

dislocation mobility against short-range dislocation clusters further enhances this resistance. This 

typically leads to strong kinematic hardening and overstresses within CPZs. In addition to self-

interactions that tend to straighten them, long-range dislocations’ elastic interactions with other 

entanglements also effect localized pinning [328]. Hence, increasing stress is required to mitigate 

these combined obstacles for plastic strain increments. In essence, macroscopic plasticity evolves 

gradually as the frequency and size of discrete, short-lived and intermittent avalanches increase with 

external strain due to multiple pinning/depinning excursions [293, 304]. Analogous to other physical 
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phenomena [329], these temporospatial avalanches thus force the material into a self-organized 

criticality. Thus, macroscopic plasticity exhibits a power-law dependence – a relationship that is 

characterized by time and scale invariance – on the applied strain [296, 326, 330, 331]. Although 

macroscopically homogeneous plasticity is mediated by discrete long-range dislocation avalanches, 

localized heterogeneous plasticity is accommodated by continuous short-range dislocation 

encroachments at comparatively negligible strain-rates. This behavior thus closely characterizes 

plastic response as a point process – comprising discrete and localized events. As plastic 

deformation gradually progresses, multiple slip systems are activated and imply high hardening rates 

as the crystalline CPZs align themselves with the imposed loading via rotation. As described earlier, 

backstresses influence the elasto-plastic transition and also increase work-hardening with increasing 

strain. Depending on the direction of loading and plastic deformation gradients involved, migration 

and accumulation of vacancies (i.e., voids) and loss of density occurs within multiple constituent 

CIZs.  

 

At sufficiently large strains (  approaching     ), localized coalescence of long-range 

dislocations – necking as characterized by a drop in hardening rate – becomes pronounced leading 

to the formation of shear bands. Necking can thus be also interpreted as a global instability 

phenomenon resulting due to bifurcation from macroscopically homogeneous plastic deformation. 

Aligning themselves orthogonal to external loading, these shear bands glide relatively resulting in a 

characteristic “cup-and-cone” ductile shear fracture. Random perturbations (like second-phase 

precipitates/inclusions) can impede the overall dynamics, imposing higher activation energies and 

stresses for dislocation mobility. Interestingly, the stochastic spatial/geometrical distributions of 

CIZs accordingly render variability in the mechanical behavior of “nominally” homogeneous 

materials [292, 298].  
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6.3.2.1. Influence of temperature and strain-rate on crystal plasticity 

 
 

Relative contributions of vibrational and structural entropies to total entropy also influence a 

material’s behavior at increasing temperatures and strain-rates, respectively and deserve a discussion 

herein. It has become quite customary to consider only the structural fluctuations (like mean-squared 

displacement) of a crystal with an increase in temperature. But, the amplitude of atomic vibrations – 

which exist even at absolute zero as per quantum mechanics – increases with increasing temperature 

as CPZ atoms transiently oscillate from their crystalline periodicity. Consequently, interatomic 

bonding forces become weaker and activation energies for atomic motion are relatively less for both 

CPZ and CIZ atoms as compared with that at room temperature. Short-range dislocations 

particularly exhibit significant mobility – particularly in multiple constituent CIZs characterized by 

free volume like grain boundaries (GBs) – at increasing temperatures as their thermal activation is 

further pronounced. Due to increased thermal excitation, the length of short-range dislocations also 

prominently decreases. Therefore with increasing temperature, the plastic deformation mechanism 

discussed earlier at room temperature is dynamically accelerated. Hence even at considerably lower 

flow stresses, macroscopic plasticity initiates (i.e., thermal softening) as short-range dislocations (and 

CIZs) begin their transverse encroachment towards adjoining CPZ interfaces. As considerable 

energy is utilized towards increasing the global entropy, work done (and recoverable energy stored 

through dislocations) on a material by external stress quantitatively decreases. This consideration 

thus accounts for the reduced work-hardening and increased ductility with increasing temperatures. 

To minimize the internal energy, grain growth – dynamic recovery and recrystallization through 

accelerated atomic motion – and coalescence also become thermodynamically favored at high 

temperatures.  
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At higher strain-rates, higher structural entropy contributions accelerate dynamic 

heterogeneity and subsequent macroscopic crystal plasticity. Therefore as strain-rate increases, long-

range dislocation rate-hardening effect becomes considerably weaker and slower although their 

densities become larger. 

 

6.3.3. Development of a novel constitutive model 

6.3.3.1. Need for a constitutive relation 

 
It is rather difficult with conventional scientific approaches – either experimental or 

analytical – to validate the nucleation and cumulative behavior of two types of dislocation densities 

that operate concurrently at two different length scales. Although long-range/short-range 

dislocations can be readily observed and characterized with advanced TEM tools, such investigations 

can only approximate the dislocation densities using mean-field approaches like the line intersection 

method. Such an average approximation of a quantity suffers from several critical drawbacks. Besides 

tedious sample preparation procedures, such an approximation inherently assumes the dislocation 

density distribution to be homogeneous. It is also impractical to clearly segregate the total 

dislocation density in terms of active and statistically stored dislocation components. Most 

importantly, existing approaches typically estimate dislocation densities from post-test specimens 

and by doing so, dislocation density evolution during actual loading and stress relaxation effects are 

qualitatively ignored [294, 299].  

 

Analytical computational methodologies like molecular dynamics (MD) or dislocation 

dynamics (DD) simulate atomic motion by numerically solving the classical Newtonian equation of 

motion over finite time intervals [300, 328, 332, 333]. Although classical mechanics can effectively 

describe the long-range dislocation dynamics after activation and/or depinning, it is not expected to 
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satisfactorily capture the Brownian dynamics of short-range dislocations or analytically solve their 

stress fields. The probabilistic nature of interatomic shearing in multiple constituent CIZs also 

cannot be qualitatively explained by such deterministic techniques. Finally, linking the dynamics of 

two different types of dislocation densities that simultaneously nucleate, move and operate at two 

distinct length- and time- scales necessitates the need for extensive computational resources. 

Statistical thermodynamic calculations of entropies, specifically the vibrational entropy, of short-

range dislocations during early stage plasticity can be an immensely complex task just by itself [308, 

334]. All these considerations render both the experimental and analytical approaches rather limited 

to corroborate the proposed mechanism. 

 

For this objective, a constitutive modeling approach to relate both the dislocation densities 

and their cumulative interaction to the stress induced in the material under external loading offers 

the most viable solution currently. A physical based model is not considered in this regard due to 

uncertainties in the measurement of several quantities – like dislocation density – that ought to be 

primarily input for model calibration. A phenomenological model is therefore formulated in this 

work with the proposed mechanism as its underlying framework. Specifically a minimal parameter 

relation is desired as it concurrently minimizes both the model’s degrees of freedom (i.e., fitting 

parameters) and input from experimental results. Such a minimal approach should be feasible since 

dislocation interactions temporospatially determine a deforming crystal’s local yielding and its 

subsequent microstructural evolution until failure. This consideration also ensures that specific 

mechanism(s) deemed important for a material at a given loading condition – like dislocation climb, 

cross-slip – need not be explicitly expressed. As consistent with the microstructural response during 

crystal plasticity [292, 332, 335, 336, 337], this constitutive relation should relate the various 
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independent testing variables – total strain, strain-rate and temperature – to the evolving stress and 

also be devoid of any mathematical singularity.  

 

6.3.3.2. Analytical formulation 

 
Since long-range and short-range dislocation densities operate in conjunction to induce 

stresses macroscopically and locally, respectively, a power-law distribution with an exponential 

cutoff is considered mathematically optimal. Since uniaxial monotonic tensile tests are commonly 

performed to characterize a material behavior, it is chosen first for model description. The proposed 

constitutive relation for simulating uniaxial monotonic behavior is expressed analytically in Equation 

(6.3).  

 

                                       (
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  ̇      [ (
 

 
   )]                ……….. (6.3) 

 
 
 
 

where,  
 

  : flow stress developed within a material upon loading (in MPa) 

  : dimensionless proportionality index; does not vary with the type of loading for a material 

       : stress at 0.1% total strain (assumed to be the strain value at the proportional limit of a 

material) under any loading condition (in MPa) 

     : ultimate tensile strength (in MPa) 

  : total strain at any instant of loading 

  : temperature ratio, with the numerator being the test temperature in K and the denominator 

being 1 K 

  : macroscopic plasticity index (in (1/s)b) 

 ̇ : nominal applied strain-rate (in 1/s) 

Macroscopic plasticity Localized plasticity 
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  : dimensionless strain-rate sensitivity index; does not vary with the type of loading for a material 

  : dimensionless index to quantify for short-range dislocation behavior (structural component) 

  : dimensionless index to quantify for localized thermal effects (vibrational component) 

 

Equation (6.3) is formulated to work only up to the UTS, beyond which triaxiality effects should be 

considered for strain localization. It can also be observed that      and        are the only two 

direct inputs from experimental test data.  

 

As it can be seen from Equation (6.3), the evolving stress in a material is directly 

proportional to the product of both the dimensionless terms corresponding to macroscopic and 

localized plasticity. The term          is incorporated in the right hand side of the equation for 

dimensional equality and is assumed as the proportional limit stress for a crystalline material under 

any type of loading. The power-law exponent,   ̇ ⁄ , in the macroscopic plasticity term quantifies 

the effect of long-range dislocations at a given total strain   and temperature  . The stress ratio, 

          ⁄ , in the base of the power-law term gives a measure of the degree of strengthening 

induced by macroscopic work-hardening in the material. The ratio,   ⁄ , explicitly implies the direct 

and inverse relationship between total strain and temperature with stress, respectively during 

macroscopic plasticity. Since the nominal strain-rate is expected to have an inverse relationship with 

macroscopic work-hardening, it is expressed in the denominator of the power-law exponent. At a 

given  , localized plasticity is expected to increase linearly with increasing   until the critical 

transition cutoff strain beyond which negligible short-range dislocation interactions occur (see 

Figure 6.4(a)). At a given  , localized plasticity is expected to decrease gradually with increasing   

due to the increased dynamic heterogeneity of short-range dislocations and the eventual early 

initiation of macroscopic plasticity (see Figure 6.4(b)). As per this description, the corresponding 
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exponential term for localized plasticity is found to have a direct and inverse relationship between 

temperature and total strain with stress, respectively. Although homogeneous macroscopic plasticity 

occurs as per the applied strain-rate, heterogeneous localized plasticity takes place at comparatively 

negligible strain-rates as dictated by the local stress fields. Consequently, only the total strain and 

temperature were considered important in the exponential term for localized plasticity. Thus, the 

proposed analytical form is carefully chosen in accordance with the expected inter-dependence 

among independent variables during testing.  

 

   
 
Figure 6.4. Expected influence of localized plasticity (a) at a given temperature and 
increasing total strain and (b) at a given total strain and increasing temperature. Only the 
exponential localized plasticity term in Equation (6.3) is considered for illustration.  
 
 

The importance of the model’s five indices also deserves a brief discussion. The 

dimensionless index   is introduced for proportionality and does not vary with the type of loading 

for a given material. Assuming a hypothetical scenario wherein plasticity is non-existent – or 

equivalently, other four indices set to zero – upon loading at any temperature  , the evolving stress 

in a material is equal to the product of   and        as per Equation (6.3). This product, as expected, 

corresponds to the ideal strength of the material at that particular temperature. Thus the index   is 
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an invariable and it characterizes a material’s behavior regardless of the influence of other indices 

that depend on the test conditions. Work-hardening index,  , accounts for macroscopic work- or 

strain-hardening during monotonic loading and tends to be an evolutionary parameter for 

characterizing cyclic behavior. The strain-rate sensitivity index,  , for a material does not vary with 

the type of loading and quantifies a material’s microstructural response to strain-rate fluctuations. 

Indices   and   correspond to the instantaneous mechanical (structural) and thermal (vibrational) 

response of a material, respectively and collectively quantify localized plasticity. Index   is also an 

evolutionary parameter that quantifies localized plasticity effects during cyclic loading and unloading. 

 

Although numerous phenomenological or micromechanical constitutive relations currently 

exist, they are largely limited in terms of a mechanistic foundation and general applicability to 

different materials [338 and relevant references therein, 339]. Hence, it is vital for the proposed 

constitutive relation to not only closely model experimental data, but also to reproduce other 

empirical observations of scientific importance. Such a capability makes the constitutive relation and 

its underlying physics more valuable and robust. In conventional approaches, the transition from the 

elastic to the plastic deformation regime in a uniaxial tensile test record is referred to as the yield 

point. The slope of the stress-strain data within the elastic regime also offers an analytical estimate of 

the elastic (Young’s) modulus. As discussed earlier, the proposed mechanism assumes (localized) 

plasticity to develop instantaneously on loading. Consequently the total strain is not decomposed as 

the sum of elastic and inelastic – that includes plastic and viscous – components. Rather, as per this 

mechanism, the yield point is interpreted as the critical transition cutoff beyond which macroscopic 

plasticity takes over from localized plasticity under increasing stress. Moreover, the second partial 

derivative of Equation (6.3) with respect to total strain (treating temperature and strain-rate as 

constants) yields a second-order quadratic equation. Mathematically, this quadratic equation provides 
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the rate of change of slope of stress with respect to strain and can be plotted as a function of strain 

(see Figure 6.5). The broken line in Figure 6.5 corresponds to the strain where the second partial 

derivative equals zero and indicates the deviation in stress behavior from linearity to non-linearity.  

 
 

 

Figure 6.5. Schematic illustrative of the rate of change of slope of stress as a function of 
strain (at constant temperature and strain-rate) for a material under uniaxial loading. The 
broken line indicates the strain where the ordinate axis changes sign from positive to 
negative. 

 

From an analytical viewpoint, out of the 2 possible roots (   and   ; see Equation (6.4)) for 

this quadratic equation, only one of them will be valid (  ) and that valid root denotes the strain at 

the proportional limit (   ). By substituting this value of strain in Equation (6.3) while retaining 

other model indices, the corresponding stress can be evaluated and the respective stress to strain 
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ratio provides an accurate estimate of the conventional Young’s modulus. The judgmental errors 

involved in identifying a material’s stiffness can thus be greatly minimized. 
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6.3.4. Mechanism extension for cyclic plasticity 

 
For tension-compression cyclic loading, the mechanism proposed earlier for monotonic 

tensile loading is expected to hold good equally. At the end of any tensile loading, core CPZ atoms 

are still deforming elastically even as CIZ atoms gradually expand their domain of influence via 

dynamic heterogeneity. After tensile elastic unloading, core CPZ atoms experience elastic strains and 

are characterized by varying backstresses (of compressive nature) as a consequence of heterogeneous 

inelastic CIZ expansion. Upon subsequent compressive loading, atoms within CIZs can flow at 

much lower absolute stresses in the “opposite” direction to induce early reverse plasticity. After 

compressive elastic unloading, core CPZ atoms experience elastic strains and also heterogeneously 

varying backstresses of tensile nature. A similar experimental observation has been reported by 

Levine et al. using X-ray microbeam measurements [340]. The experimentally observed Bauschinger 

effect, an important feature of anisotropic cyclic deformation, can thus be conveniently rationalized 

by the proposed mechanism along the lines of the hard-soft composite model by Mughrabi [341]. It 

needs to be noted that each and every CIZ expansion along the crystallographically active slip 

systems within adjacent CPZs in the form of long-range dislocation avalanches corresponds to a slip 

event. Hence after each cycle of tensile-compressive loading, multiple slip events can occur in both 

the directions normal to the applied uniaxial load as dependent on the crystal structure considered. 
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6.3.5. Formulation of constitutive model’s cyclic version 

The constitutive model as expressed in Equation (6.3) for monotonic loading can be 

modified to obtain its cyclic version as shown in Equations (6.5) and (6.6), where    and    

corresponds to stress under tensile and compressive loading, respectively. 
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The cyclic version of the model differs only slightly from its monotonic counterpart, with 

both the maximum stress      or      – instead of      – and          values chosen from the first 

loading cycle. It is expected that the stress ratio will vary with loading cycles as dependent on the 

cyclic behavior of a material at a particular loading condition. However, it can be kept constant to 

facilitate capturing the entire macroscopic microstructural evolution with the evolutionary index in 

the macroscopic plasticity term,  . Work-hardening index,  , is an evolutionary parameter that 

accounts for macroscopic work- or strain-hardening and its variation with loading cycles 

corresponds to changes in long-range dislocation behavior accordingly. Increasing values of   

correspond to an increased frequency of long-range dislocation avalanches and the converse also 

holds true. The localized deformation can be similarly quantified by the evolutionary index in the 

localized plasticity term,  . Decreasing values of the evolutionary parameter   with loading cycles 

indicate increasing dynamic heterogeneity and a comparatively heterogeneous localized deformation. 

Hence,   and   are the only evolutionary indices to characterize plastic deformation under both 
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tensile and compressive loading. Furthermore, indices   and   in the localized plasticity term are 

expected to accommodate all the microstructural response upon unloading. Therefore, of the five 

indices considered in monotonic loading, only 2 will be evolutionary each for cyclic loading (  and  ) 

and unloading (  and  ) while   and   will remain the same for a typical tensile-compressive loading 

cycle. 

 

The constitutive model can also offer further insights into the nature of material 

deformation under cyclic loading using the two evolutionary indices   and  . If the rate of change of 

index   is faster than that of  , it implies that the deformation is comparatively more localized with 

loading cycles. Localized deformation phenomena such as grain boundary cavitation and formation 

of intergranular microcracks are expected to be pronounced under this case scenario. Conversely, if 

the rate of change of   is faster than that of  , macroscopic plasticity is expected to dominate via 

mechanisms like free-surface cracking and formation of transgranular cracks. Such observations can 

also be reiterated by carefully analyzing the relative contribution of both the plasticity terms in 

Equations (6.5) and (6.6), with loading cycles. Thus, the relative significance of different 

deformation mechanisms at the two different microstructural scales at any loading condition can be 

qualitatively explained. 

 

6.3.5.1. Model implementation protocol 

 
 Few preliminary preparation steps need to be completed with the as-received laboratory test 

data before implementing the analytical model represented by Equations (6.5) and (6.6). Figures 6.6 

and 6.7 show cyclic hysteresis loops of a symmetrically loaded LCF and a C-F test with hold time at 

the peak tensile strain, respectively for illustration. For each cycle of laboratory test data, the 

following mathematical procedure is executed with the involved steps followed in order: 
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(1) From the (x, y) data corresponding to strain (x-axis) and stress (y-axis), pick the two 

successive data points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) where the ordinate changes sign from negative to 

positive, i.e., stress changes from being compressive to tensile, as indicated by ‘1’ in Figures 

6.6 and 6.7. 

(2) Similarly, pick the two successive data points (x3, y3) and (x4, y4) where the ordinate changes 

sign from positive to negative, i.e., stress changes from being tensile to compressive, as 

indicated by ‘2’ in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. 

(3) Linearly interpolate the x-axis co-ordinates x1 and x2 to obtain the strain at zero stress, x5. 

(4) Linearly interpolate the x-axis co-ordinates x3 and x4 to obtain the strain at zero stress, x6. 

(5) Starting from (x2, y2), add the absolute magnitude of x5, |x5|, to each subsequent x-axis co-

ordinate until the data point until (x3, y3). 

(6) Starting from (x4, y4), subtract each subsequent x-axis co-ordinate from the absolute 

magnitude of x6, |x6| until (x1, y1). 

 

  
 

Figure 6.6. Illustrative cyclic stress-strain loading history of a symmetrically loaded LCF 

test. Here,      and      correspond to the maximum tensile and compressive stresses, 

respectively and    , the total inelastic strain accumulated till the end of the loading cycle 
under consideration. 
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Figure 6.7. Illustrative cyclic stress-strain loading history of a C-F test with hold time at 

the peak tensile strain. Here,      and      correspond to the maximum tensile and 

compressive stresses, respectively,   , the hold time and    , the total inelastic strain 
accumulated till the end of the loading cycle under consideration. 

 

It is important to realize that the above procedure just offsets the cyclic strain data without 

affecting the corresponding stress values. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 also show the stress-strain loading 

histories obtained by following the above procedure – for offsetting the strain – with data from a 

conventional LCF and C-F hysteresis loop, respectively. The stress evolution from zero to      

denotes the tensile loading and that from      to zero denotes the tensile unloading; similarly, 

compressive loading varies from zero to      and unloading from      to zero. The sum of the 

absolute magnitudes |x5|and |x6| is the total inelastic strain,    , accumulated from the beginning 

of loading until the cycle under consideration. After offsetting the cyclic stress-strain data, each 

stress-strain loading history can be visualized as a combination of the following distinct components: 
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tensile loading and unloading, compressive loading and unloading and hold time (for C-F tests only). 

Equations (6.5) and (6.6) can then be used to simulate all these cyclic components with different 

values of model indices for each component. 

 

6.4. Round-robin tests considered for model validation 

 
From the 78 isothermal LCF and C-F tests completed in the ASTM RR at strain amplitudes 

of ± 0.25%, ± 0.5% and ± 0.75% with hold times of 0, 600 and 1800 seconds, 12 tests are arbitrarily 

chosen for model validation herein. Two tests are randomly chosen at each loading condition (see 

Table 5.1) with the tests performed at different laboratories as per guidelines prescribed in the 

ASTM standard, E2714-09. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show a summary of the details and results from the 6 

LCF and C-F tests, respectively considered for discussion [288]. It was decided that fitting 

parameters identified from the lower strain amplitude LCF tests (± 0.25% and ± 0.5%) will be used 

at the higher strain amplitude (± 0.75%) for evaluating the predictive capabilities of the model. In a 

similar approach for the C-F tests, fitting parameters identified from the lower hold time C-F tests 

(600 seconds) will be used at the higher hold time (1800 seconds). 

 

Table 6.1. A brief summary of the 6 LCF test conditions under consideration [288]. 
 

Uniaxial testing specifications 
Strain 

amplitude 
Test 

number 
Specimen 

diameter (mm) 
Reported LCF 

life (cycles) 

Test control: axial strain 
Test temperature: 625°C (898 K) 
Duration of hold: 0 seconds (LCF) 
Strain-rate: 0.025% per second 
Load/unload waveform: triangular 
Type of ramping: uniform 
End-of-life criterion: 2% load drop 

± 0.25% 
1 7.5 5511 

2 6 3438 

± 0.50% 
3 8 858 

4 6.4 1091 

± 0.75% 
5 6.4 450 

6 8 583 
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Table 6.2. A brief summary of the 6 C-F test conditions under consideration [288]. 
 

 

6.4.1. Parameter identification procedure 

 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 highlight the well-known observation that even specimens tested under 

nominally identical loading conditions tend to offer a wide range of lifetimes. This could be due to 

variability in test conditions and/or variability in the starting microstructure or equivalently, initial 

density and spatial distribution of crystallographic imperfections. Accordingly, the inelastic strain 

evolution, macroscopic and localized plasticity responses are expected to vary quantitatively during 

the various cyclic stages, while exhibiting similar qualitative trends. Thus, the evolutionary model 

indices that characterize cyclic plasticity are also expected to exhibit identical qualitative trends, but 

different quantitative values. The model indices’ values from the monotonic tensile modeling effort 

of grade P91 steel provided the expected bounds for the five indices. The proportionality index   

and strain-rate sensitivity index   are shape parameters and are held constant for all the components 

of the hysteresis loops. The value of index   is numerically assumed the same for both the cyclic 

loading components. The evolutionary indices   and   are adjusted each cycle for the various cyclic 

stress-strain loading data obtained after executing the strain offset procedure.  

Uniaxial testing specifications 
Strain 

amplitude 

Duration 
of hold 

(s) 

Test 
number 

Specimen 
diameter 

(mm) 

Reported  
C-F life 
(cycles) 

Test control: axial strain 
Test temperature: 625°C (898 K) 
Hold location: peak tensile strain 
Strain-rate: 0.025% per second 
Load/unload waveform: triangular 
Type of ramping: uniform 
End-of-life criterion: 2% load drop 

± 0.50% 600 
7 8 867 

8 6.4 932 

± 0.75% 600 
9 8 489 

10 6.4 450 

± 0.50% 1800 
11 8 599 

12 8 780 
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Unloading can be explained as the state of a material upon removal of external stress. Under 

such a condition, plastic deformation is not possible in accordance with the Kuhn-Tucker 

conditions of plasticity [342]. In the proposed mechanism, long-range dislocations need increasing 

stress – both external and internal – for their activation or nucleation, and for initiation and 

sustenance of macroscopic plastic deformation. Since macroscopic plasticity is thermodynamically 

irreversible during unloading, it implies that the microstructural response is predominantly localized. 

Localized internal stresses are thus generated and built-up after each cycle of loading even as stress 

nominally drops to zero in laboratory experiments. In light of this, only the localized plasticity 

should be influential during tensile and compressive cyclic unloading. Consequently, by maintaining 

the respective index    for any cycle  , evolutionary indices   and   are adjusted for both the tensile 

and compressive unloading components. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 outline the description of the five model 

indices for the cyclic components of a typical LCF and C-F hysteresis loop, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 6.8. Description of the five model indices for the four components of a typical 
LCF loading history obtained after following the strain offset procedure. 
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Figure 6.9. Description of the five model indices and applied strain-rate for the five 
components of a typical C-F loading history obtained after following the strain offset 
procedure. 

 

6.5. Optimization of model indices 

 
Along with the formulation of the constitutive relation with minimal fitting parameters, it is 

also important to minimize the computational resources required for the simultaneous optimization 

of those parameters. To optimize the various model indices simultaneously, either local or global 

optimization algorithms can be employed. Local algorithms are very sensitive to the initial starting 

values of indices and also do not always lead to a globally optimal solution. On the contrary, global 

algorithms do not suffer from these drawbacks, but they instead demand much more computational 

power. In this work, to achieve the most optimal fit between experimental and predicted data with 

least computational resources, the SOLVER routine available within Microsoft Excel® is employed. 

Since this multi-parameter optimization routine is reportedly based on a local algorithm, starting 

values for the indices are obtained from a physically reasonable range before optimization. It 
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however needs to be mentioned herein that accuracy of the obtained fits can be improved with 

global algorithms at the expense of additional computational resources, if desired. The modeling 

accuracy of the current model is quantified by the root mean square (   ) error calculated between 

the experimental (    ) and corresponding predicted (     ) stress values (see Equation (6.7)), 

where    is the number of data points considered. 

 

                                           { 
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 }

   

                                 ……….. (6.7) 

 

The error thus quantified is subsequently minimized using the scatter factor ( ) formulation, defined 

as shown below (see Equation (6.8)) [343]: 

 

         (       )                                       ……….. (6.8) 

 

After minimization, smaller   values are preferred as a value of one implies a perfect fit. But,   

values slightly above unity are desirable to account for data measurement errors and/or other testing 

uncertainties especially at elevated temperatures. From empirical observation, lower   values are 

expected for tests conducted in a single laboratory; but for data from multiple laboratories in a RR, 

  can even reach values greater than 5.  

 

6.5.1. Range of optimization 

For creep deformation and rupture modeling effort,   is minimized for all strain values 

beyond the first hour of loading till specimen rupture. For monotonic, LCF and C-F modeling 

efforts,   is minimized only for strains         (assuming     as 0.001) during loading to closely 

capture the work-hardening behavior at increasing strains and simultaneously disregard the 
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experimental scatter at very low strains. For         during loading, predicted stress is therefore 

obtained by multiplying strain values with the elastic modulus estimated by the model (described 

earlier in section 6.3.3.2.) for the loading component under consideration. Similarly,   is minimized 

only for strains (     )   0.05% during unloading to disregard the influence of localized residual 

stresses, where     is the inelastic strain accumulated at the end of unloading. For strains (     )   

0.05% during unloading, predicted stress is obtained by multiplying (     ) with the average elastic 

modulus of the unloading component under consideration and its subsequent loading component of 

the hysteresis loop. 
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CChhaapptteerr  77::  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 
The main results – both experimental and constitutive modeling – of this dissertation work 

will be elaborately discussed in this chapter. In this context, it is imperative to recollect the major 

objectives of this work once again which are summarized as follows: 

 
1. Characterize the creep, fatigue and C-F interactions in grade P91 steel at 625oC.  

2. Understand the deformation and damage accumulation mechanisms under sustained 

and cyclic loading conditions.  

3. Identify/develop robust constitutive models for simulating and predicting the creep, 

fatigue and C-F behavior of grade P91 steel at 625oC.  

4. Evaluate the new C-F test standard ASTM E2714-09 with the RR test data and 

(i) report the inter- and intra-laboratory variability observed in the C-F data. 

(ii) determine the presence of any inherent biases in C-F life test data. 

(iii) define an appropriate terminology for characterizing C-F crack formation, and 

(iv) recommend a more definitive statement on precision and bias. 

 

All the experimental results from the ASTM E2714-09 RR (incorporating test data from all the RR 

participants) will be discussed first followed by the constitutive modeling (performed solely at UA) 

results obtained with the RR experimental data as input. Pertaining to aforementioned objective 4, 

only a brief discussion will be provided herein for brevity and keeping in mind the other major 

objectives of this dissertation work; the reader is encouraged to refer [288] for a much more detailed 

description in this regard. Since all the experimental results are intermingled, individual contributions 

from a particular RR participant will also be accordingly acknowledged in the discussion as required.  
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7.1. Experimental results 

7.1.1. Monotonic tensile behavior 

 
The uniaxial monotonic tensile response of grade P91 steel both at room (24°C) and 

elevated temperature (625°C) is summarized in Table 7.1. These results agree quite well within the 

reasonable range reported in the literature for this grade of steels. 

 

Table 7.1. Uniaxial monotonic tensile test results of grade P91 steel. 

 

 

7.1.2. Creep deformation and rupture behavior 

 
As mentioned earlier, UA conducted the creep deformation and rupture tests on grade P91 

steel under different stress conditions at 625 C as part of the ASTM RR. All the creep curves 

obtained from these tests are shown in Figure 7.1, which agree well with published literature under 

comparable loading conditions for this material [166, 205, 206, 208, 209, 210, 212, 215]. Figure 7.2 

shows the LMP plot for grade P91 steel from [290], with overlaid markers indicating the results 

from the RR tests. This plot also clearly shows that the creep characteristics of grade P91 compare 

favorably with data from the literature. 

Test temperature 
(°C) 

0.2% Yield strength 
(MPa) 

Ultimate tensile strength 
(MPa) 

Elongation 
(%) 

24 532.6 708.4 26 

625 325.1 343.7 33 
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Figure 7.1. Creep deformation and rupture results at different stress levels for grade P91 
steel at 625°C. 

 

 

Figure 7.2. Larson Miller Parameter plot from [290], overlaid with data from the round-
robin tests. 
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In a typical creep test for P91 steel, the deformation mechanism can be dominated, as a 

function of stress and temperature, by cross-slip or dislocation climb (> 70 MPa) and grain 

boundary diffusion (< 70 MPa) [205]. It has been found by others that for martensitic steels, the 

metallurgical changes are of vital importance as they strongly affect creep resistance properties 

leading to  loss in creep rupture strength [188]. From a microstructural perspective for grade P91, it 

has been observed that the M23C6 precipitates link up by rapid directional coarsening during the 

primary creep regime. The resistance to creep plastic deformation by hindering dislocation motion is 

increased by the evolution of this grain structure during the final stages of primary creep and the 

entire secondary creep regimes. This behavior can also be observed from the creep curves wherein 

the secondary creep rate remains constant until the start of tertiary creep [344].  

 

As dependent on the external stress, creep strain versus time curves typically exhibit very 

short primary (~ 10% of   ), relatively substantial secondary or steady-state and tertiary creep 

regimes (see Figure 7.1). Because of dynamic creep recovery due to sub-grain growth and dislocation 

migration/annihilation in grain sub-boundaries, the primary creep rate starts to decrease until it 

reaches a plateau at the onset of secondary or steady-state creep. Secondary creep regime represents 

a dynamic equilibrium between work hardening and creep recovery processes, wherein a balance 

between generation of new dislocations and annihilation of existing dislocations is achieved [345]. 

The minimum creep rate (  ̇  
  ) observed in the secondary creep regime can be linearly fit using 

Norton’s power-law – as defined earlier in Equation (4.4) where    =         ( 
 

   
) – and the 

power-law exponent ( ) and coefficient (  ) values are found to be ~ 8 and 9.5 * 10-21, respectively 

(see Table 7.2). 
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Table 7.2. Steady-state creep rate as a function of stress for P91 steel at 625 C. 

 
 

The creep rupture ductility for P91 steel is high with the final longitudinal elongation varying 

from 16-19%. It can also be observed from Figure 7.1 that creep strain generated in the primary and 

secondary creep regimes is cumulatively less as compared to that in the tertiary creep regime. As a 

result of localized necking at ~ 95% of the creep rupture time (  ) for any given test, macro-cracking 

appears to have triggered superplastic behavior, postponing the rupture event and contributing 

further to rupture elongation. The superplastic behavior has been observed in similar works earlier 

for this class of steel at elevated temperatures [161, 188, 205]. From metallographic analysis of 

ruptured specimens, it is found that the failure mode during creep rupture is predominantly 

transgranular ductile fracture as array of microvoids nucleate along certain crystallographic 

orientations towards the final rupture location (see Figure 7.3(a)). It is also interesting to observe 

that these arrays are mostly found near the material inclusions (precipitates and/or secondary phases 

etc., see Figure 7.3(b)). This aspect of preferential material deformation needs to be focusedly 

investigated further with specimens tested under several other stress and temperature loading 

conditions and will be part of future work recommendations. 

 

Applied stress (MPa) Steady-state creep rate (% h-1) 
 

Norton’s power-law constants 
 

101.5 0.00035 

   = 9.53 * 10-21 

 

  = 8.24 

130.0 0.00166 

136.8 0.00381 

138.3 0.00523 

142.7 0.00779 

151.5 0.00748 
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Figure 7.3. Transgranular ductile fracture as observed in creep ruptured P91 steel 
specimen (a) before and (b) after etching with Nital solution (test condition: 151.5 MPa, 

625 C). 

 

7.1.3. Low cycle fatigue behavior 

 
This section will focus only on the results obtained from cyclic tests conducted with no hold 

time. Under such loading conditions, the LCF endurance is expected to be dominated by fatigue 

based micromechanisms (and oxidation) with little or no creep deformation. A total of 32 tests were 

completed by 10 RR participants under three strain ranges of 0.5%, 1% and 1.5% at 625°C while 

following the test procedure prescribed in ASTM E2714-09. Figure 7.4 shows a typical plot – 

maximum and minimum stress (     and     , respectively) vs. cycles to failure,    – obtained 

under cyclic testing without hold time. It is observed that grade P91 steel undergoes rapid cyclic 

softening. The magnitude of peak stresses decreases as loading cycles increase during the initial 

cycles followed by a linear softening stage for considerably longer duration before softening 

accelerates again marking the onset of crack formation [31]. The endurance results presented for 

discussion in this section are based on 2% percent deviation in the maximum stress from the 

extended linear softening phase.  

(a) 

  (a) 

(b) 

  (a) 
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Figure 7.4. Typical variations in maximum and minimum stress with loading cycles as 
observed in cyclic deformation response of grade P91 steel without hold time (Data courtesy 
of one of the RR participants). 

 

Since the RR participants employed different specimen heating methods, the results are 

grouped by the heating method employed. The specific influence of specimen location within the 

pipe section for any bias in the endurance results is also investigated. All the test results for 

macroscopic crack formation under LCF loading conditions are summarized in Table 7.3. The 

standard deviations in the mean values are also presented if there had been more than one test 

conducted at any given strain amplitude by any of the RR participants. On careful observation, it can 

be noted that the number of cycles for macroscopic crack formation decrease with increasing strain 

amplitudes regardless of the specimen location within the pipe and the type of specimen heating 
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employed. In addition to this obvious result, several other significant observations can be made on 

further analysis. At the lowest strain range, the resistance heating method seems to result in lower 

LCF lives as compared to radiation heating but significantly higher compared to the one test 

performed with induction heating. Since only one test result was reported at this strain range with 

induction heating, it is not possible to definitively conclude that heating method was responsible for 

differences in C-F lives. At the other strain ranges, no biases in lives were detected that could be 

linked to the heating methods. Specimen location 2-4 also appears to yield the highest lives at all the 

3 strain ranges.  

 
Table 7.3. Mean number of cycles, along with standard deviation, to form a macroscopic 
crack based on the 2% load drop end-of-life criterion for the RR LCF tests.  
 

Specimen 
location  

Type of 
heating 
method 

Number of tests 
(strain range)  

Strain amplitude during creep-
fatigue testing (with no hold time) 

0.5% 1% 1.5% ± 0.25% ± 0.5% ± 0.75% 

2-1  

Resistance 1 6 3 3438 832 ± 208 478 ± 29 

Induction       

Radiation       

2-2 

Resistance  2 2  877 ± 26 443 ± 198 

Induction       

Radiation 2 2 2 5585 ± 294 857 ± 33 482 ± 4 

2-3 

Resistance       

Induction 1 2 2 2202 783 ± 264 448 ± 3 

Radiation       

2-4 

Resistance 3 2 2 4939 ± 2398 1181 ± 56 610 ± 5 

Induction       

Radiation       

Number of completed tests 7 14 11    Total number of completed tests: 32 

 
 

Figure 7.5 shows the typical evolution of cyclic hysteresis loops with time during the cyclic 

deformation of grade P91 steel at 1% strain range with no hold time. The magnitude of peak stresses 

decreases with increase in number of loading cycles showing the cyclic softening behavior of grade 

P91 steels along with the observation that hysteresis loops get wider with time because of increases 
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in the accumulated inelastic strain    , with increasing number of cycles. The LCF tests are typically 

continued until an obvious cusp appears in the hysteresis loops prior to fracture, rather than the 2% 

load drop point that is used later to establish the lifetime analytically. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.5. Evolution of cyclic hysteresis loops at different stages of the life cycles. The 
curves are plotted from data obtained at 1% strain range with no hold time, as reported by 
one of the RR participants. 

 

7.1.4. Creep-fatigue behavior 

This section will focus on the results obtained from cyclic tests conducted with hold time – 

600 and 1800 seconds – at the maximum (peak) tensile strain during loading with 2% load drop as 

the C-F crack formation and end-of-life criterion. It is expected that under such loading conditions, 

the C-F endurance is still dominated by fatigue based micromechanisms (and oxidation) with creep 

deformation contributing somewhat marginally to the accumulated damage. A total of 46 such tests 

were completed by 11 RR participants under two different strain ranges (1% and 1.5%) at 625°C 

while following the test procedure prescribed in ASTM E2714-09.  
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Figure 7.6 shows a typical plot – maximum and minimum stress (     and     , 

respectively) vs. cycles to failure,    – obtained under cyclic testing with/without hold time for P91 

steel at 1% strain range, as reported by one of the RR participants. It can be easily observed that P91 

steel qualitatively shows similar cyclic softening behavior with hold time as in tests without hold 

time, except that the C-F lives were on the average shorter under the hold time condition. Increasing 

the hold time for the same strain range was found to further decrease the C-F life. Although both 

these observations were not noted in all of the RR tests, the majority of the test results followed this 

trend.  

  
 

 

 

 
Figure 7.6. Typical plots of peak stress as a function of cycles for tests conducted with no 
hold time (red solid line) with those conducted with a 600 seconds hold (black dash line).  
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Similar to the methodology followed for LCF tests, the results for C-F tests will be grouped 

according to the heating method and specimen location within the pipe. The average of all the 

results obtained by considering a 2% load drop as the end-of-life criterion for C-F crack formation is 

summarized in Table 7.4. The standard deviations along with the mean values are presented if there 

had been more than one test conducted at any given strain amplitude by any of the RR participants.  

 

Table 7.4. Mean number of cycles (± standard deviation) to form a macroscopic crack 
using 2% load drop as the end-of-life criterion for C-F tests under different strain 
amplitudes, as reported by the RR participants. 

 

Specimen 
location 

Type of 
heating 
method 

Number of tests  
Strain amplitude (with 600 and 1800 
seconds hold at peak tensile strain) 

1% 
(600 
sec.) 

1.5% 
(600 
sec.) 

1% 
(1800 
sec.) 

± 0.5% 
(600 sec.) 

± 0.75% 
(600 sec.) 

± 0.5% 
(1800 sec.) 

2-1 

Resistance 4 2 3 412 ± 98 409 ± 52 703 ± 287 

Induction       

Radiation       

2-2 

Resistance 7 2 6 735 ± 149 448 ± 59 529 ± 141 

Induction       

Radiation       

2-3 

Resistance  1   429  

Induction 4 6 1 990 ± 42 485 ± 50 > 1039 

Radiation       

2-4 

Resistance 4 4 2 816 ± 213 483 ± 182 945 ± 82 

Induction       

Radiation       

Number of completed tests 19 15 12 Total number of completed tests: 46 

 

The existing literature on the C-F interaction of P91 steel (refer section 4.2) has shown that 

the introduction of hold time decreases the material’s C-F endurance as compared with LCF tests. 

Although most of the current RR results concur with these observations, it is not observed with all 

of the reported test results. As noted earlier for LCF tests and based on limited data, the resistance 
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furnace based heating systems typically lead to lower specimen lives as compared to when induction 

heating systems are used. This trend is clearly in contrast with that observed for LCF tests. The 

specimen location also seems to affect C-F endurance for hold time tests, with pipe subsection 2-4 

having the highest C-F endurance under the different strain ranges. This trend is consistent with that 

observed for LCF tests. Figure 7.7 shows the evolution of stress-strain hysteresis loops with time 

during the cyclic deformation of grade P91 steel at 1% strain range with no hold and 600 seconds 

hold at peak tensile strain, as reported by one of the RR participants. As observed earlier for LCF 

tests, the magnitude of peak stresses decrease with increase in number of loading cycles showing the 

cyclic softening behavior of P91 steel along with the observation that hysteresis loops get wider with 

time.  

 

 
 

Figure 7.7. Evolution of stress-strain hysteresis loops at different stages of life starting 
from cycle 1 till mid-life. The curves are plotted from data obtained at 1% strain range with 
no hold time and 600 seconds hold, as reported by one of the RR participants.  

 

Figure 7.8 shows the cyclic stress relaxation behavior obtained by plotting stress vs. time 
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observed and expected stress relaxation behavior for this class of steels. These plots indicate that 

maximum stress is induced in the material at the start of tensile hold and then the stress gradually 

relaxes with time during the hold period due to creep deformation. As the peak stress decreases due 

to cyclic softening, the stress relaxation curves shift downwards over time as observed in Figure 7.8. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7.8. Evolution of cyclic stress relaxation characteristics at different stages of the 
C-F life starting from cycle 1 till mid-life. The curves are plotted from data obtained at 1% 
strain range with 600 seconds hold time, as reported by three different RR participants. 
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loops with increasing hold time are indicative of higher accumulated inelastic strain    , and 

consequently reduced C-F endurances with increasing hold times.  

 

 
 

Figure 7.9. Evolution of cyclic hysteresis loops at different stages of C-F life starting from 
cycle 1 to mid-life. The curves are plotted from data obtained at 1% strain range with 0, 600 
and 1800 seconds of hold time, as reported by one of the RR participants. 

 

7.1.5. Post-test inspection 

7.1.5.1. Visual inspection 
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were obtained. Visual inspection of these specimens was carried out and prominent characteristics 

of the specimen morphology and the presence of any geometric instability (or bulging) were 

carefully noted. The main features from these visual and digital observations are summarized as 

follows: 

 
1) Pure LCF (no hold time) test specimens show extensive crack branching, but no significant 

bulging. 

2) All C-F (hold time) test specimens show no significant crack branching, but bulging 

becomes more pronounced with increasing hold times. 

3) Bulging is much more noticeable for tests conducted with induction heating as compared to 

tests conducted using resistance furnaces under the same test condition. This is indicative of 

localized hot spots and perhaps non-uniform temperatures in the specimen during induction 

heating. 

4) Oxidation and specimen dimensions may also play a vital role in the formation of bulges; 

specimens tested by one RR participant (that have comparatively smaller diameters) do not 

show any indication of bulging even for 1800 seconds hold time tests. 

5) Specimen location does not seem to play any noticeable role on the type and morphology of 

C-F crack(s) for any of the tests. 

6) In several tests conducted by a particular RR participant, the fatal cracks originate at the 

ceramic bead applied in the gage length to avoid extensometer slippage (Figures 7.10 and 

7.11). The thermal expansion mismatch between the metal and the ceramic may have 

influenced the lifetimes in these tests.  

7) One of the RR participants used both induction and resistance heating systems and reported 

variations in cycles to macroscopic crack formation; however, no visible difference exists in 

the external appearance of the tested specimens.  
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Figures 7.10 and 7.11 present examples of tested specimens that illustrate the above 

observations. The specimen lengths noted in these figures are from a digital Vernier caliper and are 

considered only to be approximate. 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 7.10. High resolution digital photographs of different test specimens as received 
from the RR participants. 
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Figure 7.11. High resolution digital photographs of different test specimens as received 
from the RR participants. These specimens specifically showed reduced C-F lifetime as 
compared with other test results. The encircled regions show features that may provide 
explanations for the low lifetime. 

 

7.1.5.2. Metallographic analysis 
 

The metallographic specimens were examined primarily using an optical microscope and 

scanning electron microscopic analyses followed, if warranted. One of the RR participants indicate 

the presence of both equiaxed and elongated inclusions, possibly manganese sulfide commonly 

found in martensitic/ferritic steels that typically form during processing. The presence of these 

inclusions in the test material is an exception rather than typical. Figures 7.12(a) and (b) show such 

inclusions, respectively with the latter usually observed parallel to the loading direction. Highly 

localized oxide accumulation can also be seen at the specimen cross-section where the C-F induced 
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cracks are observed for hold time tests, with greater accumulations found at cracks that are 

considerably longer and deeper (see Figure 7.12(c)). 

 

  
 

 
 

Figure 7.12. Optical microscopic images of (a) equiaxed and (b) elongated inclusions in 
grade P91 test specimens, as obtained from one of the RR participants, where σ refers to the 
fact that stress was applied along the loading direction as indicated by the double-headed 
arrow. (c) Localized accumulation of surface oxide layers is also observed for hold time test 
specimens. 

 

 

Rather than crack formation at inclusions and/or other internal microstructural features, 

cracks predominantly form on specimen surfaces and propagate normal to the loading direction with 

secondary branching of cracks in specimens tested under C-F loading with a hold time (see Figures 

7.13(a) and (b)). The surfaces of almost all the primary cracks that propagated and opened due to 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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plastic/creep deformation are covered with thick oxide layers (see Figure 7.13(c)), although the 

thickness of these layers seems to vary significantly for specimens tested under similar conditions 

but by different participants. Figure 7.13(c) also shows two comparatively smaller cracks just 

initiated in the oxide layer. All the above observations are predominantly characteristic of domain 2 

type of C-F cracking, although the highly branched cracking under LCF tests resembles that of 

domain 1 as described similarly by Fournier et al. [236] and as discussed earlier in section 4.2. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7.13. Optical microscopic images showing (a) mostly perpendicular propagation of 
surface cracks to the loading direction with (b) limited secondary branching in specimens 
tested with a hold time, as obtained from one of the RR participants. Figure (c) shows the 
development of thick oxide layers that grow along the primary crack propagation path. 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Creep damage, normally associated with grain and lath boundary cavitation is not visible in 

any of the “chemically unetched” metallographic specimens. Therefore, these specimens were 

etched using chemical etchants that are known to preferentially etch these boundaries. Since 1% 

strain range is the only test condition under which three different hold times (0, 600 and 1800 

seconds) were employed, the results from only this test condition are presented in Figure 7.14. The 

specimens are taken from three different RR participants all using resistance heating method system. 

It is clearly seen that creep damage is present in the specimen tested less than 1800 seconds hold 

time but not in specimens tested under 0 seconds hold time. There is also evidence of some 

cavitation damage in the 600 seconds hold time tests. These images indicate that creep might be 

actively involved in enhancing deformation micromechanisms with increasing hold times, but does 

not seem to contribute significantly to damage for hold times less than 1800 seconds. 

 

Figure 7.15 shows the micrographs of two specimens tested at 1% strain range and 1800 

seconds hold at peak tensile strain; one tested using resistance heating method with a reported life of 

400 cycles and the other tested using induction heating method with a reported life greater than 

1039 cycles. The damage characteristics between the two specimens are quite different in that the 

specimen with the lower life (resistance furnace heated) shows lot more creep and oxidation damage 

than the one with longer life (induction furnace heated). The significant difference in C-F endurance 

between the two specimens and the accompanying damage states indicate that differences in heating 

method can contribute to systematic biases in the C-F life, with resistance heating associated with 

comparatively lower C-F lifetimes. It is highly probable that tests involving induction heating for 

ferritic metals offer high endurances as compared with that of resistance based heating due to 

differences in the way temperature control is managed in these methods. Moreover, the location of 

thermocouple beads in the specimen – either within the gage length or at the radius of curvature of 
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specimen’s shoulder – can also be an important consideration to account for this observation. This 

aspect of elevated temperature testing needs further detailed investigation and can be one of the 

paths along the future research direction. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7.14. Optical microscopic images showing the effect of hold time (at peak tensile 
strain) during C-F tests at 1% strain range using a resistance type furnace heating. The 
images are optically enhanced to clearly highlight the presence of small creep cavities, if 
any. 
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Figure 7.15. Optical microscopic images showing the effect of type of furnace heating 
during the C-F deformation of grade P91 steel at 1% strain range and 1800 seconds hold at 
peak tensile strain. The arrows indicate the reported C-F life. The images are optically 
enhanced to clearly highlight the presence of small creep cavities, if any. 
 

7.1.6. Statistical analysis of RR data 

 
One of the major objectives of this dissertation work is the statistical analysis of the RR test 

data and subsequent formulation of the precision and bias statements intended for supporting the C-

F test standard ASTM E2714-09. This section therefore just explores the statistical variability in the 

test results rather than scientific aspects of material behavior. The test standard in its current version 

does not precisely specify a detailed procedure for determining the number of cycles corresponding 

to the end-of-life at the 2% load drop. An analytical procedure is developed to precisely choose the 

cycles corresponding to a 2% load drop as demonstrated in Figure 7.16. The procedure, as described 

Induction heatingResistance heating

N2% = 400 cycles

N2% > 1039 cycles
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in Figure 7.16, consists of five steps and minimizes the participant-to-participant variability in 

choosing the cycles at end-of-life. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.16. The analytical procedure proposed in this work to determine the end-of-life 
based on x% load drop.  

 

Table 7.5 shows the intra- and inter-laboratory variability (or equivalently, repeatability and 

reproducibility, respectively) estimated using statistical calculations with the C-F endurance data. The 

end-of-life as reported by the RR participants following the current guidelines in E2714-09 is 

tabulated under Participants’ Assessment and the end-of-life based on the five step procedure described 

in Figure 7.16 is tabulated separately and labeled as the Analytical Method. Although the mean C-F 

endurance and its standard deviation do not significantly vary between the two assessment methods, 

the repeatability in tests involving higher hold times is better when the analytical procedure is 
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utilized. The reproducibility, on the other hand, appears to be substantially unchanged. This 

indicates that utilizing the analytical procedure described herein for determining the 2% load drop 

life in C-F testing is beneficial, but the benefits are marginal. After careful consideration with 

reported results, it is also determined that a 2% load drop criterion will suffice as a satisfactory 

criteria for determining the end-of-life in laboratory C-F testing. 

 

Table 7.5. A measure of mean C-F endurance, defined by 2% load drop, and the 
standard deviation in the RR data. The intra- and inter-laboratory variability is also 
computed and presented as per both assessment procedures. 
 

 

 

Figure 7.17 shows the C-F endurance plot for the different test conditions in the current RR 

as reported by the RR participants. This figure clearly indicates that C-F endurances decrease with 

increasing strain ranges and increasing hold times (as discussed earlier). In this context, the precision 

and bias statements, as formulated by ASTM, are systematically formulated and discussed elaborately 

in [288]. 

Test Condition

Strain Amp. 

(hold time)

Participants’ Assessment Analytical Method

Mean N 2% 

± Std. Dev.

(cycles)

Repeatability/

Reproducibility

Std. Dev. (cycles)

Mean N 2% 

± Std. Dev.

(cycles)

Repeatability/

Reproducibility

Std. Dev. (cycles)

± 0.25% 5920 ± 474 547 / 612 5938 ± 499 523 / 621

± 0.5% 911 ± 174 47 / 177 880 ± 180 47 / 183

± 0.75% 491 ± 68 40 / 74 489 ± 71 37 / 75

± 0.5% 

(10 min. hold)
741 ± 235 51 / 238 753 ± 244 51 / 246

± 0.75% 

(10 min. hold)
457 ± 97 18 / 98 479 ± 102 27 / 103

± 0.5%

(30 min. hold)
697 ± 203 82 / 211 672 ± 207 44 / 210
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Figure 7.17. Creep-fatigue endurance plot containing all the RR test data. 

 

The data obtained from few test specimens such as those specifically illustrated in Figure 

7.11 might have resulted in unusually reduced C-F lives and thus significantly increase the scatter 

among the results. These specimens show that in one case, the crack emanates from the region 

where the extensometer was attached and in the other two cases, there is clear evidence of bending 

in the specimen. These and other test specimens that contributed to increased scatter were analyzed 

thoroughly via visual examination and optical metallography. After due diligence, some of these test 

results were deemed to not qualify as valid data to meet the current test standard. To quantify the 

reduction in scatter before and after excluding few such invalid test results, the variability factor – 

ratio of maximum to minimum C-F life obtained from the 95% confidence interval bands – is 

calculated for the different test conditions. For LCF tests, the variability factor reduces from 10, 3 

and 2 to 3, 3 and 2 for the strain ranges of 0.5%, 1% and 1.5%, respectively. For 600 seconds hold 
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time tests, the variability factor reduces from 4 and 3 to 3 and 3 for the strain ranges of 1% and 

1.5%, respectively. The variability factor remains at 5 for the 1800 seconds hold time tests at 1% 

strain range, as none of the test results from this condition was excluded as invalid. 

 

7.1.7. Recommendations for improving the current C-F standard 

The current C-F test standard does not explicitly provide any guidelines for qualifying test 

data using the stress-strain (or other relevant) plots recorded during the tests. Figures 7.18, 7.19 and 

7.20 show few such cases where issues related to machine control may have influenced the test 

results. Specifically, Figure 7.18 shows two instances from the reported RR results where a spike 

seems to occur during the linear softening stage of grade P91 steel’s C-F deformation. Although 

these cases may be rare, such occurrences do happen during laboratory testing and hence the test 

standard could provide clear guidelines/notes for analyzing such test results. Figures 7.19 and 7.20 

show instances where good machine control was lacking. In all these instances, the tests are 

considered as valid C-F tests as per the current test standard but clearly there were experimental 

issues which would not be evident if the stress-strain histories were not considered in any way 

during data analysis.  

 

 
 
Figure 7.18. Unexpected spike(s) during C-F testing can occur for reasons varying from 
crack formation at regions outside gage length to imperfect machine control. 
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Figure 7.19. Although both these creep-fatigue tests are considered valid, one of the RR 
participants had imperfect control of strain during testing, whereas another participant had 
started the strain-controlled test at non-zero strain. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7.20. Evolution of stress-strain hysteresis loops shows the control of strain response 
during cyclic loading portion of the creep-fatigue test, with data as reported by one of the 
RR participants. 
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7.2. Constitutive modeling results 

7.2.1. Creep deformation and rupture behavior 

 
 From the available creep deformation and rupture data for grade P91 steel, the modified 

LCSP model fitting constants obtained after   optimization are 

provided in Table 7.6. The modified LCSP model, as expressed 

earlier in Equation (6.1), describes the whole creep curve all by 

itself, has only three fitting constants and therefore inherently has 

more robustness [220]. The strain versus time histories as predicted 

by this model are compared to experimental data in Figure 7.21 

where it can be seen that the model successfully simulates the data 

at various stress levels. The creep curves corresponding to 101.5 

MPa and 117.5 MPa stress levels are not compared in this figure to 

clearly show the model simulations under high stress levels. Since   

values are optimized till   , the transition from secondary creep regime II to tertiary creep regime III 

is not simulated well, especially when stress levels decrease. If this aspect of model simulation is 

deemed necessary, much more accurate simulations can be obtained by optimizing   for times little 

less than    (say 90% of   ). The scatter factor   also provides a useful indication of a model’s 

effectiveness [346] in this regard and for well-distributed, single-cast creep curve datasets,   values 

of < 2 are desirable. With the modified LCSP model, maximum   value of ~ 1.35 is achieved for all 

the simulations, indicating further the model’s robustness. Figures 7.22(a) and (b) also demonstrate 

the fitting efficiency of this model when the degree of correlation is compared between predicted 

and measured creep rates. Since all the creep tests are performed at one temperature (i.e., 

Parameter Value 

  0.27 

   -1.65 

   -9.15 

   2553.74 

  6.8 

Table 7.6. Modified 
LCSP model parameter 
values for grade P91 steel. 
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isothermal), the temperature capability of the chosen model however cannot be verified from the 

current data set.    

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.21. Isothermal creep deformation and rupture curves under high stress levels for 
grade P91 steel, with marker lines representing experimental data and continuous lines 
representing model simulations. 
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Figure 7.22. Predicted creep strain-rate by modified LCSP model for grade P91 steel as 
compared with that of experimental values for two different isothermal stress levels: (a) 130 
MPa and (b) 151.5 MPa. 
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7.2.2. Monotonic tensile behavior 

 
Experimental monotonic stress-strain data is best-fit with Equation (6.3) to obtain the 

optimized model indices by   minimization. Table 7.7 provides the value of the five different model 

indices for the two different tests along with the scatter factor values for each test. As discussed 

earlier, indices   and   do not vary with the nature of loading or the microstructural variability of 

nominally homogeneous test specimens. Since index   quantifies the localized thermal response 

during loading/unloading, it is not expected to vary for tests that involve just monotonic loading. 

Hence these three indices are maintained the same for both the test simulations (see Table 7.7). But, 

indices   and   inherently characterize the plasticity response at the macroscopic and localized level, 

respectively and hence are expected to vary for every test specimen. The scatter factors indicate very 

minimal scatter for the simulation results as compared with their experimental counterparts and also 

allude to the robustness of the formulated constitutive relation. Figure 7.23 shows the goodness of 

fit between the experimental and simulated stress-strain curves for the tensile test at 24°C using the 

model indices listed in Table 7.7. It is noted that these curves are plotted only until     , the 

proposed model’s maximum point of applicability in a test record. 

 
 
 

Table 7.7. Model indices and scatter factors obtained after   minimization for the two 
uniaxial tensile tests conducted at a nominal strain-rate of 0.00192/s. 

 
 

Test temperature 
(°C) 

    ((1/s)b)       
Scatter factor, 

   

24 
7.95 

0.033 
0.111 

0.00137 
0.00033 

1.067 

625 0.037 0.00078 1.131 
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Figure 7.23. Experimental stress-strain curve of grade P91 steel obtained from a 
monotonic tensile test (24°C, nominal strain-rate of 0.00192/s) compared with model 

simulations using indices listed in Table 7.7. Two different curves (  = 0, and   and   = 0) 
have also been plotted to show the effect of not including macroscopic and localized 
plasticity effects, respectively.  

 

Figure 7.23 also shows stress-strain curves generated if the localized plasticity effect is 

neglected by assuming (  and   = 0) or if the macroscopic plasticity effect is neglected (  = 0) while 

retaining the other model indices for 24°C. In the former case, assuming complete absence of short-

range dislocation effects, higher stresses are required to nucleate/depin long-range dislocations but 

once they are active, macroscopic work-hardening becomes significant even at relatively low stresses. 

In the second case, assuming complete absence of long-range dislocation effects, localized plasticity 

initiates instantaneously but global plasticity and work-hardening occur at comparatively higher 
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stresses and negligible strain-rates, respectively. These hypothetical figures also clearly show that 

only the cumulative interaction between these two dislocation densities tend to lower stresses within 

a material via plasticity.  

 

7.2.2.1. Predictive capabilities 

 
As per the proposed mechanism, crystal plasticity under any loading condition can be 

effectively described by considering the two dislocation densities and their cumulative interactions. 

In this regard, the predictive capabilities of the proposed model are checked under different “virtual 

monotonic tensile testing” conditions (see Figures 7.24(a)-(c)). These illustrative plots are obtained 

by employing the stress values –       and     – and model indices from the tensile tests 

conducted at 24°C and 625°C only and the other test parameters are varied accordingly for each of 

these virtual tests. Since grade P91 steel is primarily intended for elevated temperature applications, 

most of the published literature deals exclusively with their deformation response under creep 

and/or fatigue loading conditions. Due to this reason, it is not possible to quantitatively compare all 

of the plots with existing literature and hence the exercise is meant only to qualitatively demonstrate 

the model’s predictive capability.  

 

Figure 7.24(a) shows the predicted variation of stress to 0.2% and 1% strain, and to UTS at 

temperatures varying from 273 to 900 K at a nominal strain-rate of 0.00192/s. The plotted curves 

are compared with experimental data obtained from the metallic material database Kinzoku, a 

section of Japanese National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS) database. The predicted and 

experimental UTS curves compare well with each other except at intermediate temperatures where 

modified P91 steel is shown to exhibit significant softening due to dynamic strain ageing effects 

[347, 348]. A good correlation trend can also be observed between experimental offset yield strength 
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(YS) and modeled (to 1% strain) curves in this figure. It is assumed that 1% strain mostly matches 

with the strain at macroscopic yielding for modified P91 steel except at temperatures above 800 K. 

Predictions made to 0.2% strain is not compared due to lack of experimental data for this particular 

condition, although the trend observed is in qualitative agreement with empirical observations.  

 

Strain-rate sensitivity plots are often used to validate the robustness of a constitutive 

relation’s – particularly a single-expression’s – robustness [338]. Therefore, Figure 7.24(b) shows the 

variation of UTS as a function of nominal strain-rates (of 8 decades) predicted at the two test 

temperatures. Experimental data from published literature at 585 K is also presented in this figure to 

qualitatively compare similar trends for modified P91 steel [349]. To the author’s knowledge, this is 

the first time that a single-expression constitutive relation has shown such wide-range predictive 

capabilities in simulating a complex trend (smooth, gradual progression from negative to positive 

strain-rate sensitivity) for any material. It can also be observed that the curves are not extended for 

very high strain-rates due to lack of experimental data to corroborate the predictions.  

 

Figure 7.24(c) shows engineering stress-strain curves predicted for four temperatures at a 

nominal strain-rate of 0.00192/s up until UTS values. The inset shows a magnified trend of the 

stress-strain behavior at very low strains. Experimental stress-strain curves do exist for modified P91 

steel [348, 349] but with different chemical compositions and hence not compared in this figure. All 

of these predictions fall in the range of expected behavior once again demonstrating the potential 

capabilities of the model.  
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Figure 7.24. Qualitative demonstration of predictive capabilities of the formulated 
constitutive relation for grade P91 steel: (a) stress vs. temperature (b) stress vs. nominal 
strain-rate at two different temperatures and (c) stress vs. strain at different temperatures 
with the inset showing a more detailed variation until 0.2% total strain. 

 

7.2.3. Low cycle fatigue behavior 

7.2.3.1. Parameter identification for cyclic loading components 

 

The cyclic stress-strain loading data, obtained after executing the protocol for strain offset, is 

best-fit with Equations (6.5) and (6.6) for each cycle to adjust the values of the evolutionary indices 

  and   by   minimization. If the first loading cycle starts at zero strain and continues under 

tension, the cyclic stress-strain data after strain offset will consist of an additional tensile loading 

component that can also be fit using Equation (6.5). This routine is initially performed only for the 

lower strain amplitude data (± 0.25% and ± 0.5%) to identify the evolution trends for indices   and 

(c) 
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 . On careful analysis of the experimental data, it is observed that inelastic strain accumulated at 

both these strain amplitudes exhibits a power-law relationship with loading cycles (see Figure 

7.25(a)). The coefficient of regression (  ) of such a fit for each of these 4 tests varies between 

0.9699 and 0.9962. The power-law coefficient (   )  and exponent   quantify the inelastic strain 

accumulated after the first loading cycle (  = 1) and its increment per additional cycle, respectively. 

Although exponent   is ideally expected to be equal for a given strain amplitude, slight variations 

are obtained in practice due to inherent differences in specimen microstructure and possible 

variations in the test conditions (refer Table 7.8). As expected, the macroscopic plasticity index   

also demonstrates a power-law relationship with loading cycles similar to that of macroscopic 

plasticity (see Figures 7.25(b) and (c)). The power-law coefficient    is indicative of macroscopic 

plasticity induced in the material after the first cycle (  = 1) and exponent   quantifies the 

incremental evolutionary characteristics during each loading cycle. Table 7.8 provides the numerical 

quantities for both these parameters for tests numbered 1 to 4. It is clearly seen that macroscopic 

plasticity characteristics also vary quantitatively even for experiments conducted under identical 

testing conditions, although the behavioral trends are in perfect qualitative accord. It is further 

noticed that the localized plasticity index   exhibits a logarithmic dependence on loading cycles (see 

Figures 7.25(b) and (c)). The constant    and logarithmic coefficient   correspond to the interaction 

between short-range dislocations at the start of loading (  = 1) and increments per loading cycle, 

respectively. Table 7.8 also provides the numerical values of the index   for tests numbered 1 to 4, 

along with the maximum   value obtained after minimization for any loading cycle of a given test. 

The robustness of the constitutive relation in predicting cyclic loading data is hereby clearly 

illustrated with minimal scatter indicated by these maximum   values. 
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Figure 7.25. Relationship between accumulated inelastic strain, evolutionary indices   and 

 , and the number of loading cycles   is presented for the 4 LCF tests under consideration 
(a) and for Test 1 (b) and Test 4 (c). The continuous black line in all the plots refers to the 
trendline for the involved relationship. 

 
 
Table 7.8. Accumulated inelastic strain and evolutionary indices identified for tensile 

and compressive loading components for any LCF cycle   where   = 1, 2,…..till failure. 
The maximum scatter factor obtained after minimization for a given test is also provided. 
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Increasing values of macroscopic plasticity index   with LCF cycles indicate that the 

frequency of long-range dislocation avalanches increases with loading cycles. It also corresponds to 

the fact that long-range dislocation densities tend to gradually decrease from their initial values and 

consequently, the material is cyclically losing its strength. Decreasing values of localized plasticity 

index   with LCF cycles indicate that the expansion of CIZs into adjacent or nearby CPZs is 

gradually increasing and correlates to decreasing backstresses within CPZ interiors. It also 

corresponds to the fact that CIZs – like lath/subgrain boundaries, precipitate-matrix interfaces – 

gradually coarsen with LCF loading. 

 

7.2.3.2. Parameter identification for cyclic unloading components 

 
 
Since localized material response is always structural (or mechanical) and vibrational (or 

thermal), both the indices   and   are gradually adjusted for both the unloading components. Both 

the indices exhibit a logarithmic relationship with loading cycles   and their evolution is almost 

identical for both tensile and compressive unloading at a given strain amplitude (see Figures 7.26(a) 

and (b)). The index   noticeably changes its sign from positive during loading to negative during 

unloading. This alludes to the observation that heat is locally absorbed during unloading in clear 

contrast to localized heat generation via plasticity during loading. Moreover, the constants and 

logarithmic coefficients herein carry a description similar to their loading counterparts. Table 7.9 

provides the numerical quantities of both these indices for tests numbered 1 to 4, along with the 

maximum   values obtained after minimization. Although the maximum   values for unloading data 

are still quite low, they are comparatively higher than cyclic loading component predictions. 
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Figure 7.26. Relationship between the unloading evolutionary indices   and  , and the 

number of loading cycles   is presented for Test 2 (a) and Test 3 (b). The continuous black 
line in the plots refers to the trendline for the involved relationship. 
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Table 7.9. Evolutionary indices for the tensile and compressive unloading components 

for any LCF cycle   where   = 1, 2,…...till failure along with the maximum scatter factor 
obtained after minimization for a given test. 
 

 

7.2.3.3. Simulation of hysteresis loops 

 

The cyclic stress-strain data obtained after   minimization, in the form of conventional 

hysteresis loops, for tests numbered 1 to 4 are compared and presented in Figures 7.27(a)-(d). 

Although perfectly symmetrical hysteresis loops are expected for LCF tests under zero mean strain, 

the evolutionary tendencies of inelastic strain along with indices   and   during loading and indices 

  and   during unloading indicate that slight deviations from this ideal behavior are expected (refer 

Tables 7.8 and 7.9). It is clearly observed that the general profile of the loops is accurately 

reproduced at different stages of LCF lives for all the lower strain amplitude tests. Most importantly, 

the loading components that involve work-hardening behavior are better replicated in comparison 

to unloading components for these different tests. Such robust predictions also lend more credence 

to the analytical formulation of the proposed constitutive model and the presumed underlying 

dislocation mechanics. 

 

Test 
number 

Tensile unloading  Compressive unloading 

Max. 

     

               ( ) 
 

  

             ( ) 
 

  

            ( ) 
 

  

             ( ) 
 

1 
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   0.0013 

    -0.00085 

   -0.00035 
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    -0.00095 

   -0.00031 
1.204 

2 
    0.0048 

   0.0013 

    -0.00110 

   -0.00035 

    0.0046 

   0.0013 

    -0.00109 

   -0.00036 
1.172 

3 
    0.0362 

   0.0085 

    -0.00516 

   -0.00097 

    0.0377 

   0.0080 

    -0.00511 

   -0.00095 
1.268 

4 
    0.0417 

   0.0091 

    -0.00573 

   -0.00107 

    0.0457 

   0.0076 

    -0.00618 

   -0.00088 
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Figure 7.27. Comparison between the simulated (markers) and experimental (continuous) 

conventional hysteresis loops at different stages of the LCF life for (a) Test 1 (    0.5%), 

(b) Test 2 (    0.5%), (c) Test 3 (    1%) and (d) Test 4 (    1%).  
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7.2.3.4. Simulation of cyclic softening 

 
 

The most prominent feature of grade P91 steels under LCF loading at elevated temperatures 

is its cyclic softening behavior. For this material, the absolute tensile (and compressive) peak stresses 

typically vary with loading cycles   in three different stages: a rapid rate of softening for the initial 

few cycles followed by gradual linear softening for a significant part of the LCF endurance after 

which the softening rate accelerates again as a consequence of macroscopic crack(s) formation. 

Figures 7.28(a) and (b) present both the experimental and simulated peak stress curves for two 

different lower strain amplitude tests. The model predictions closely represent the first two stages 

(till end-of-life) of the actual cyclic softening of grade P91 steels at 625°C. It can also be clearly seen 

that this effect does not depend on the applied strain amplitude, with higher strain amplitudes 

corresponding to a stronger degree of softening.  
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Figure 7.28. The simulated (continuous line with markers) and experimental (markers) 
variation of maximum (peak tensile) and minimum (peak compressive) stresses with 

loading cycles,   for (a) Test 2 (    0.5%) and (b) Test 3 (    1%).  

 
 

The observed macroscopic cyclic softening correlates with an increasing frequency of 

discrete long-range dislocation avalanches (as indicated earlier by increasing   values) with each 

loading cycle. In a thermodynamic drive to minimize the internal energy of the crystal, long-range 

dislocation density tends to reduce significantly during these numerous long-range dislocation 

excursions. Depinned long-range dislocations can also get activated much faster at elevated 

temperatures due to the increased dynamic heterogeneity of short-range dislocations along 

crystallographically active and non-active slip systems. Localized plasticity concurrently involves 

gradual expansion or coarsening of the CIZs like subgrain/lath boundaries, grain boundaries and 

precipitate-matrix interfaces. Expansion of CIZs into CPZs also accordingly corresponds to a 

decrease in the backstresses within CPZs. All these observations can be collectively termed as 
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dynamic recovery of the material’s microstructure in existing literature. All of these dynamic 

recovery phenomena are due to the evolution and cumulative interactions of both types of 

dislocation densities with LCF cycles. 

 

7.2.3.5. Predictive capabilities 

 
 

By conducting short-term laboratory experiments on a test material with accelerated test 

conditions, analytical predictions at a particular loading condition are typically made without 

considering the stochastic nature of microstructural variability. Since individual specimens of 

nominally homogeneous materials differ in the nature and spatial distribution of internal defects, 

they are certainly expected to provide scatter in test results even under identical test conditions (refer 

Table 6.1). Any extrapolation of experimental data without proper consideration of microstructural 

variability will tend to offer disparate predictions. The proposed constitutive relations (Equations 

(6.5) and (6.6)) greatly assist in this regard by minimizing the experimental data required for 

characterizing the microstructural LCF response of a particular specimen. If predictive accuracy can 

be sacrificed, mere averaging of model inputs from other accelerated tests at identical testing 

conditions can also be done by disregarding microstructural variability between test specimens.  

 

Since the proposed plasticity mechanism (or shape of hysteresis loops) is rather generalized, 

the obtained evolutionary trends of the model indices for grade P91 steel are expected to be 

qualitatively similar for any material. A material can however cyclically harden or soften or exhibit a 

combination of both under certain LCF loading conditions. Accordingly, few laboratory 

experiments need to be performed for a test material to particularize these trends. Once the trends 

are established, the LCF deformation response of a particular specimen at any testing condition can 

be accurately predicted by cyclically loading it for just few cycles at that condition. For example, the 
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evolutionary trends of the various model indices for grade P91 steel are already identified in the 

current modeling effort for lower strain amplitudes at 625°C. It can be easily concluded that only the 

first 2 loading cycles are needed – to numerically identify the coefficients and exponents of the 

evolutionary indices – to accurately predict the LCF response of any grade P91 steel specimen for 

any strain amplitude at 625°C (see Tables 7.8 and 7.9). Although only 2 cycles are ideally required to 

identify the two unknown quantities for each evolutionary index, it is practically preferred to have 

the first 10 cycles of test data to maximize accuracy during modeling. Figures 7.29(a) and (b) show 

the comparison between experimental and simulated hysteresis loops of grade P91 steel for the two 

± 0.75% strain amplitude tests 5 and 6, respectively. The simulation loops are obtained with model 

indices estimated from the first 10 cycles of experimental data only to account for microstructural 

variability of the test specimen in consideration. The robustness of the constitutive relations in 

predicting the LCF response with very minimal experimental data is again clearly demonstrated. 
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Figure 7.29. Comparison between the simulated (markers) and experimental (continuous) 

conventional hysteresis loops at different stages of the LCF life for (a) Test 5 (    1.5%) 

and (b) Test 6 (    1.5%).  

 

 

When a macroscopic crack initiates on the test specimen’s gage length, the system thereafter 

cannot be described as thermodynamically closed. In a physical sense, stresses can be relieved and 

consequently they do not uniquely correspond to the dislocation behavior within a material. Hence 

the formulated constitutive relations do not apply beyond macroscopic crack initiation in LCF test 

specimens. Due to the stochastic spatial distribution of defects within a material, the lifetime of a 

test specimen therefore cannot be predicted with this model alone. However, it can be combined 

with other life prediction approaches to aid in that regard. 
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7.2.4. Creep-fatigue behavior 

 
From a qualitative perspective, the description of the various results as described in the 

previous section for LCF tests hold equally good for C-F results. Hence, to avoid repetition in this 

context, the results in this section will be supported by minimal text if they can be described using 

the same description(s) provided earlier for LCF behavior. Results that are unique to C-F behavior, 

however, are explained in detail in this section. 

 

7.2.4.1. Parameter identification for cyclic loading components 

 

The cyclic stress-strain loading data, obtained after executing the protocol for strain offset, is 

best-fit with Equations (6.5) and (6.6) for each cycle to adjust the values of the evolutionary indices 

  and   by   minimization. If the first loading cycle starts at zero strain and continues under 

tension, the cyclic stress-strain data after strain offset will consist of an additional tensile loading 

component that can also be fit using Equation (6.5). This routine is initially performed only for the 

lower hold time tests (600 seconds) to identify the evolution trends for indices   and  . On careful 

analysis of the experimental data, it is observed that inelastic strain accumulated at both these strain 

amplitudes exhibits a power-law relationship with loading cycles (see Figure 7.30(a)). The coefficient 

of regression (  ) of such a fit for each of these 4 tests varies between 0.9621 and 0.9925. As 

expected, the macroscopic plasticity index   also demonstrates a power-law relationship with 

loading cycles similar to that of macroscopic plasticity (see Figures 7.30(b) and (c)). Table 7.10 

provides the numerical quantities for both these parameters for tests numbered 7 to 10. It is further 

noticed that the localized plasticity index   exhibits a logarithmic dependence on loading cycles (see 

Figures 7.30(b) and (c)). This table also provides the numerical values of the index   for tests 

numbered 7 to 10, along with the maximum   value obtained after minimization for any loading 
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cycle of a given test. The robustness of the constitutive relation in predicting cyclic loading data is 

hereby clearly illustrated with minimal scatter indicated by these maximum   values. 
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Figure 7.30. Relationship between accumulated inelastic strain, evolutionary indices   and 

 , and the number of loading cycles   is presented for the 4 C-F tests under consideration 
(a) and for Test 8 (b) and Test 9 (c). The continuous black line in all the plots refers to the 
trendline for the involved relationship. 

 
Table 7.10. Accumulated inelastic strain and evolutionary indices identified for tensile 

and compressive loading components for any C-F cycle   where   = 1, 2,…..till failure. The 
maximum scatter factor obtained after minimization for a given test is also provided. 
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(   )  : 0.006385 

   : 0.040428 

    0.0261 

   0.1199 

    0.001525 

   -0.000155 

    0.0102 

   0.2153 

    0.001656 

   -0.000202 
1.099 

8 
(   )  : 0.006567 

   : 0.033178 

    0.0272 

   0.1047 

    0.001279 

   -0.000133 

    0.0186 

   0.1388 

    0.001287 

   -0.000152 
1.075 

9 
(   )  : 0.010732 

   : 0.030381 

    0.0258 

   0.1273 

    0.001670 

   -0.000197 

    0.0158 

   0.1659 

    0.001385 

   -0.000165 
1.065 

10 
(   )  : 0.011638 

   : 0.015232 

    0.0286 

   0.1098 

    0.001109 

   -0.000088 

    0.0218 

   0.1307 

    0.001034 

   -0.000108 
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Increasing values of macroscopic plasticity index   with C-F cycles indicate that the 

frequency of long-range dislocation avalanches increases with loading cycles. It also corresponds to 

the fact that long-range dislocation densities tend to gradually decrease from their initial values and 

consequently, the material is cyclically losing its strength. Decreasing values of localized plasticity 

index   with C-F cycles indicate that the expansion of CIZs into adjacent or nearby CPZs is 

gradually increasing and correlates to decreasing backstresses within CPZ interiors. It also 

corresponds to the fact that CIZs – like lath/subgrain boundaries, precipitate-matrix interfaces – 

gradually coarsen with C-F loading. 

 

7.2.4.2. Parameter identification for cyclic unloading components 

 
 
Since localized material response is always structural (or mechanical) and vibrational (or 

thermal), both the indices   and   are gradually adjusted for both the unloading components. Both 

the indices exhibit a logarithmic relationship with loading cycles   but their evolution is not 

identical (compared with LCF behavior) for both tensile and compressive unloading at a given strain 

amplitude (see Figures 7.31(a) and (b)). This might be due to the total inelastic strain accumulated 

and/or influence of environmental oxidation during the hold time that immediately precedes tensile 

unloading. The index   noticeably changes its sign from positive during loading to negative during 

unloading. This alludes to the observation that heat is locally absorbed during unloading in clear 

contrast to localized heat generation via plasticity during loading. Table 7.11 provides the numerical 

quantities of both these indices for tests numbered 7 to 10, along with the maximum   values 

obtained after minimization. Although the maximum   values for unloading data are still quite low, 

they are comparatively higher than cyclic loading component predictions. 
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Figure 7.31. Relationship between the unloading evolutionary indices   and  , and the 

number of loading cycles   is presented for Test 7 (a) and Test 10 (b). The continuous 
black line in the plots refers to the trendline for the involved relationship. 
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Table 7.11. Evolutionary indices for the tensile and compressive unloading components 

for any C-F cycle   where   = 1, 2,…...till failure along with the maximum scatter factor 
obtained after minimization for a given test. 
 

 

7.2.4.3. Stress relaxation and strain accumulation during hold time 

 

As per the proposed constitutive model, the external strain-rate is the only test parameter 

that is gradually varied during the hold time of a C-F cycle. Rather interestingly, the strain-rate 

during hold is found to exhibit a power-law relation with hold time (  ) wherein the power-law 

coefficient (  ̇   )  varies for a given C-F cycle and the exponent   quantifies the degree of stress 

relaxation with time. It is important to note that (  ̇   )   gradually increases from its initial value 

but never exceeds the applied (external) strain-rate. This corresponds to the observation that internal 

strain-rates at the start of hold (0 <    ≤ 0.5 seconds) decrease rapidly in the first cycle (N = 1) and 

then increase gradually with C-F cycles, although they never exceed the external strain-rate at any 

stage before failure. It is also desired to keep   as a characteristic constant for a given material to 

facilitate in C-F model predictions at any hold time. For grade P91 steel,   is therefore kept a 

constant as -0.5897. Figures 7.32(a) and (b) show the comparison between experimental and 

simulated stress relaxation characteristics during the tensile hold at different stages of C-F lifetime 

Test 
number 

Tensile unloading  Compressive unloading 

Max.   
  

               ( ) 
 

  

             ( ) 
 

  

            ( ) 
 

  

             ( ) 
 

7 
    0.0601 

   0.0173 

    -0.00839 

   -0.00192 

    0.0526 

   0.0098 

    -0.00624 

   -0.00111 
1.353 

8 
    0.0455 

   0.0224 

    -0.00604 

   -0.00268 

    0.0527 

   0.0099 

    -0.00616 

   -0.00115 
1.210 

9 
    0.1045 

   0.0492 

    -0.00940 

   -0.00375 

    0.1065 

   0.0219 

    -0.00842 

   -0.00163 
1.257 

10 
    0.2608 

   0.0185 

    -0.02177 

   -0.00134 

    0.1705 

   0.0111 

    -0.01340 

   -0.00080 
1.228 
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for Tests 7 and 10, respectively. As it can be seen, the degree of correlation is excellent indicating 

further the robustness of the model. In this context, the strain-rate at the end of a given hold period 

is expected to be the minimum creep rate for that particular C-F cycle. The total strain accumulated 

during the hold time of a given C-F cycle can thus be computed by multiplying   with the strain-rate 

at    = 600 seconds (for Tests 7 to 10) as per the power-law function. Figures 7.33(a) and (b) show 

plots obtained by plotting the total strain accumulated at the end of hold time of different C-F cycles 

for 600 seconds hold time tests at 1% and 1.5% strain range, respectively. Quite interestingly, these 

plots closely resemble conventional creep curves and can provide a numerical estimate of the strain 

accumulated just during the hold time of a C-F cycle. Further investigation can highlight the 

importance of this aspect of constitutive modeling and forms an interesting scope for future work. 

 

 

   

 

Figure 7.32. Comparison between experimental and simulated stress relaxation behavior 
during hold time at different stages of C-F lifetime for Test 7 (a) and Test 10 (b). 
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Figure 7.33. Total strain accumulated at the end of hold time (600 seconds) is plotted 

against C-F loading cycles   for 1% (a) and for 1.5% strain range (b). 
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7.2.4.4. Simulation of hysteresis loops 

 

The cyclic stress-strain data obtained after   minimization, in the form of conventional 

hysteresis loops, for tests numbered 7 to 10 are compared and presented in Figures 7.34(a)-(d). 

Although perfectly symmetrical hysteresis loops are expected for C-F tests, the evolutionary 

tendencies of inelastic strain along with indices   and   during loading and indices   and   during 

unloading indicate that slight deviations from this ideal behavior are expected (refer Tables 7.10 and 

7.11). It is clearly observed that the general profile of the loops is accurately reproduced at different 

stages of C-F lives for all the lower hold time tests. Most importantly, the loading components that 

involve work-hardening behavior are better replicated in comparison to unloading components for 

these different tests. Such robust predictions also lend more credence to the analytical formulation 

of the proposed constitutive model and the presumed underlying dislocation mechanics. 
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Figure 7.34. Comparison between simulated (markers) and experimental (continuous) 

conventional hysteresis loops at different stages of C-F life for (a) Test 7 (    1%), (b) Test 

8 (    1%), (c) Test 9 (    1.5%) and (d) Test 10 (    1.5%) with 600 seconds tensile 
hold.  

 

7.2.4.5. Simulation of cyclic softening 

 
 

The most prominent feature of grade P91 steels under C-F loading at elevated temperatures 

is its cyclic softening behavior. Figures 7.35(a) and (b) present both the experimental and simulated 

peak stress curves for two different lower hold time tests. The model predictions closely represent 

the first two stages (till end-of-life) of the actual cyclic softening of grade P91 steels at 625°C. It can 

also be clearly seen that this effect does not depend on the applied strain amplitude, with higher 

strain amplitudes and hold times corresponding to a stronger degree of softening.  
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Figure 7.35. The simulated (continuous line with markers) and experimental (markers) 
variation of maximum (peak tensile) and minimum (peak compressive) stresses with 

loading cycles,   for (a) Test 8 (    1%) and (b) Test 9 (    1.5%).  
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7.2.4.6. Predictive capabilities 

 
 

By conducting short-term laboratory experiments on a test material at accelerated test 

conditions, analytical predictions at a particular loading condition are typically made without 

considering the stochastic nature of microstructural variability. Since individual specimens of 

nominally homogeneous materials differ in the nature and spatial distribution of internal defects, 

they are certainly expected to provide scatter in test results even under identical test conditions (refer 

Table 6.2). Any extrapolation of experimental data without proper consideration of microstructural 

variability will tend to offer disparate predictions. The proposed constitutive relations (Equations 

(6.5) and (6.6)) greatly assist in this regard by minimizing the experimental data required for 

characterizing the microstructural C-F response of a particular specimen. If predictive accuracy can 

be sacrificed, mere averaging of model inputs from other accelerated tests at identical testing 

conditions can also be done by disregarding microstructural variability between test specimens.  

 

Since the proposed plasticity mechanism (or shape of hysteresis loops) is rather generalized, 

the obtained evolutionary trends of the model indices for grade P91 steel are expected to be 

qualitatively similar for any material. A material can however cyclically harden or soften or exhibit a 

combination of both under certain C-F loading conditions. Accordingly, few laboratory experiments 

need to be performed for a test material to particularize these trends. Once the trends are 

established, the C-F deformation response of a particular specimen at any testing condition can be 

accurately predicted by cyclically loading it for just few cycles at that condition. For example, the 

evolutionary trends of the various model indices for grade P91 steel are already identified in the 

current modeling effort for lower hold times at 625°C. It can be easily concluded that only the first 2 

loading cycles are needed – to numerically identify the coefficients and exponents of the 
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evolutionary indices – to accurately predict the C-F response of any grade P91 steel specimen for 

any strain amplitude at 625°C (see Tables 7.10 and 7.11). Although only 2 cycles are ideally required 

to identify the two unknown quantities for each evolutionary index, it is practically preferred to have 

the first 10 cycles of test data to maximize accuracy during modeling. Figures 7.36(a) and (b) show 

the comparison between experimental and simulated hysteresis loops of grade P91 steel for the two 

1800 seconds hold time tests 11 and 12, respectively. The simulation loops are obtained with model 

indices estimated from the first 10 cycles of experimental data only to account for microstructural 

variability of the test specimen in consideration. The robustness of the constitutive relations in 

predicting the C-F response with very minimal experimental data is again clearly demonstrated. 
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Figure 7.36. Comparison between the simulated (markers) and experimental (continuous) 

conventional hysteresis loops at different stages of the C-F life for (a) Test 11 (    1%) and 

(b) Test 12 (    1%) with 1800 seconds tensile hold.  

 

When a macroscopic crack initiates on the test specimen’s gage length, the system thereafter 

cannot be described as thermodynamically closed. In a physical sense, stresses can be relieved and 

consequently they do not uniquely correspond to the dislocation behavior within a material. Hence 

the formulated constitutive relations do not apply beyond macroscopic crack initiation in C-F test 

specimens. Due to the stochastic spatial distribution of defects within a material, the lifetime of a 

test specimen therefore cannot be predicted with this model alone. However, it can be combined 

with other life prediction approaches to aid in that regard. 
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CChhaapptteerr  88::  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

 

 

8.1. Conclusions 

8.1.1. Experimental 

 
The primary experimental conclusions from this dissertation work can be summarized as 

follows: 

 The monotonic tensile and creep deformation and rupture behavior of grade P91 steels at 

625 C reported in this work agrees quite well with existing literature, and metallographic 

studies on creep ruptured specimens show predominantly transgranular mode of deformation. 

 

 On average and as expected specimen LCF and C-F lives, as measured by the 2% load drop 

criterion recommended in the ASTM E2714-09 standard, seem to decrease with increasing 

strain ranges and increasing hold times at 625 C.  

 

 Resistance furnace based heating systems seem to offer the least C-F endurance for a given 

strain range as compared to radiation and induction heating, based on the limited RR data. 

 

 Specimens from pipe subsection 2-4 seem to offer comparatively higher C-F endurances for 

the different RR test conditions. The reasons for this difference in C-F lives in pipe 

subsections are not yet clear; therefore, they are treated as material variability for the 

purposes of this work. 

 

 Metallographic assessment of the tested specimens is performed to determine the extent of 

fatigue and creep damage under each test condition: 
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o The damage mode in tests conducted under the conditions of no hold time and with 

600 seconds of tensile hold time is predominantly transgranular fatigue with some 

presence of oxidation spikes. 

o The damage mode in tests conducted under the condition of 1800 seconds tensile 

hold time consists of an interaction of transgranular fatigue with dominant oxide 

spikes and creep cavitation. 

 

 When an improved analytical method, not currently prescribed in the standard, is utilized to 

determine the cycles for crack formation, the mean C-F endurance and its standard deviation 

and reproducibility do not significantly change, but the repeatability in tests involving higher 

hold times is better. 

 

  The overall variability in C-F endurances varied with the strain range and hold times as 

follows (not including test results that failed to meet the criteria for valid tests): 

o For tests with no hold times, the variability factor (ratio of maximum to minimum 

life) for the 95% confidence interval bands is 3, 3 and 2 for strain amplitudes of ± 

0.25%, ± 0.5% and ± 0.75%, respectively. 

o For tests conducted with a hold time of 600 seconds, the variability factor for the 

95% confidence interval bands is 3 and 2 for strain amplitudes of ± 0.5% and ± 

0.75%, respectively. 

o For tests conducted with a hold time of 1800 seconds, the variability factor for the 

95% confidence interval bands is 5 for a strain amplitude of ± 0.5%. 

 

 Following recommendations are made for changes in the current ASTM standard E2714-09 

based on the RR testing: 
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o It is observed that when induction heating method is used for testing magnetic 

ferritic materials like grade P91 steel, unusually high C-F lives are obtained in 

comparison with that from resistance heating method for comparable tests. This 

brings to question whether induction heating method should be permitted for testing 

magnetic materials. 

 

8.1.2. Constitutive modeling 

 
A modified version of an existing model (LCSP) is proposed in this work and shown to 

closely simulate the creep deformation and rupture response of grade P91 steel under various stress 

levels at 625 C. A thermodynamically consistent atomistic scale framework on crystal plasticity is 

also discussed in this work by considering the thermodynamic plastic instabilities due to localized 

entropy fluctuations. Specifically a probabilistic interatomic shearing process – founded on statistical 

thermodynamics – is proposed based on transitory structural ordering events that result in localized 

entropy fluctuations. Such localized entropy losses drive the system towards global entropy gains in 

the form of enhanced plastic deformation during loading. Global plasticity for crystalline materials is 

proposed to be mediated by the cumulative interaction tendencies of two different types of 

dislocation densities that nucleate and operate at two different length scales. Short-range dislocation 

densities grow exponentially and induce continuous heterogeneous localized plasticity whereas long-

range dislocation densities grow as per a power-law distribution characterizing time and scale 

invariance. Moreover, the latter induces nominally homogeneous macroscopic plasticity in the form 

of temporospatially intermittent dynamic avalanches or bursts. The proposed framework also has 

the potential to describe the deformation behavior of nanostructured materials and the influence of 

temperature and strain-rate on crystal plasticity is also elucidated. A constitutive relation based on 
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the proposed dislocation mechanics is formulated and shown to closely simulate the uniaxial 

monotonic tensile behavior of grade P91 steel, along with a qualitative demonstration of other 

predictive capabilities. Since dislocations mediate plasticity under any loading condition, the 

formulated constitutive relation is also extended to simulate and predict the uniaxial cyclic behavior 

without hold time effects in this work. 

 

The complex LCF and C-F response of grade P91 steels at 625 C is accurately predicted by 

just considering the evolution and cumulative interaction characteristics of two different types of 

dislocation densities that induce plasticity at two distinct microstructural states. By employing just 2 

evolutionary indices each for describing the loading and unloading components of a typical LCF 

cycle and gradually varying strain-rate for describing C-F hold time effects, the proposed constitutive 

relation has demonstrated excellent robustness with very minimal degrees of freedom. Once the 

evolutionary trends of these indices are established, the model can be conveniently employed for 

extrapolation with experimental data from just 10 LCF or C-F cycles to account for microstructural 

variability among nominally homogeneous materials. Successful implementation and demonstration 

of the proposed model has also ensured that the presumed underlying mechanics of dislocation 

behavior and its analytical formulation are valid. Most importantly, this work has shown that 

macroscopic plasticity is characterized by a power-law relation with loading cycles indicating its time 

and scale invariance during deformation. 
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8.2. Recommendations for future work 

8.2.1. Experimental 

 
There are several aspects of experimental investigations that can be pursued in more depth 

as part of future work. An experimental research program could be initiated to complement the 

work conducted as part of this RR on the creep, LCF and C-F behavior of grade P91 steels: 

 
o The scientific rationale behind the observed preferential creep deformation along 

secondary-phase precipitates needs further detailed microscopic investigation. 

o The current RR tests are limited to three strain ranges, single temperature and hold 

times of 0, 600 and 1800 seconds. The data should be expanded to include additional 

strain ranges, temperatures and longer hold times.  

o The results of this RR indicate that LCF and C-F crack formation lives of specimens 

tested seem to vary with specimen location and heating method employed for 

laboratory testing. Consideration should be accordingly given in this regard to 

understand variability in LCF and C-F lives in grade P91 steel with nominally same 

microstructures. Comprehensive test programs focusing individually on each of these 

aspects can throw more light on their specific influence towards LCF and C-F crack 

formation. 

 

8.2.2. Constitutive modeling 

 
There are several aspects of constitutive modeling efforts that can be pursued in more depth 

as part of future work to further the demonstrated capabilities of models described in this work for 

simulating/predicting the creep, LCF and C-F behavior of grade P91 steels: 
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o The modified LCSP model should be tested for robustness under different non-

isothermal loading conditions not only for grade P91 steels but also for other 

elevated temperature materials. 

o Similarly, the applicability of the novel constitutive relation for predicting/simulating 

the response of grade P91 steels under various multiaxial, non-isothermal and non-

proportional loading conditions should be checked to enable it as a well-rounded 

analytical model. 

o Specifically, the numerical estimate of strain accumulated during the hold time of a 

C-F cycle needs to be verified with further experimental input and/or microscopic 

examination. 
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